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'Wednesday 11./18/70

I:00 We have scheduled a meeting for Mr. Whitehead with Dr. Charyk andMr. Acheson of Comsat to discuss the C.4zA0 report on. the use ofCape Kennedy Facilities at 10!00 on Monday (11/23). (Steve is gettinga copy of the report fro.m GAO.)

Do you want anyone to sit in on the meeting?
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Report filed in "Comsat" with note .of meeting of 11/23/70.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

Date.: November 20, 1970

Subject: GAO Study of Comsat Launch Bills

To: Mr. Whitehead

The "Draft Report"* which GAO did at the request of Senator
Gravel deals with the manner in which the Air Force charges
NASA for Comsat launches. NASA passes these costs along to
Comsat under various launch contracts. GAO did not investi-
gate aspects of the NASA-Comsat relationship other than these
Air Force charges.

The GAO investigation revealed that Comsat has been under-
charged about $3 million for pre-F.Y.'69 flights of Intelsat
I and II. However, GAO feels that these undercharges are
not legally collectible from Comsat.

Similar undercharges of at least $3.7 million were found for
the first four flights of Intelsat III. GAO believes that
these costs should be paid by Comsat, and that futurellaunches
should bear similar costs. If depreciation costs are added
to the undercharges which GAO identifies, the underpayment
during F.Y. 1969 may range up to $4.5 million.

The principal basis for GAO's argument is that overhead expenses
of the launch facilities were not apportioned correctly (or, in
some cases; at all) to Comsat launches. The Air Force has not
yet replied to this charge, and there is a possibility that a
legitimate question about proper accounting procedure is present.
There is, however, little doubt that some undercharge was made.

On the basis of our in-house analysis of Comsat's financial
structure, it is unlikely that full payment by Comsat of the
amounts involved now and in the future would significantly
affect their overall cost and revenue requirement position.
The order of magnitude of the impact would be between 2% and
5% of cost per circuit. This is well within the range of un-
certainty of our _estimates of costs.

The principal import of the issue would thus appear to be in

CZA.
area of international politics.

Bruce M. Owen

* "Draft Report to the Congress...Review of Launch Charges for Launch
Support Services Provided to the Communications Satellite Corporation..."
November, 1970.
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DRAFT OF REPORT TO

THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

REVIEW OF CHARGES FOR LAUNCH

SUPPORT SERVICES PROVIDED TO THE

COMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
AND

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AAM SPACE ADMINISTRATION

DRAFT
F.* - qv

'NOTICE -- DRAFT RESTRICTED TO OFFICIAL USE

This, document is a draft of a proposed report of the General Accounting Office. It is subject
to revision and is being made available solely to those having responsibilities concerning
the subjects discussed for their review and comment to the General Accounting Office.

Recipients of this draft must not show or release its contents for purposes other than official
review and comment under any circumstances. At all times it must be safeguarded to prevent
premature publication or similar improper disclosure of the information contained therein.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE or: THE PRESIDENT
Of-TICE OF TELECommUNICATIONS POLICY

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20504

To: Torn Whitehead

From: George Man.sur

Acro

Chron

Policy
VNASA

OFFICE OF THE LARECTOR

November 17, 1970

We have also received a letter from Jim Beggs, DOT,

on behalf of Secretary Volpe acknowledging receipt

of our letters to Volpe. Beggs' letter designated

Deputy Assistant Secretary Parker and FAA Associate

Administrator Bakke to be the DOT point of contact

with the working group and the letter also attached

draft answers to our questions. His letter closes

with the statement, "In the meantime, please do not

hesitate to contact us for any further information you

may require. " I will acknowledge Beggs' letter.

•



MP. GeOrGG Li. LOW

Actin g .A.r.b-nirilgtrator

National Aiironautict) and Space
Adrainistration

Vialthin2,,torit D.C. Z0546

Dczr lvir. Low;

Novem.ber 18„ 1970

•••

Thank you for your loiter of November 6, which transmitted the
Mer.-;oran.(11.2.m of Understan.dIBg between the Department of Trans-

portation and the National Aeron.autics arK1 Srxaco AdmilliFtration

concerning aeronautical satellito prog,rams. The Executiva Office

Working GrOi.lp has had a very good rersponse from both ind.ustry

urAd crov,ernment arid I woul.4 ,,Ii,;pccially like to complimel-.1.

ort

rtoterl in, my earlier letter to you, the Worldr-.1g Group oxpectr.; to

complete. its preliminary work 'before tile end of Noverriber and we

kec.p you informed relativo tho outcome. I am confident that

our common objective is to provide the bc:nefits of space technology

to the tkerormutical z.,..nd maritime communities and tlartt a mutually.

beneficial program. virill evolve from our collective effolte.

GFMansuritw
Subj File
Reading File
CTIMitehead

Sincerely,

Clay T. 'Whitehead



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

WitsminGTON, D.C. 20546

OF,FICE. OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

Honorable Clay T.- Whitehead
Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D.C. 20504

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

_

NOV 6 1910

A Memorandum of Understanding GIOU) executed between the Department
of Transportation (DOT) and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) on Satellite Systems for Aeronautical and
Maritime Services is attached to this letter. The MOU, in my
judgment, satisfies the early requirements for aviation communica-
tion improvements, demonstrates the L-band technology, establishes
a preoperational system for communications and independent surveillance
consistent with DOT/FAA requirements, and provides -for international
participation nnd cost sharing in a neW space application. This MOU
is our preferred way of meeting DOT and NASA objectives and the
DOT/FAA -J:equireiaents.

The most promising approach to the solution of projected aeronautical

problems lies in the early application of satellite technology, initially

using a VHF system to solve the communication problems and in parallel

moving as rapidly as possible to L-band systems to solve the combined

communication and surveillance requirements in the latter half of the

70's for both aeronautical and eventually for maritime use.

The rationale for this approach is as follows:

A. The airlines and DOT/FAA have had experimental satellite communi-

cations experience at VHF beginning in 1966 with NASA Applications

Technology Satellites (NTS) -1 and -3. Satellite-compatible VHF

avionics have been developed and are available to solve the most

immediate communication problems.

B. Congestion in the VHF bands will ultimately lead to serious

interference problems, whereas the aeronautical L-band region

is relatively free of this difficulty. Because this is particularly

true in Europe, there is strong opposition by European governments

to any application of VHF in the Atlantic.

C. The aeronautical L-band has a much greater bandwidth than VHF.

In addition to providing the necessary communications capability

for the increased air traffic requirements of the late 70's



and early 80's, this larger bandwidth can also accommodate shipping

traffic. •

D. The accuracy required of independent'surveillance compatible with

future reduced lane and track separations anticipated for 1978-80

can be realized easily at L-band, but onlyiwith a network of

calibration stations at VHF, yielding less reliability for

substantial additional cost.

E. The urgent need for additional communications services consisting

of three voice channels in the Pacific beginning in 1973 could be

met using existing satellite designs and VHF technology. This need

has been expressed by the airlines and the FAA and supported by

DOT and NASA.

Inclusion of some L-band capability in the Pacific in the 1973 time-

scale will provide an opportunity for: (1) developing experience

and confidence in L-band communications and surveillance at the

earliest possible time necessary for further refinement of the

characteristics of the preoperational system (there is, however,

adequate definition of requirements and technology to proceed with

the preoperational satellite design now); and (2) developing some

of the operating procedures in surveillance and traffic control

for use with preoperational and operational systems.

F. In order to prepare for the anticipated operational requirement

in the late 70's there is an urgent need to develop the necessary

technology and to conduct systems experiments with L-band pre-

operational satellites. These satellites, incorporating this

developed technology, must be available by about 1975 to provide

experience appropriate to 1978-80 operational systems decisions.

G. Early cooperative international participation in preoperational

system experiments is desirable in order to:

(1) Establish a basis for the necessary international agreement

in ICAO on characteristics of an operational system; and

(2) Achieve the bene.fit of cost sharing aftangements.

Use of the hybrid system in the Pacific shows an early commitment to

L-band preoperational testing on the part of the United States. The

cooperative international program will proceed concurrently with

initiation of the hybrid system but toward a 1975 launch date, and

will develop an L-band preoperational system consistent with DOT/FAA

requirements.
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The NASA support for a hybrid system in the Pacific is predicated on
its integral relationship to the AtlanLic preoperational systems
experiment, since the hybrid mode is not otherwise required and would
not be cost effective for the immediate commurlications requirement in
the Pacific.

NASA, and, I am sure, DOT, will be pleased to work with you in
formuiating policy for satellite systems for aeronautical and future
maritime services.

Sincerely yours,
..•••

/?6,91V...
George M. Low
Acting Administrator

Attachment

3



MEMORA.NDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Between

DOT .A.ND

Sate3lite Systems for' .A.eronautical and Maritime Services

An integrated 'DOT/FAA/NASA Program. to develop improved

communica.tions and surveillance services for aeronautical and

maritirn.c usc in the oceanic regio.ns is h,:b.,reby established.

The objectives of this program are:

1.• To improve air-ground communications in. oceanic areas.

To reduce aircraft separation standa.rds in ocea.nic areas.

3. To provide digital communications capability for a wide range

of services.

4. To provide for a foreseen requirement for independent surveil-

lance for air traffic contr.ol in areas of high traffic density.

5. To provide for the currently evolving requirement for maritime

communidation, navigation. and ship location.

6. To recogniz.e. the need for international cooperation in aeronautical

sa.tellite systems and take advantage of international interest and -

cost-sharing possibilities.

The need for improved communications a.nd control for aircraft

in the Pa.cific Region is immediate. The need in tho Atlantic is



anticipated to be critical by 1975. The timetable for the rna.ritime

• re'quirement, is currently 'being developed. The riaost proxnising

approach to the solution. of those prciblomn lick; in the early

• cation of satellites in conjunction with appropriate ground and user

ecluipment.

To satisfy the above objectives and associated n.ced dates, an

integrated program has been developed. by DOT/FAA/N.A.SA. This

program consists of two parts: (1) providing "hybrid" (VHF and

L-bancl) satellite capability* in the Pacific, and (2) L-ba.31c1 satellite

capability in the Atlantic.

The "hybrid" capability will be establishe0. over tho Pacific

in 1973 to provide:

1. The ea:ely.cornm_unications services required..

Z. Additional data on the relative performance of VHF and L-band

under coMparable conditions.

3. Early opportunity for DOT/FAA to develop and implement some

of the operat4ng procedures in aircraft communications and con-

trol for use in preoperational and operational systems, and to

perform surveillance experiments.

4. Early opportunity for DOT/FAA and the airlines, both U. S.-.and

internatio. nal, to develop the avionics and ground equipm.ent

*This could be provided by two satellites having both VHF and. UI-IF equip-
ment on the same platform or by four separate satellites, each carrying
one of the two frequency band equipments.

•



required for use with L-band systems.

5. Experi(m.ce and data for final design refinements to the preopera.-

tional systeyn required by DOT/FAA.

In order to assure an adequate evaluation of such a. system, it

will be necessa.ry, prior to the initiation of the prc.igra.m, to reach an

agreement with the airlines regardir47; the extent of A:heir participation

.and the number of aircraft which will be equipped with VHF a,nd UHF

capability.

The planned "hybrid" capa.bilities are:

VHF L-band 

Channel Capacity

Effective R.adiated Power

Covera2:e

Aircraft Antenna Gain

Link Reliability

Signal QualitY
Life in Orbit

Launch Vehicle

3 voice 1 voice, 1 surveillance

24 dbw/voice 38 dbw/voice channel .

channel

Earth-disk, 1 db 8° circul..).r, 3 db

contour contour

0 db 3 db

9 9% nominal
44 clb-Hz worst case minimum

5 years

. Thor Delta

The hybrid p.atellite services will be funded by DOT/FAA with

advice and assistance from NASA. NASA will be a cooperative

experimenter with the hybrid. Maximum use will be made of ATS-5

and -F to support the testing where appropriate.

The L-band. capability will provide over the Atlantic in about

3975 to:
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1. Demonstrate effective L-band systevIs operation consistent-with •

DOT/FikA needs.

Z. Provide the addition.al cornmunications ca.pacity needed. for the

•
Atlantic region.

3. Provido addition.a1 systems experimor.ts which aro rcquirod

. prior to commitment to operational 1.1.::;e of advanced technology.

4. Gain more extensive preoperational experience.

Adva.nced satellite technology will be used to meet the system

objectives in a. cooperative international program which will be

developed by NASA and ESRO on behalf of the United States and

Europe, respectively. For the United State.s, DOT/FA.A.. will develop

and pro-vide avic.)nics and air traffic control center equipment as 133.11; .

of its role in the program. DOT/FAA and European aVi.a.tion a.uthor-

ities will participa-te in the program as cooperative experimenters.

The NASA/ESRO prog,ram will proceed concurrently with the

initiation of the. hy.brid system, however directed toward a 1975

launch date, and will develop an L-band preoperational system con-

sistent with DOT/FAA requirements noted below. This system will

provide a significant increase in satellite capability over that intended

for the earlier Pacific use. TN.vo satellites are planned.

Th.e capabilities of. the L-band satellite will be maximized

consistent with a Thor Delta launch vehicle and an early launch date.

4
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- The minimum target L-band satellite characteristics to be 
met in

..the N.ASA/ESRO program are:

Chztnnel Capa.city

. Coverage

Aircraft Antenna Gain.

Link Reliability

Signal Quality

Life in Orbit

Laun.ch Vehicle

Eclipse CaT,ability

Maximum. .A.ircraft RF Power

4 voice channels plus surveillance

Earth ca.pabilitr:coverage ada.pt-

ztble to traffic density needs

3.5 clb
99% nominal

45 db-Ilz worst case minimum.

5 years

Thor Delta

Surveillance only

500 watts n-laxim.um

In order for the operational system to provide the 
most econorn.-

ical service, it is highly desirable to increase the 
performance

capa.bilities of the L-band satellites beyond the minimum 
target

specifications listed, but remaining, con-Ipatible with a Thor
 Delta

launch vehicle and an early launch date. It appears that considerable

perform.ance improvement over the above minimum speci
fications

can be accomplished by the a.pplication of high gain multiple-b
eam

antenna technology, unfurlable solar arrays, and increased
 efficiency

L....band transponders.

The system definition studies in the NASA/ESRO program w
ill

be directed to use the above technologies in maximizing the capa
bil-

ities of the space segment unless design tradeoffs show them to be 
so

technically or economically disadvantageous as to be unacceptable.

The preliminary cost-benefit analysis will be updated as 
traffic
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pi-ojections are revised and as knowledge of user equipment cost

is refined by L-band equipment development. This analysis will also

be. broadened to include pote.ntial additional benefits possible with

extension of sa.tellite services to shipping. This. activity will be

conducted by DOT/F.AA with advice and assistance from. NASA.

For the United States, the final specifications will be a. joint

DOT/F.A.A/NASA responsibility. 1\ZASA will proceed immediately to

obtain. agreement with ES.R0 on the above.

.AGREEMEI\TT

DOT/FAA and NA.SA agree that the integrated national program

outlined herein is the preferred way to. meet the objectives and

requirenlents stated and is in the best interests of the United States.

DOT/FA.A. anci .1.C.AS.A. agree to support this integrated plan according

to detailed procedures which will be established consistent with the

policies of both agencies. This plan is to be communicated to and

coordinated with all appropriate national and international organizations

in ac orda.nce with—established_U. S. policies and procedures.

-

JAMES M. 1.13/L.:GC GEORGE LOW
UNDER SECI1E ARY, ACTING .ADMINISTRATOR, NATIO:1\1AL

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTA- AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRA

TION TION

.0./ •••-, .00
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JO...1)-)1 H. SH.P-FFER,

BMINISTRATOR, FEDERAL
AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Date: 10/6/70

FOR Tom Whitehead

FROM Will Kriegsman

FYI.
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINH;TPATOli

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WAsHINGToN, D.C. 2054 fi

November ft, 1970

MEMORANDUM .-UOR: MY. William E. Kriegsman
Executive Office of the President

liere is a copy, for your information, of a paper on the need and

importance of a continuing program of manned space flight which we
prepared in response to a personal request from Mr. George Shultz
of OMB.

Copies have gone to Messrs. Weinberger, Rice, and David.

Enclosure

Willis H. Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator

•



THE ROLE OF MANNED SPACE FLIGUT

This statement sumi-aarizes NASA's current thinking on the question

of the need for and role of a continuing program of manned space flight.

The reasons outlined below lead to the same conclusion reached by each

responsible group that has studied this question from a broad technical

and national point of view: 1,IPnned sDace flight: is an essential part of

a balanced space program and a necessary continuing activity of the United

States.

The discussion will cover four main points:

• The rola of manned space flight as a means for accomplishing

objectives in space. This question is concerned with the

relative capabilities and cost of manned, unmanned, and

combined systems like the space shuttle—a manned system

for placing unmanned satellites in orbit as well as for con-

ducting manned missions.

c.! The importance of manned space flight to the United States

as an end in itself. This question involves additional con-

siderations such as the human values of manned exploration

and the contributions of manned space flight to our national

and international positions.

o The implications of a decision to discontinue U.S. manned

space flight activities.

o The national posture on manned space flight contemplated in

NASA's program for the 1970's.
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Manned Unyanned, and Combined Sylitems

Both manned and unmanned systems hr,:xe made great contributious in the

first twelve years of the space program. In the future a single combined

'system, the space shuttle, will .,,rovide the preferred means for economical

accomplishment of both unmanned and manned missions.

Starting with small satellites with simple experiments, like Explorer I

and Vanguard, unmanned systems hcfve evolved into increasingly sophisticeted

and useful devices. Automated weather, communications, and scientific

satellites have been most successful. Unmanned probes sent into deep space

have sent back large ailounts of information about other planets in the

solar system. We have also learned a great deal about the moon from ou

unmanned Ranger, Surveyor nad Orbiter projects.

In the same period of time, our manned systems have also' made majoz

coeitributions to the ex,„:loraieiosa of space. In Project 1.;ercury, we first

learned about man's capabilities in space; in Gemini, man devclopad opera,

tional proficiency in space; and in Apollo, man first set foot on another

body in space and, at the same time, gave us a clear demonstration that

important results in science and in exploration can be achieved in manned

space flight.

However, both manned and unmanned systems have been expensive. The

basic reason is that each spacecraft and each launch vehicle has been used

only ora:e--it could not be reused. Also, all systems—manned and unmanned--

have had to be designed and tested to extremely exacting standards; everything

has hc,d to work to avoid 1033 Of the entire investment. Now, however, NASAlc

experience and research over the years with unulanned systems, manned systems%,



• and ip aeronautics have co;..le together in a new concept—the reusable rianned

:._Tace shuttle s.:z_stem—which will bring about a fundamental change in space•

operations and result in very substantial cost reductions; for both manned

and unmanned missions.

The space shuttle combines into a single space transportation system

the requirements for previous unmanned and manned systems. Unmanned satellites

will be placed in orbit by the manned shuttle an:d later brought back from

orbit by the shuttle for repair and reuse. Manned "sortie" missions in earth

orbit of up to seven days can be conducted economically with thc shuttle,

with transportation costs no greater . than unmanned missions. Larger space

systems, such as those required for future lunar exploration or earth orbital

space stations, can ba delivered to orbit by the shuttle in modules for

assembly and supply in space. The . shuttle is not a "manned spacecraft"; it

is a szs.ce transDorl-ption system.

Our detailed cost and use studies show thet the cost of space shuttle

missions will be less than our present unmanned missions.. There are several

reasons. The shuttle will he reusable, like an airplane, up to 100 times.

Spacecraft and experiments will be cheaper because the size and weight con-

straints on payload design can be relaxed. The number of spacecraft and

payloads to be procured will be reduced because the shuttle can bring them

back frcu orbit, for repair and reuse.

The space shuttle, therefore, will not only make the use of automated

unmanned systems more efficient, but will also permit, without large extra

cost, the use of manned operations when they offer important advantages.

Generally speaking, if a space mission can be defined in detail in

Ldvac,?, nn the prcsece ce7 1:e-A ee.
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conceived that can do tha job. But when the objectives cannot be fully

defined in advance, as in the case of exploration, or uhen the required

.operations are exceedingly complex, as in the case of the operation and

maintenance of a large space telescope, the presence in space of man with

his unique intelligence and versatile physical capabilities can be an

essential advantage.

Thu, while it is possible to conceive of complex unmanned systems

which might do some of the operations performed on the moon by the Apollo

astronauts, it is virtiJall, impossible to conceive of practical systems

that could accomplish many of the most important things, such as the

discovery of unexpected features on the moon, the careful selection and

documentation of lunar sarhples, and the reporting of conditions on the

mooa other than f-1...Jose measured directly by instruments selected in advance.

Unmanned robot systems approaching the capabilities of the astron.7.uts

would also--through their complexity--tend to approach the manned systeias

in cost without: ever equaling them in capability.

In earth orbitalooperations, potential advantages can also be

cited for manned systems—examples are the assembly, calibration, operation,

and repair of complex scientific equipment; the recognition and prompt

observatioa of transitory pheAci:J:enon; and the utilization of weightlessness

in space for laboratory-type research in'the physical and biological, and

engineering sciences. however, a precise identification of the types of

operations in earth orbit where man is essential, advantageous, not needed,

or a hindrance, recuires actu:d flight experience under conditions where
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the crew can experiment over an extended period with a variety of scientificand other operations. 1, principal objective of the Skylab program is toprovide this experience, while at the same time conducting major scientificand earth resources experiments.

AlLhough there are some who question the worth of space stations atthis time, there is also a body of scientific and engineering opinion todaythat a space station will be an importaat and extremely valuable next. stepin man's exploration and utilization of space. (In fact, today's support,by scientists, for the space station appears to be greater titan their supportfor Apollo as little as two years ago!) With Skylab, we can extend ourexperience from two w2cks to tuo months; we can test realistically wan'scontribution to science, applications, and engineering functions; and we candevelop an understanding of our future-options early enough to permil therational, deliberate evolution of our programs.
At the same time, Skylab-borne experiments are.of unique scientificand technical value in themselves. The Apollo Telescope Nount (ATM) wili,because of its capability to use film, have data acquisition rates a million4times higher than that of the automated Orbiting Solar Observatory; the ATMis therefore ideally suited for the very high resolution study of rapidlyvarying solar phenomena. The earth resources survey package will give usthe first meaningful intercomparisoa of photographic, infrared, and Illicrov7averemote sensors to co:relate with aircraft and ERTS experiments for detcmina-tion of the next step in this exciting and relevant applications area. Thispackage will also provide a spectral resolutioa fcr greater than the unmannedERTS instruments,



Ia summary, Skylab is the next step in the manned exploration of •

spacc--an experimental aannc_d space station with major tasks in astronomy

and earth resources that wilI extend our knowledge of man's ability to

live and work in space. And the development of the ERE....0 shuttle will

bring together what we now know as "unmanned" and "manned" mis ions into

a single combined mode of operations. This col'o,b-ined mode will be a less

costly and more effective space transportation system than both the uncaanned

and manned modes it will replace. It will permit manned missions in the

future at a small fraction of the cost of present types of equip:3ont. AL

the same time, its development can be fully justified on cost-effective

bases for unmanned missions only, entirely apart from its use in future

manned missions.

The imr)ortance of Zcnna. ST)ace Plic,ht to the United States• --

NASA's manned space flight program to date has been undertaken

marlly to achieve and demonstrate United States leadership in seience,and

technology. Apollo has also made significant contributions to lunal7

science and exploration and Skylab will carry many important experiments.

But tho intrinsic and potential values of manned space flight itself have

been the driving considerations in the decisions to undertake and follow

through with our manned space flight programs.

Because of the largo costs involved, the question whether these values

justify continuing our innned space flight activities has been repeatejly

reexamined. All responsible g-,-cups which have considered this question,
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includLng President Nixon's Space Task Group, the President's Science

Advisory Coasaittee, and Congessional col:.mittees have concluded that

!Ale nation should continue to support over the years a significant and

useful program of manned space flight. Thc ircasoas are variously stated

but C01713 dcAm. to four 1-,rincipal points.

I. The demonstrated and potent-.:al utility of manned snace 

in exploration. scientific research, and other ,Ipoce o.perzltions, as

discussed above.

2. Acceptance of manned exploration of sors_EI-11:2222L.t,,z.lt end

continuing human Q;oal in its own right, and agreement that the United

States, as a great nation, should continue, over the years, to take a

leading role in such exploration. As President Ni:zon's statement: of

March 7, 1970, put it:

. From time imme2orial, man has insisted on venturing

inio the unknown despite his inability to predict precisely

the value of any given exploration. He has been willing to

take risks, willio2; to be surprised, willing to adapt to new

experiences. Man has colfie to feel that such quests are

worthwhile in and of themselves--for they represent one way

in which he expands his vision and expresses the human

spirit. A great nation must always be an exploring nation

if it wishes to rel:.ain great."

The general acceptance of mf.nned exploration of space as a continuing

goal has not implied and does not depend on a commitment to a specific

future goal, like a vanned mission to Mars. Present program plans include

continued exploration of the moon. with the remaining Apollo flights and

exploration in earth orbit with Skylab, and envisage a future decision to

resume exploration of the moon in the 1980's with a system using the

TL:k r.7,port Cc.c!
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statement mentioned manned flight to ]rs as a future possibility, this

is not a part of the program now planned. Under the program levels now

projected by NASA for the rest of the 1970's, a decision to begin work

on a manned mission to liars could not be implemented until the 1980's

or later.

3. Reco3nition of the nniQue contribution of manned E,21.c:.!1.11,LE4h.c
in projecting a positive illlage of the United States to the rest of the 

world. In the world situation as it can now be foreseen, manned space

flight will continue to be the best and perhaps the only arena of world-

wide inte.rest where tha States can demonstrate at the same time

technoloical strength, peaceful inte,:Ltion, power without confrontel.ion,

and the openness of a free society. Even. if the wQrldwide attention is

less than the total preoccupation with Apollo Il and 13, leadership groups

all around f.:h woild will be watching the U.S. and the ussa closely. A

continuing and progressive series of mEmned space flight accomplishments

. continue to be an important factor in promoting a positive attitude

toward the United States.

4. future military 1)otential of manned space flio.,ht.

We cannot ignore the possibility that at some time in the near future the

defense needs of the United States wili require a manned space flight

capability. Continuing an active and technologically advanced manned

space flight px:ogra-:a for exploration and other civilian purposes will

ensure that we ara prepared for 1-; eventuality.
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[mplications of DiscontinuinR Manned S-iacc Fli?hzis , -

Termination of U.S. manned space flight activities by a conscious

decision or by failure to provide adequate support to continue a balanced

total program would me„In—basides the loss of C.,e benefits and advantages

cited above—that for the indefinite future the Soviets would have manned

operations in space as their exclusive domain.

There is no doubt that the USSR is pursuing manned space flight as a

continuing major objective to which they are applying very substantial

resources. The Soviets would undoubtedly exploit our withdrawal—contrasted

with continuing highly visible progress on their part—as a major basis for

humiliating the U.S. aad the Free World system in the eyes of the world.

Such a situation, in our view, is unacceptable to the United States, and

is onc whic.h should.not be permitted to come into being.

Posture on NP:ftried Space Flighc

Under present plans, U.S. manned space flight will be suspended after

completion of the Skylab mission in 1973 until the first flights of the

space shuttle system—suborbital .test flights could .start in 1975 and thc,

first orbital flights in 1977. Termination of flights with Apollo hard-

ware after. four more lunar flights and Skylab has been forced by

previous and curreiIt buciget constraints: A decision, also for fiscal

reasons, has been made to defer initiation of space statioa work beyond

the study stage to a later time. The space shuttle system would be the

only manned space flight program the United States would have under

(.;n7;-:3ozc!ni: for
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All considerations point to the central. importance of carrying out

S:;y1a1) and proceedin with the dovolopleat of the space shuttle sys(cm.

In suminAry:

To forego Skylab wouid leave the United States without the

data base for future manned l'Aission decisions. It would have a powerful

negative impact on astronomy and earth resources surveys. It would

surrender uo the USSR. the option of having the first real space station in

orbit. it would )eave underdeveloped the desirable precedent of openly

shared manned flight program scientific and technical results, a possibility

currently underscore.:1 by the discussioas in MOSCOW on the suggestion that

the U.S. and USSR use common docking hardware in their orbital spacecraft.

b. The shuttle is clearly a necessary and worthwhile development

for the long-term future of the space progvam--an economic;11 and versatile

law-Leh system for both unmanned and manned missions. The shuttle is not

a l ictanned spacecraft." it is a space transportatioa system.

c. Moving ahead now with the shuttle system is the best zwailable

way to end the post-Skylab hiatus in U.S. mrinned space flight; it does not:

require the establishment or acceptance of a new wajor mission goal in

space.

d. It will provide a focus for halting the further erosion of

U.S. aerospace capabilities which will otherwise occur.

e. It is .essenLial for success in the effort NASA has undertaken,

the request of the President, to secure international participation in

our future major space programs. The decision to defer the space station

development leaves the shuttle as the only m:2,jor focus of such cooperation.

a

European interest in partIcipation--now surprisingly strong--will evaporate.
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f. The space sl,uctie will open up exciting new possibilities in

the exploration of space; ic will revolutionize our use of space in ways

we cannot even imagine today. Because it will be cheaper to carry payloads

into orbit, because it will be possible to bring them back, and becLuse

scientists, engineers oners who a-,:e not trained as astronauts will bc

able to fly in it, we will be able to do things in space that we would not

even consider doing today.



-.S. AMT.; LET a. ER SENT TO:
Dr. •ViiIli's Sha.pley, Associate Deputy Admin. , NASA 

.....,.. ,

N4.1.-. Ra.yrnorid .A.., Gilber, Depity, NASC 
Y10•4"-''.1‘,,fir. Ricla.i..J. Eic:_.:-.-2,., Director, Office c+. 

',.,..2.:s... i )(MT. --

Lir. David :".17-.-.:- --..-..., Deputy Assista.nt tr, +47- ''--4....y. of I)efense(Telecornrrp,-..---,..tions)

Arnbassado..c .W.-.......-..1.::!.--..-4.rn, U. S. Delegation, ..0..i\-!'.'.' '''' .c-zAT Conf.
-..-...

jECOLE:clo

Mr. Dyyle-2
Subj.

Mr. Malian). K. lv.i.iner
DL ector
Cffice of Tciccommanicatiol'it,
r";,...z..,:artment of State
'1.7:..shington, I.:. C. 20520

Dear Mr. L./1111er:

t;ri

The Communications Satellitk: Act of 1962 requiret that the
Pi=esident transmit a report to Congress in January of each
year regarding significailt cicve:opnaents and activities dial:big
the previous calendar year, The :i.-eport includes an evaluation
of those developr.nents and acci,-.4-mplishments in terms of atta.ining

objectives of the Act, ac. "7 7.1 a:3 recomnaendationc icr
additional legislation or other Congressional action.

lin order to afford the opportunity for careful preparatioil and
review of the report. we are requesting that the Executive
:2..:p.artrnents and Agenci responsibilities which maw ',Jear
on. commercial satellite comn-lunications submit their suggestions
for material to be included in the'report by November ZO.

After submiscion of the information we contemplate preparing a
draft report for comment by affected Departments and Agencies
about December 10.

to ••••1:

Stephcn E. Doyle
Speciz.d .A.5.Gistant to the Director
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Mr. Dwight A. Ink

Assistant Director

Office of Management

and Budget

Executive Office of the President

Wa.shington, D. C. 20503

Dear Mr. Lik:

With reference to your letter dated October-23rd to 
1.4.r. Whitehead

concerning legislative changes to minimize requiren
-Jents for annual

reports, this Office concurs fully with the rec
ommendations contain.ed

in the Space Council's rnerrora.nd.una to the Director
 of OlvlB dated

June. 30, 1970.

The Office of Telecommunications I--)olicy belie
ves it would be more

efficient and fully consistent with the President's 
desires as set

forth in his letter of 14.,lay 25, 1970, to 'have the
 requirement for the

President's report under the Comsat .Act deleted 
and. have added. to

the President's annual report on aeronautical 
and space activities

a chapter dealing with OTP.

Sincerely,

Stephen E. Doyle

Spc.-.cial Assistant

to the Director

cc: Mr. Whitehead

Mr. Doyle

(



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESID
ENT

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGE
T

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

OCT 23 '1976

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead

Director, Office of

Telecommunications Policy

1800 G Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

We have received the enclosed me
morandum from the National

Aeronautics and Space Council s
uggesting a possible saving

by consolidation of reports.

The National Aeronautics and S
pace -Administration has

already commented (copy enclose
d) favorably on this

proposal as it relates to thei
r reporting responsibilities.

As preparation of the reportin
g requirements in Section 404(a)

of the Communications Satellit
e Act of 1962 were delegated

to your Office under Section 
9 of Executive Order 11536 of

September 4, 1970, we would ap
prepiate your comments on

this suggestion for, the poss
ible "consolidation of related

reports.

Sincerely,

Dwight A. Ink

Assistant Director

Enclosures



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASH I NGTON, O.C. 20503

OCT 23 1970

Honorable Clay T. Whitehead

Director, Office of
Telecommunications Policy

1000 G Street, N.U.
Washington, D. C. 20504

Dear Mr. Whitehead:.

We have received the enclosed memorandum from the National

Aeronautics and Space Council suggesting a possible

saving by consolidation of reports.

The National Aeronautics ..nd:S§ace Administration has

already commented (copy:enclosed) favorably on this

proposal as it relatesito t7lieir -reporting responsibilities. .

As preparation of thereporting requirements in Section 404(a

of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 were delegated

to your Office under Section 9 of Exzcutive Order 11536 of

September 4, 1970, we would, app“:c.iate your comments on

this suggestion for,the pOst0,10.q dOnsolidation of related
reports.

Enclosures

Sincerely,

(Sigled)

Dwight A. Ink

Assistant Director
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE COUNCIL

WASHINGTON 20502.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

June 30, 1970

MEMORANDUIVI FOR

Director, Bureau of the Budget

References: (1) President's letter, 25May1970

(2) BOB Circular No. A-44, Rev. 17Jun1970

Subject: Possible Saving by Consolidation of Reports

Although we estirnate the saving to be no more than $25, 000 per year,

relative efficiency might be served by consolidating related reports.

The Nationa.1 Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, in Section 206,

requires tNvo reports. Pa.ragraph (a) requires the semia.nnual report

to Coni_zress of NASA itself. Para.graph (b) requires the President

fn :report fn the. Cong-req anni_v_--4,11v in Jannary, !IA rnyylprehencivp

description of the programmed activities and the accomplishments

of all agencies of the United States in the field of aeronautics and

space activities during the preceding calendar year."

The Communications Satellite Act_of 1962 requires, in Section 404(a),

an annual report on activities- and accoi-nplishments under the

Communications Satellite Act of 1962 by the President.

if it is considered advisable, the provision requiring a semiannual

report by NASA to the Congress through the President might be

revoked. The explanation is that NASA. has.a full opportunit-y to

.report its activities in the annual report of the President which has

for some years given over an entire chapter to the activities of

NASA alone.

The President's report on the activities and accipmplishments under

the Communications Satellite Act has been prepared. in the past by

the Office of Telecommunications Management, now the Office of

Telecommunications Policy. Consideration might be given to



revoking the requirements for this report in the Communications

Satellite Act and a chapte,,' added to the President's annual report

on aeronautics and spaz.c. activities to provide adequate opportunit
y

for the Director of Telecommunications Policy in that report. Thus,

there would be one report by the President annually to cover al
l

el.- - • •
aeronautics and Space activities.

The reorganization of the Executive Office of the Preident 
may

make it necessary to consider carefully where the President's report

on aeronautics and space activities, in the future, should be prepared

and centered. Therefore, consideration of the above proposals should

take place after the President's pla.n for reorganizing the Executive

Office of the President has gone into effect.

It should be noted that the rcport for the Communications Satellit
e

Act goes in the Congress to ti.vo different committees, not the

Committee on Science and Astronautics. For this reason, the

Director of Telecommunications Policy and the White House may

decide that there are good reasons why this report should remain

.as it is, separate and different from those of aeronautics and 
space

activities.

Go 71-s,
ce William A. Anders

Attachment

Reports to Congress by the President on Space and Aeronautics

cc: Mr. DeGennaro/NASA

Mr. J.R. O'Connell/OTP

Mr. Rhode/BOB



Reports to ConcY/Presiclent on space and aeronautics

NASA

"Semiannual Report to Congress"

Na.tional Aeronautics and Space Act of 195.8 (PL 85-568, 72 Stat. 426--

Section 206(a). )

NASC

"Aeronautics and Space Report of the President, Transmitted to

the Congress"

National ,"\cronautics and Space ..,\ct of 1958 (PI, 85-568, 72 Stat. 426--

Section 206(b).)

(OTP)

"Annual Report: on Activities and Accomplishments under the Communica
tion

Satellite Act of 1962 -- Report b-y the President"

Corni-nunications Satellite Act of 1962 (PL 87-624, 76 Stat. 419--

Section 404.(a). )
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMI
NISTRATION

WASHINGTON, ,D.C. 20546

SEP 3-0 1970

REPLY TO
ATTN OF: 1)

•

Mt. Dwight A. Ink

Assistant Director for Executive Managemen
t

Office of Management and Budget

Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear Mr. Ink:

This is in response to your letter of August
 3, 1970 in which you asked

for NASA's comments on the suggestion from the 
National Aeronautics and

Space Council that certain related reports deal
ing with space activities

and accomplishments be consolidated.

We concur in the proposal to eliminate our se
mi-annual report to Congress

and unless there is an objection, we will in
itiate the necessary action

to have Section 206 of the National Aeronau
tics and Space Act of 1958

amended as part of our annual legislative review.

WiLit Legard Lo the President's reporE on act
ivities and accomplishments

under the Communications Satellite Act
 of 1962, we have no objection to

the proposal to amend Section 404 of the
 Act.

. .

We appreciate the opportunity to conmien
t on these suggestions.

Sincerely,

. #1 
J.

"

Richard C. McCurdy
.)

Associate Administrator for

Organization and Management



September 22. 1970

1.1car Y.1r. Low:

9hron

/"NASA
OTP.Aero Sat. Systen

Policy

aye Ce-Mowed with interozt: the clAvt.Ltlipment of 7:.-1...A.S.A.11-A.1.

mcnItit it-,sy air tiez-Afic. coatrol L;atullite 4:otttri-A1,12:.catio:1

Thv Clificc Telacarranymicatioaa Pone; t;'t1:71,:700, YOttr tIzt
tiutre 4. great and 1.7427;e1t; u7v.if,r.pal.cped poteatial for ..3,..?.tellite fe.ervicca

for, z iyroad cl;szo of tte.,erg which. of co.:yr:.-,c, inclu.k2ozt civil and rnilit4.•ey

aviaticm. *rcit,t- to agotive art43 eazefut dev(fAortrz.)ent of satellit•ta

fzyste.i-,-na for tbe:if:;, purposeo. mostzre conzistQzzy with LT. S.

thternailoaal natio4-,411 see-IL:city objective,D, it is. importazt

to eztablish a (1.-..lizite statorng:zt o.f. the Adaliniariatic.)a's yeJlicy t1-4s

ra:ca.

Policy, we plan to lincin, in-zraedintc,17 1;:;xecative eliart:

larzy.ulz.te Adzr.itarltrztioz4 c,N2,-7-e.rzting tee:hrtical agcl

imstitutiortal arrang,etne.ats reiztrzri ta deployment zatelEte conarntuti-

catimt navigation. zyntems. Although it is inapp.tcr3rlate for OTP

to Lel part of the wecerAly fermell .1711.11./.2;-7..kfa croup chaired Ivy-

3:;a1,-heto we expect that ert3iIra,r5 conciter3ices will be 4-za csacntizq

part GI tho broadcr elit)rt by providing a definitive IP-tate:neat of. F.A.N

rectv,iremerits and the rationale for prop::.)sed DOT NASA programa.

recognize thz..-11,-..,-..7ancy of the ATC problem and its 3.4elation liatcal

planning arid wish tc.5 tiva ovr corlipatiblc

with 02-..iD Z'Y 72 1,-..ktulgt revicwn. Itcpre3ez..tathfcP; al.

Ltaff. anti will be itwolved. in tbt! Aci-Enini5tratioats roliey

rcvievi. George Z. 1,1r,..,.a.tiur, who Lean nominmted to be Deputty

Di.rector of OTP, will be clirecting this activity. I would ii.ppre.ciate

it if you could deDisnate reprevizztative with 'whom

Dr. 2.4.am.:.;:ur cart (lisctIss NASA vievn.



'took ftin-ward tc7 7:ith 'NASA in. thin activity and
that our joint efforts vsri.4 rc4. tat irt carly clopixsywerit C.t SyBietti(;,i

COMMA 3 tq* With tho ace,.:13 ilithlstry, ZAP-. and other kat:lel-al,
agenievo

Ceverce !,1:. Low

:1,\TrAiozati iteronauticz elld Space

1.Vashingtom, 1).C. 2 -:35,i6

cc: Clay T. Whitehead
Central Files
Col Olsson.

GFIviansur/twicp
L,;, I\

Siacer

SI.G.5.514' A
CI* y PI:. 'Whitehead
Diritctor



September 22, 1970

Dear Mr. Low:

We have followed with interest the development of NASA/FAA require-
ments for air traffic control utilizing satellite communication links.
The Office of Telecommunications Policy shares your opinion that

there is a great and largely undeveloped potential for satellite services
for a broad class of users which, of course, includes civil and military
aviation. In order to assure timely and useful development of satellite

systems for these purposes, an.d to assure consistency with U.S.
international policies and national security objectives, it is important

to establish a definite statement of the Administration's policy in this

area.

Since this is a respon.sibility of the n.ew Office of Telecommunications

Policy, we plan to begin immediately an Executive Office effort to

formulate an Administration position concerning technical and

institutional arrangements related to deployment of satellite communi-

cation and navigation systems. Although it is inappropriate for OTP

to be part of the recently formed FAA/NASA group chaired by

Mr. Bakke, we expect that group's conclusions will be an essential

part of the broader effort by providing a definitive statement of FAA
requirements and the rationale for proposed DOT and NASA programs.

I recognize the urgency of the ATC problem and its relation to fiscal

planning and wish to assure you that our schedule will be compatible

with OMB FY 72 budget reviews. Representatives of OST, DOS,

NASC staff, and NSC will be involved in the Administration's policy

review. George F. Mansur, who has been nominated to be Deputy

Director of OTP, will be directing this activity. I would appreciate

it if you could designate a NASA representative with whom

Dr. Mansur can. discuss NASA views.
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We look forward to working with NASA in. this activity and hope
that our joint efforts will result in early deployment of a system(s)
compatible with the needs of industry, FAA, and other Federal

agencies.

Sincerely,

SIGIOD

Clay T. Whitehead
Director

Honorable George M. Low
Acting Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

Washington, D. C. 20546

cc: Clay T. Whitehead

Central Files

Col Olsson

OFMansur/tw



NATiONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

Office of the Administrator

July 28, 1970

Mr. Whitehead:

For your information, here is a note on
Dr. Paine's meeting with Senator Gravel
yesterday.

When you have a chance, I would like to

talk to you about this.

Enclosure

Willis H. Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS A.ND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

July 28, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Senator Gravel's Meeting with Dr. Paine, July 27, 1970

Dr. Paine met with Senator Gravel at his request yesterday afternoon.

The Senator discussed his interest in the space program, his decision
to move from the Interior to the Space Committee, and his special

long-term interest in satellite communications for Alaska. His approach

was low key, in contrast to that of his staff man (Mr. Hamel) at an

earlier meeting with NASA staff. He was frank about his political

interests in getting on the Space Cohuaittee from a seniority stand-

point and was mildly critical of how fast the present State Adminis-

tration in Alaska was moving on communications matters.

Dr. Paine and others from NASA discussed the present NASA program in

general terms. Among other things we explained that the ATS F&G
program was primarily a vehicle for technical experimentation and

chat its well publicized planned later use by the Government of India

for experimental TV broadcasts to Indian villages was a secondary

"spin-off" use. Dr. Paine told Senator Gravel that NASA was in the

process of taking a new look at the various technical options for

experimental and follow-on operational satellite communications for

Alaska. He said the report could cover the options suggested by

Senator Gravel's staff, e.g., possible Alaskan participation in the

Canadian domestic system. Dr. Paine said the study should be com-

pleted in about three weeks and offered to make the results of this

study available to Senator Gravel at that time. Senator Gravel

checked his calendar and suggested that September I might be a better

date for him and this was agreed to.

Dr. Paine pointed out that NASA could take the leadership on ex-

perimental aspects of communications satellites but that other

agencies (e.g., Mr. Whitehead's new office and the FCC) were di-

rectly concerned in both experimental and operational aspects.

He indicated that NASA would assemble the technical picture on

various options and identify some of the problems concerned with

each but that many of the key problems (frequencies, ownership,

financing, etc.) were properly under the jurisdiction of other

agencies. Dr. Paine stressed the fundamental necessity that the
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Alaskans themselves define and assess their own needs and under-
stand the economic and cost implications of any decisions they
might make.

The fact that NASA had the obligation to and would continue to work
with the State Administration in Alaska was mentioned. While nothing
specific was said one way or another, we avoided the implication that
the report NASA is preparing is exclusively for Senator Gravel. Our
plan is to make it generally available, after internal review, to
all interested parties after discussions with Mr. Whitehead and any
others he may suggest.

(Signed) Willis Br. Shapley

Willis H. Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator



The Apollo 11 liftoff was July 16th — moon landing, July 20th, 1969.
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June 5, 1970

To: Central Files

From: Tom Whitehead's offico

Attached are the files you pulled for
us some time ago; we appreciated
your digging them up for us.

Thanks very much.

Files re the NASA budget and meetings
with the President.
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March 30, 1970

Materials being returned to Central Files:

May 19, 1969 Memorandum for the Secretary of State

from the President re launch services for the proposed

Canadian domestic communications satellites on a bilateral

cost-reimbursed basis. (and other related materials)

Materials re Space budget --

9/11 mean° to Haldeman from Dwight Chapin

8/7/69 memo to Haldeman from Stephen Bull attaching

8/7/69 memo to President fm. Robert Mayo, Director, BOB

8/8/69 Original memo to Pre s. fm. Mayo -- Action Memo with note

8/9 "This was covered orally with the President"

9/25/69 Memo to Bryce Harlow fm. Toner re ICC reorg. plan and

NaSA authorization bill

2/4/69 Memo to DuBridge fm. Nixon re space

2/13/69 Memo for VP, Secy. Def. , NASA, Science Adviser fm. Nixon re space
2/15/69 Memo to NASA fm. Nixon re NASA activities

2/24/69 Memo to Ehrlichman frn. Bud Wilkinson
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Summary of Central Files
Presidential Documents on

NASA Program

1) Memos to DuBridge of February 4 and 6 on Burns recommendations
(drafted by Burns)--asks for assessment by February 10 of
Burns suggestions [no copy in files] that cost of "launching
and boosting operations" can be significantly cut and that
interagency committee (later STG) be convened on "scope and
direction of Post Apollo Space Program."

2) Memo to ViceEtesident, Laird, Paine, and DuBridge of February 13
on STG convening (drafted by DuBridge)--asks for a "coordinated
program and budget proposal" with Vice President chairing effort,
Science Advisor as staff officer and coordinator of staff studies,
and consultation with other agencies, "the scientific, engineer-
ing, and industrial communities, . . the Congress and the public."

3) Memo to Paine of February 15 (17?) on future space program
(drafted by President)--thanks Paine for memo of Feb. 4 on urgency
of deciding future program [no copy in files] and asks him to work
through STG, with day-to-day contacts through DuBridge and
Ellsworth, but to prepare statement on SU space threat and US
opportunities for President and STG.

4) Memos relating to NASA FY 70 budget supplemental

a) Memo from Paine of Feb. 26 on opportunities in manned
space flight--argues that last Administration "built
in a period of low accomplishment" in the manned space
program and that in the 69-70 period, perhaps "this
summer," the Soviets would make a "major thrust" toward
a "large-scale long-duration space station" and a
booster of the Saturn V class "or larger." Urges an
immediate "general directive to define the future goals
of manned space flight," specifically "a permanent space
station--a National Research Center in earth orbit,"
even before STG report and warns that without FY 70 budget
supplements President would face "the foreclosure of your
option to move ahead promptly with a strong manned space
flight program if that should be your decision" in the
FY 71 budget, calls for three FY 70 supplements: (1)
additional Apollo scientific equipment so program can
move at high flight rate, (2) space station money for
detailed planning andlong lead-time subsystems, and
(3) Saturn V dollars that "will permit production to
be resumed at a very low rate, before 'start up' costs
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become excessive." The alternatives to item (3) are to
have Saturn V's "launched on schedules stretched out to

clearly uneconomical rates, rates which may be below

the minimum for reliability and safety" and to put the

United States into the "untenable position of having

discontinued production of our largest space booster at

a time when the Soviets are expected to unveil a

booster of this class or larger." This money will not

reduce the President's options: "This amendment will

not preclude other future decisions on large launch

vehicles that might be made next fall."

b) Memo from Mappof March 3 on NASA budget proposal--urges rio

us Presidential endorsement of space objectives until

after STGrreport and BOB review in total budget context
and urges postponement of action on FY 70 NASA proposal

until similar review.

c) Memo from Ellsworth of March 6 covering previous two
memos--urges separating immediate issues of FY 70
request (implicitly including Saturn V dollars) from

STG's "broader delikierations."

d) Memo to Paine of March 7 replying to Paine's Feb. 26

memo(drafted by Ellsworth)--implements Ellsworth and

Mayo recommendations.

5) Letter to Borman of March 25 on Borman's foreign travels

(drafted by President)--thanks Borman for March 6 letter

(not in files?) and for "your suggestions for possible avenues

to greater international cooperation in space in the future"--
apparently Borman's idea that President ask ESRO to appoint

two European scientist-astronauts.

6) May 21 personal memo to Paine from Alexander Butterfield,

Deputy Assistant to President--thanks Paine on President's

behalf for "straight-from-the-shoulder comments concerning,

Senator Kennedy's 'dispirited vision' of America's destiny in

space."

7) Items concerning STG report

a) STG report--offers three "options" for next 10 years in

space all of which are paced to hold open the possibility

of Manned Mars expedition by 1986, all of which have

simultaneous development of space shuttle and space

station for 1976-7 operation, and all of which have
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space budget increases to minimum of $5B expenditures
(1969 dollars) in FY 74. Rejects "maximum pace" option
and "low level" option phasing down to $3 to $3-1/2B
expenditures in FY 74 and $2-1/2 to $3B expenditures
after FY 76--the tilaigkt: rejected because United States
would be "without a manned flight program after com-
pletion of Apollo and Apollo Applications."

b) Letter from Vice President of September 15 on STG
report--urges STG "Option II," with "manned exploration
of the solar system . . . a basic theme of our space
program." With respect to share station and shuttle,
"the Department of State, supported by NASA, should be
charged with bringing about increased international
participation based upon sharing the cost as well as
the benefits."

c) Memo from Mayoof September 25 on STG report (not
included in files)--argues that STG report does not
differentiate between manned and less costly unmanned
opportunities, that all three options are very
similar and may be underpriced, that a "forward-looking,"
continuing manned space program can be developed for
$3.5*0A)in FY 71 instead of $3.95B minimum for STG
options--partly by consecutive rather than simultaneous
development of shuttle and space station. Recommends
that President defer decision until he has total budget
picrura.E. in December and that program content as well
as budget guidance be established in order to keep
program under control.

d) Memos from PSAC, Paine, and perhaps others on STG report
(not included in files)
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MEMORANDUM April 25, 1970

TO: IO - Samuel De Palma

THRU: IO - Ward P. Allen

FROM: UNP - Milis Rothenberg

SUBJECT: Testimony on Space Commqnications Developments
in the United Nations

Attached is proposed testimony for your appearance
on satellite broadcasting April 28 at 2:00 p.m. before
the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on National
Security Policy and Scientific Developments. Your
testimony is scheduled for the second of three days of
hearings on foreign policy implications of satellite
communications. Testifying with you on "U.S. Diplomacy
and Satellite Communications" will ba Abbott Washburn,
U.S. Representative to the Intelsat Conference, and
William Plummer, Acting Director of the Office of Tele-
communications Policy. Thomas E. Nelson (E/TT/TD)
and Donald W. Bowie (SCl/SARD will accompany you to
assist you in answers to technical questions.

Attachment: As stated.

IO/UNP:4115own:avw





Mr. Chairman:

I welcome the opportunity to appear for the setond time

before this Subcommittee. You have asked that I emphasize

developments with internationol implications for satellite communi-

cations which have occurred since last May, I believe the Sub-

committee be interested to know that membership in INTELSAT,

the global commercial communications satelli:ce system, has

increased to 75 since last May. The seven new member states are

the Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Dominican Republic, Trinidad and

Tobago, Congo (Kinshasa), Yugoslavia and Zambia Needless to say,

this represents very substantial international participation.

It certainly indicates successful implementation of US policy

'in conformity with the Communications Satellite Act of 1962,

which called for special effori:s to bring the benefits of this

new technology Io all the countries of the world, especially

the developing countries.

On the technical side", INTELSAT has satellites in service in

the three main oceanic areas of the world. A large number of

earth stations have been built to work within the INTELSAT system

and more are being constructed throughout the world. I do not

believe I need to go any further into this matter other than to

note that this international undertaking, originally sponsored by
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the United States, is surely. accomplishing the purposes intended

by Goagress in :,962, It is without question the most successful

and broadly beneficial international program to date which brings

direct benefits to the world through the peaceful application of

space technology. Mr. Washburn has given you

the details on the current negotiations toward Definitive Arrange-

ments for the future structure and operations of INTEhSAT.

SPACE CO:•ZUNICATIONS DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
UNITED NATIONS

Mr. Chairman, when I last had the opportuni y to appear

.before this Subcommittee, in May of last year, T reported to

you on progress made as of that date in the United Nations

Working Group on Direct Broadcast Satellites. I submitted the

Working Group's report on its first meeting, held in New York in

February 1969, on the technical and economic feasibility of

satellite television broadcasting for community reception and for

individual recei)tion. 1 also reported on th2 plans for a second

meeting of that Working Group, scheduled in Geneva during July

and August 1969, on the social, cultural, legal and other implica-

tions of satellite broadcasting. I would like, with your permis-

sion, to introduce for the record the report of the Working Group

on its second meeting.
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A third meeting of thc Wori:dng Group, to carry further the

work of th2 second meeting, is now planned for May 11-29, lcIN,

in New York. lefore commenting on the next meeting, Mr. Ch,:qirmall,

I would like to review briefly the conclusions of the second

meeLing which I believe are of interest to this Committee.

First, the Working Croup concluded thnt use of broadcast

satellites for community television intended for purely domestic

coverage, such as is contemplated in the Indian experiment,

will allow national governments to adopt such regulations as

they consider appropriate‘ The Working Croup further concluded

that for regional or global coverage into community receivers,

a significant degree of control by individual government,„ would

• still be possnle. When it considered the distant future, beyond

1985 (according to the time frame projected in its first report),

the Working Group concluded that when direct broadcasting into

unaugmonted home receivers becomes possible, control by govern-

ments wishing to exercise it wjll be much more difficult.

Mr. Chairman, I mentioned in my testimo4 before this Sub-

committee last year that the fundamental US policy in support of

the free exchange of ideas and information is not shared by ail

nations. Our delegations to forums considering this subject are

confronted by the fact that there is often no general support for

a _princ412 we consider basic. They are doing their best to
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convince othcA:. delegations Lhnt it is in the interest of all

peoples that the principle be defended and not abridqed byx,

unnecessary restrictions. Our delegations urge concetration

on international cooperation, so that pre.sent and future benefits

of satellite communication technology can be enjoyed as freely

and univally as possible.

It was not surprising that some representatives in the

Working Group seemed to be more concerned about preventing

the potential abuses of atellite'broadca.sting than about pro-
. . But:

moting its potential benefits. /There was even some support

among our WeF;tern allies for the Soviet position that satellite

broadcasting should be permitted on]y when there is explicit

-consent from governments of countries where the broadcast

could be received. ProposalS by the representatives of such

countries as France and Italy for international enforcement

machinery which would regulate the program content of international

. satellite broadcasts were -also disturbing. Nevertheless 5 the

enthusiasm of the representatives of such countries as India

and Brazil for the potential benefits of satellite broadcasting

helped to keep a balance in the report of the Working Group.



The Woring Grup's report recogrizcd the need for cor-

tinuing international cooperation, and soggcsi-ed that studies

relating to satellite broadc;asting be conducted by appropriate

UN specia3j2;nd agencies in conultation with the UN Cofraittee

on the Peaceful Uses of Ou.ter Spo.ce.

The UN Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)

• is also interested in certain aspects of space communic;ation.

UNESCO sponsored a meeting of 61 nations in DecPmber 1969 to

discuss what international arrangements might be needed in using

*this new technology to increase cultural, scientific and educa-

tional" exchanges; to ensure legal protection of satellite tele-

vision transmissions against unauthorized uses; alAd to promote

the consideration of educational, scientific and cultural require-

ments in the allocation of frequencies for satelljte broadcasting.

A great deal of attention was devoted to the potential of

satellite broadcasting for educational television, especially

in countries where there is dn. acute shortage of teachers, and to

the need for an international convention to guard against pirating

of one country's broadcasts for rebroadcast in another country.

The US Delegation at the UNESCO meeting reminded the parti-

cipants that the first article of UNESCO's Constitution pleOges

the Organization to work 'through all the means of mass

communication' and to 'recommend such international agreements
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a S y be necessal:y to procc,ote the fre flow of ideas by word

and ime t, nowever, there was little nuppori: for this point of

vicw, ;Kid representatives of many otther countries argued for

some type of control, or internationally agreed regime, parti-

cularly over the cont.ent of educational programs which. might

originate outside the country for whic.h they are intended. No

. decisions were reached but, like the UN Working• Group at its

second session, the UNECO meeting concluded that the applications

of satellite broadcasting technology shou)d le developed.. in a

context of international cooperation, and that further studies arc

required. We now have the ;Final report of that meeting, Mr.

Chairman, if the Subcommittee should wish it.

.We are now preparing for the participation of our Delegation

in the third session of the Working Group. Without going into

great detail-;-14.r. Chairmarl, I can. say that our fundamental posi-

tion in the Working Group has three elements:

(j) The Uaited States Government believes that further

development of communicatIon satellite technolagy offers potential

benefits for ti-le nations of the would, not only the developed

but also the developing countries, as has been shown by the

success of the international commercial system, INTELSAT;
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(2) Ti-ic. UlliLed SLLtr,,s Govelc:it hus coasiderc7d very

creful. , ti:;e teolitnolzjeal tim;:lfrmes w*thin whi.ch lon7)dc,,ast

satellite capabilities are emer ing and we believe tht: the

intE;rnational comlunity is well able to Dreparc!, -in ci timeiv .aDZI

effective 11-1 -1r.lner, to put these .ncw caobilities to goc-)d use; and

(3) The' United Statcs Govcrnm2nt has encouraged and

.will Cont:;nue to encourage the necessary study and analysis to

arri-ve at reasonahl solutions to tha proble.ips engended by

this new technology.

To pui: our position another way, Mr, Chairman, we are an -Aous to

explore with other nations all the possibilities for use of this

technolou, while pursuing the cooperative programs of study

. which will allow us. to sort out issues or problems and identify

possible solutions _ those problems.



COOPni:./%T PROJECT

Las year durin!7.< the hearins bc.fore the Suha.ommittec,N,

there was scmc discussiDn of a propol of aRrecnt

India for an experimntal project to bring instrucLional tele-

vision to some 5,000 Indian villages, using c, N.AS sateiHte.

The ap;ree;ment was signed last September, and I believc th2 NASA

. representative scheduled to --',I)pear on.Thursday 'intends to brin

the Subcommittee up to date on developments in. this and other

areas since last year.

I do, however, wish to make clear that the Department of

State strongly favors such cooperative efforts with other coun-

tries to develop experimental projects in the use of satellites

for educational and instructional purposes, We believe that such

projects can contribute signifjcantly to a better understanding

by all countries of the value and feasibility of these techniques

and thus provide a basis for the development of additional

national or regional operaticaal programs, such as those currently
•

under consideration within AID. I believe that Mt. Bernstein

of AID, who will appear before the' Subcommittee on Thursday,

will be describing AID efforts in this regard.



Co-

WORLD RkDT0 CONRENCI:,

Sy'ACE TELCOUNICiATION',3

In diculn:--if forn.ccui.rig 1971 T:Thrl&

Tmdio ConfFxenc,-:-., for Space Tecolamunications it is useSful. to

roir. of the international Telecamnication

(ITU), a specialized aoncy of the U7i, whinh ha:3 a meale:cshilp

of 137 colJnties and_ terrttories. In a broE,a sense, its

-!.
.)17trpose to faciliLate intr3rnoti_on,7L1 tEll'Dcon*cE;tions io

a31 its ik)121. 12rjefly, thc. pu:;:,oL,cs and (1)jacv.iv;:s are:

.1. To Inaintoin ancl exLc-nd international coo2erat:ion

for the iDrove-acnt ra -!-..ional use of telccouni-

cations of all kinC;

2. To proffwiLo. th3 devolo),12nt oE teolinica3

onr3 their Llost eFficient.operation wit E.1 to

increasj.ns their usefulness and nakincj theirs, cerzirally

available to the- public;

3. 1.'c.) harmonize the activities of nations in the

attainmant of thoF--;e caomon ends.

As to its specific role with respect to regulation of the

radio froquancy spacLrum, the Union is charged with the

responsibility oJ: effecting the allocation of the radio frequency

spectrum and the registration or radio frequency assignments

in orC.er to avoid harmful interference between radio stations of
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diffrci.AL counti7ic:s. It chal-gPd thcl resDonibility

of improvii.1 th,, use m,:.!rle of rhe spect-i:um,

the Union is Fccomplished throu the medium

of periodic adninistrtive radj,o conferences, which. reviw

thf, Rndio R.cgultions xr-lreed Lo tho ITU Col:Ivention,

the work of Lwo of permanent orsans, the Interpational

FI-Nuoncy Registrtio :Board (Tru) and thc. Tnterntional Radio

Consultative Committe (CCIR). Th2 aceomplishe.s what its

name (ind the CCIR is charged witt snAdyinu i-echnicaJ

and operating clucstio.,-,s raloLing speciFically to radio cc-1,;,:uni-

caL;on3 and issu,,3 rccoL,oaendations on thin. I might cdd

U,S, has a]wnys considcnid internoLional cojlabo,7-

ative undertking os being of utmost imporLFtnce and essential

hp the ordc,cly use of the radio frequency spectrum. We activcly

participate in,all phases of this work.

Now, as to events leading to the nei: ITU Spnce Conference -

, atthe Administrative RadLo Conference held at Geneva jn 1959,

it was recommended that an Extraordinary Administrative Radio

Conference be convened in 1963 to allocate frequency bands for

spac( -ridj.ocommunication purposes. This recommendation was

subse _4 favorably acted on by the Administrative Council

of LI , Onion and the E,:traordinary Conference was held in the
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fall of 1963, Mot in of LI-1

of 1.1c; of oot.;:. spce 6nd the consent n,c1

for radio frequenciel: those pe..poses, The Cona..reilce wLs

11

successful of)..-ocpc:Tcs for =n7 typs of services,

including spc..e reseh, ELstronomy, and th comunictions

Satellite service. IL els° estblishd cAfinitions serrics,

set emission st1.1drds and precedurs cc_dl.n,,ilt:ing inter-

nationP.Ily frecluclirs foa: thesc purposs. All of

these decisions were. irorporaLcd into tfle. basic int,%rn,atione:1

Radio Regulations with ricesse-:.7y modifictions.to various r-xist-

ing provisions required. Thus base wLs estRblished for

an orderly and interference-frc el,2velopmc,,nt of rildiocommuni-

cations services using :pace Lechniques,

However, it was not possible at tht time, due to the

state of the tqchnolegy, to foresee how long the allocaLions

and regulations promulgated aL the 1963 Space Conference would

. be adequate. Thus it was generally underr,tood among the TTU

members that a second space conference should be beld in the

ear1;y 1970s to carry on the vork 'begun in 196'1.

While the frequency arrangemcnts and technioLl regulations

have been generolly sufficient to date, there was a movemen't
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in 1968 en the 17,:ct of sevl counr.rj. tb coovr2no thf: s,ond

space conferQnc en.lier than oli.31n(jiv c,ritipaz:ed. ThE!

US, on thc, other hand, bclicvi;:lg that ue. needd more experi-

m-mtation, moy-c eperience nnd more knowledge before convening

tbe second eoylfrence, held that the space ccaference sb6uld

not be convened until 19-0, Thi.s was not possiblP. in light- of

• oth,?.r cou-r)tries' desires and the Confurclace is now scheduled

to convcn in Geneva on jun 6, 1971, to meet for a period of

6 or 7 weeks.

This decision wh.;_ch vit?,s mndct lis .),- May at- -f-..le. TTU

Administive Council meeting cused a sped-up in our

preparations for the Confereoce to ensu;:e as adcquate prepara-

• tion as possible, II-. this regord the Federal Communications

Commission and the Office of Telecommunications Maniagement,

at the State Department s request in June 1968, had already

commenced active preparation for the Cona?.rence, These. prepara-

tions have been intense and, as an example, I might mention that

the FCC has already issued its sixth Notice of'Inquiry, the OTM

and other Government agencies have becn working jointly with

the FCC on total US requiremonts. This preparatory work resulted'

in our being able to send last fall to all member countries. of

the ITU the US Preliminary Views in order to obtain their views



ant.] In L..tion., been,

and multilateral iliterriLion;?.1 on these 17)3.:21ini:-:-y

Vicvis, all lc:ding 1.-.07.Jard final poitions on (ttr

over, ITU r s C.C11. is al'i3o :,(,:tive in 02:p,F..-ci.r.;g tech -j,c;A

bases for the CuTtfree, ac.i cif (-ou?-se we ac:L7;_voly

in 1-hjs grotlp 1,-2ork, v'hich involves both

Goverrl and indutry repres(3naLion.

timel:abe fcr irimdiate to furth:T!r

):efin the US Prc-.1iminary'V -i.nws, tal.zinF, into account add -j_tional

conts of thc US Covernmnt znid irldustry as well as vic, s

receivd from foreiLul couirf,!s, and nen, l&ter this sul=tx,

to estnblish an ad hc)c GoveryntPndns!-ry comjttee to complete

the US proposals for formal prosenta.f-j_on to thc ITU by JnnuarY

1971. The timetczblo is short.

J. ,

I now tur)7.1 to the question, M'f. Chairman, of what in

general terms we expect to achieve at thc; Conference, and

specifically in light of your interest, what 'is being proposed

with regard to satellite broadcasting.

I believe that it is cor-reet to say that our first objec-

tive is to provide additional frequency allocations to accommodat

projected use to about 1980 for such purposes as the co=nicatioris

satellite service; in other words, frequencies for the continued
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dc'vclopirle of com:ylrci31

both ini-.Eciti,,-);11 marit-jme

serv -.1..ces L.chnIquc; an cF.rth. r,-,sou.rces prngram;

space research, meteorology, rao .ast.coy, and similc;r

progrms. Our second objectiv is to obLain an zill(7;coTi fcr

satellite brodcasting purponc3 as none. is now pzovidJ2d. The

• bcst Pstim,7;te we have as to when. spne. broadc3

directly to the holiic would be technically p::.)2s:Lble is not

befor,-, 1985, end that asSumes the expelfe of sii.b1e su7

to develop the needed technolov. On other hand, thre

are otNer pnble modos cor ecnnTiniorci.

for TV broJdc:Ist:ing purposes that ofa: a wore -i-cric.C.;_af-e pros

pc- ct and \,;_ b:rlieve an approach along t:hosc, Jines will be

accoionodted at the Space Conence, This more modest: and

practical approach is to ohLlin an al3ocrAion to provide for

the needs of a so-callcd community typo bxondcast service.

This would permit the use of satellites to distribute TV

or sound programs to receivin2, s1-2tions for s'imultaneous

distribution via normal terrestriaj broadcst stations or to

community antennas for display on large screens or via wired

sysLems. It is this latter possibility that particularly '

interests educators as Lhey perceive this as a promjsing way
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arcr=ore such

United 31::ates proably joi

in propo:q.; iiALL: an aVio, 14

for i:h3L We br-jieve. th;:it sm'.h rin alio-

crttion f-o adiDpted.

In additioa, the US hrts ccinslidring the pnssnility

(if accmod-litthg bror',dcatinc.; satelltes on a:shnrcd in

thc traditioal VHF and UHF bands now -uidray used for 1:c:Trestrial

Tycw7-tdciting. I m7Yht add that, to date, this Jater idea -has

not received mucll support inLerl-mtionafly Our, to tbe possi a

advee technical_effects thot would be caused to exisij_ng-

broadcasting. -I would not predict th- outcane but would note

that there are geographiccll .reas in world where thre is

. little or no use made pf the VHI7 and UHF bands. *In any case,

this is a matter that will have to be 1:7ol-ked out in the coming-

months and at the Conference.

In summary, 1,11.. Chairman, we consider the forthcoming

Space TelecommAlnications Conference as being of iMportance

to the United States in order that appropriate new frequency
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arld -Cm..2 or 2rly

: ,

fe -J- 172ce-fcc- of tbe Yzzdio in

terresi opertic. If- will alE:o peI-mit us to col-, in?

to stud ,/ Lad &.velop the ti .;,:e of satcilits fp-f

purpuses, which m,,v led to such

availability of to pc_topis of the v:oYld, edu-

catioDJA advnccs dcvcio g

ard a_ number of possiics.
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Undc:r 
, 

or.....).:1;•-!tcici? .

Off..;.cr2 f-1.-;El s -i-]!il,,11: to 1-hc-]

rtioashID betwor'n the ()Mee of Telecunicators

Nflilent t'ae Undr a 17:1g-anding Execi:5vo

01:dr, and pcsumi,:bly under a n:?.w one, thP Dj.rectr c s role win.

.]:- srct- to this Departmnt is to assist (and give policy advir"

to Gle secrcrry of StatE,,! in the disch2A7ge of his function

invng teleconication policies, po!.3itins,

-apd ncgotiations. This the Dir_ector will do in consultation

wall the Fcd,:=11 CooAmunications CcvLmission. Moreover, the

role of the Department of State in carrying out its foreign

policy responsillities, including those set forth in the

Co!Tounications Satellite Aot of 1962, remains unchanged.

For the reasons outlined below, we consider that the

establishmeat of this new, higher -level Office will have

a favorable irilpact on our ability to handle international tele-

counieations problems and constitutes- a significant step

toward more effective policy formulation. Although we have

enjoyed a 1.-.armonious relationship with the Office.of Telecommuni-

cations Managcment, we have long recognized the need for a
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13.fW) -17 th..1

ni!,A

Officc of

"12 in 1-11 ,,, fon7-.:f..,-01:11-- of

tecThlologi.c1 ;71cvric.:(-., The po icy

inr.2.7cc! c.:)16pity .with cad! m.?„jo-f.

ti- ue since tthe adverlt

.caff=ic: via Onc restIL:' of t1-1 acceler2L:i.ag

pDce LccLD,-)logy hits bcen. mdly• c- .0;177161cd on

the iutel'ilLionaI scerle by the 1) ..:.):71 -ztent of State., not: only

in the InternatioLal Lnd

organs, but also in other UN forum,3,

To assure that our national interests are protected, and

that wise z:md timely dc:cisions are made for the long term, it

is essential for our count-ry, in its global leacirship role, to

, givc more attention Lo the study and evaluation off the ccorlomic,

technical, financi;31 and political implications of international

telecommui,icaLions.

To keep pace with the fo policy aspects of current

international telecommunicaLL -:,evelopments, the Department: of

State requires a broader scopc! and more carefully studied odvIce

than ever beiore. The estal,lishment of the new Office should help

meet this n2ed.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE COUNCIL

WASHINGTON 20502

MEMORANDUM FOR

Peter M. Flanigan

Subject: Apollo 13 Investigation

April 15 SECRETARY

Last week you expressed some concern about the Apollo 13

accident investigation board. The National Aeronautics

and Space Achninistration has appointed a board of experts

to be chaired by Dr. Cortright of the Langley Research

Center. 1 have been designated as an observer and will

keep you and other interested members of the White House

staff informed of the proves's.

The results of the Apollo 13 investigation will provide a

point of departure for the N.ASC's periodic assessment of

the character and pace of the space program. Besides

providing planning coordination helpful to the Bureau of

the Budget and the various agencies. this assessment

should serve as an. answer to those calling for a re-
evaluation of our priorities in space.

My staff asad I look forward to working with you and your

people on matters a space and aeronautics.

Copy to:
William E. Kriegeman
Clay T. Whitehead

William A. Anders



Tuesday 4/21/70

12:20 Tom asked me to call the Press Office and tell them
that there is a reference in the paper yesterday to the
effect that Ron Zigler had said that NASA would soon
has a major announcement about international cooperation
in space.

Tom would like to know where that information carne from.
What was behind it?

John Addrews said they saw the saxne article and are trying
to check into it; will be in touch.

,rvigsA
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April 3, 1970

To: \-i rift sraan

Frorr.: Torn -hitehead

think your memo for Pete to tient! to the President

is fine; however, kio 51,1ggest that orte sentence be
added regardin.g the cos t et.lcalation and its
implication5 for the :.thuttle program.

do think a more detailed letter from the President
to Dr. Paine is in order however, and I suggest the
attached draft.

Attaciirnellt



3/20/70

To: Bill Timmons

From: Tom I„ihitehead

Further follow-up.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTI,Vhitehead:jm



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

March 18, 1970
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
The White House

This is the outcome of the Wendell Wyatt and Harley Staggers astronaut

requests referred to in your memorandum of March 6, which we had

previously received directly.

An Apollo 13 astronaut to be selected will go to Portland, Oregon, as

requested by Congressman Wyatt and Senator Hatfield, who have both been

so notified. The acceptance and notifications were in process at the

time of your call to me.

Chairman Staggers' request was also in work at the time of your call.

We finally were able to meet his request for an astronaut who had been

to the moon (Bill Anders), but this morning it turned out Mr. Staggers

would much prefer to have Dr. von Braun. So Dr. von Braun will speak

at Keyser, West Virginia, as requested.

illis H. Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator



co

Friday 3/13/70

6:20 Checked with Mr. Clare Farley at NASA re

request for astronautsat the Keyser, W.Va. and

Portland, Oregon, ceremonies.

Bill Anders has a.cceptect the request of Chairman Harley

Staggers an.d Staggers' office has been n.otified directly.

The date was changed to April 28.

Re.quest of 'Wendell Wyatt for an astronaut in the June 13

Rose Parade at Portland, Oregon. One of the Apollo 13

crew is scheduled to do it; however, they have not yet

selected the particula.r one. Wyatt's office has been

notified.

Notified Harlo-w's office (Suza.nne).

/v/9-c

(13) 21426
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Thursday 3/5/70

5:30 Mr. Harlowis Office called. They wanted to know the status of
the call from Congressman Staggers re the appearances of the

a.stronauts. We told them - you were really tied up with a statement

and would follow up on this in the morning.
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March 6, 1970

Tii.-1-1-a),o.nr3

7.203.):1 Whitehead

mo these requests can be
t.9,1zen copro of although. It 1:3 highly unlikely
that: they will. be able to uupply an. o,strenaut
who has bean, to the moon; 1. c., they will
provide ono of the astran•-:,..,uts who has not
-yet flown. I will let you 1,..-.now as coon Et E3

• I can who they have lined up (3 0 y011 can pass
the wo:d on to $t.:.,,gg r r; and. Wyatt...

AttD,cia-.1-ionts

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead

- - Celatral Files
• Mr. Harlow

CrWhitehead:ed

--17)
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Thursda r 3/5/70

1:50 Marge called. Mr. Flaniga.n would like you to call Julian Scheer,
NASA, in reference to 2 requests for appearances of the astronauts
which he would like. to have honored.

(1) Chairman Harley Staggers would like one of the astronauts to
speak a.t Keyser, West Virginia., at a function honoring a soldier
killed in the service who received the Congressional Medal of Honor.
Bryce Harlow asked if we could do something and then let Bill
TiMMOT1S know the outcome.

(2) C.ongressman Wendell Wyatt would like one of the astronauts
to be Grand Ma.rshall at a Rose Pa.rade in. Portland, Oregon, on
June 13th. This Rose Parade is almost comparable to the one
at Pasadena, California.

Marge is sending over a men-io on this.

Scheer — 13-3530Z



laEMOR.A.NDUI\I .

TO:

FROM:

Chairman

service
Honor„.„

THE WHITE IIOUSE

WASHINGTON

'larch_ .3, 1970

Peter Flanigan
*,

Bryce Harlow ‘i

'0--

17-5L

HAKlav-Staggers pleads for an astrolimt to
4pri,L.21..itilnc,tioil,..,:DLApyse_r! Pest

honorin.c5 a soTdier 1-illed in the
me— .

and received the Congressional Medal of

Staggers said that the astronaut could jet his way
to Cumberland, Keyser being some twenty minutes away
from there, and could be back very shortly there-
after. He tried through George Miller, Chairman of
the House Space Committeer and failed. This is
extremely important to Staggers/ and he comes to us

YL, .es

as a final appeal.

I recommend that we try to do this for Staggers. Not
only is he Chairman of the House Interstate Committee /
but he is also a. great.sentimentalist. If we came
through on this, it would be a very valuable invest-
ment.

Can you, with your ineStimable clout, pursue this with
NASA -- then let Bill Timmons know the outcome so that
he can tell the. good Congressman?

cc: Bill Timmons

;
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March 12, 1970

To: Mr. Willis Shapley

From: Tom Whitehead

Could you please prepare a draft reply
to the attached letter from Rex G. Pay.

ttachrnent

z/v/f,4
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04 March 1970

Dr. Clay Thomas Whitehead
Staff Assistant
Executive Office
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

I enjoyed your discussion of domestic space communications policy at
the IEEE Wincon Conference in Los Angeles. I hope that the relationship
with international policy will be touched on in the President's message
on the space program. You seemed to imply Chat this might be the case
in referring to the timing of your speech.

My interest is in the possibility of using international space communi-
cations for foreign aid, as described in the enclosed paper. I believe
the system has advantages for both the donor and the receiver of foreign
aid and conforms to the broad outlines of the present administration's
foreign aid policy. If you can comment on the proposal and indicate
whether it is worth pursuing, I would be most grateful.

I realize that a great deal more analysis could be done on the system
proposed. However, this looks like a clear case where Gresham's law
of analysis will apply : the quantitative will tend to drive out the
unquantifiable. And here the unquantifiable is of particular importance.

Yours sincerely,

Rex G. Pay, nager
Development Planning

Science and Environmental Systems Operation

RGP:hec
Encl.

SYSTEMS GRO!.IP OF TR'N INC • ONE SFACE PARK. REDONDO BEACH. CALIFORNIA 90278 • (213) 679-8711



Project Delphi -- Technical Aid to the Developing

Nations by Consulting Services Satellite

Paper for the ALkA 3rd Communications Satellite Systems Conference

April 6-8, 1970
Los Angeles, California



r •Space p)tgogram
P).1ESIDENT NIXON'S delineation of this na-

tion's space goals for this decade is both
imaginative and realistic in terms of objec-
tives and in terrns of money. •

Just as President Kennedy laid the foun-
dation for our landings on the moon—land-
ings ..which would have been accomplishedafter his normal two terrns in office—so Pres-
ident Nixon is laying, the foundation for
spectacular achievements which are sched-
uled after his; ppssible second term.

Such undertakings require long-range plan-
ning. That is why it is essential that the sched-
ules be. outlined now.

I-raving made our leap into space at this
particular time, we are faced with_ a golden
opportunity. Once every 175 years the plan-
ets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. are
lined up in such a way that a single unmannedspace vehicle from earth can visit each plan;
et in turn while traveling a single arc. Thatunique time frame. occurs during this decade

President Nixon is seizing the opportunitYand will make the most of it.
His plan calls for more moon lanclinl-,5s,visits to the other planets of this solar systemand, eventually, the manned exploration of14Tars itself. . .
IVlost important of all objectives is theone aimed at developing nuclear power plantsfor space vehicles. This is the key to cut-ting the timc of space journeys into a frac-tion of :what they would be with ordinary

rocket power. This is what is e.ssential in
getting a man on Mars or any other planet.in •the solar system.

If would not be surprising if, as y.'e pro-gress in mar space endeavors, shortcuts heave
into view which could alter or reduce thethne required for reaching SOZTle objectives.
–.The President's definition of goals should
revitalize our space effort. The uncertainty• which has surrounded it for so many monthscould only have a deleterious effect upon itit and upon those involved in it.
Now the uncertainty is gone. Mr. Nixonhas spelled out what we shall do .during the1970s and has projected at least one effortfor the 1980s,

All that remains noiv is for us to get onwitli it.

AIT LO- 1\17-D. fat.1
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 1.4arch 7, 1970

OFFICE CF THE WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY

THE WHITE HOUSE
(Key Biscayne, Florida)

PRESS CONFERENCE

OF

DR. THOMAS 0. PAINE
ADMINISTRATOR, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND

SPACE ADMINISTiiATION

LR. WARREN: If everyone is ready, I think we can
go ahead now.

You have the statement by the President.

Dr. Thomas O. Paine, the Administrator of NASA,
is here with you this morning to discuss the President's
decision and the President's statement. Dr. Paine has just
returnee. from a trip to Canada, Australia and Tokyo, where
he has been discussing the international aspects of the
President's program for cooperation in the space venture
that we are about to take.

If I could ask you to put uown your telephones,
we will go ahead.

Dr. Paine.

DP. PAINEz Good morning.

The President today announced a bold, diversified,
very wide ranging program for the 1970's, a program which
will carry substantial activity forward into the 1980's.
The longest range program which the President has described
is the 'Grand Tour' of the outer planets with launches from
Earth in 1977 and 1979, with the spacecraft reaching the
Planet Neptune as late as 1988. So the programs laid out
by President Dixon will guide the development of our space
program for more than a decade.

A strong effort in exploration, in science and
in the practical application of space for the benefit of
man here on Earth is lai(L1 out, with increasing emphasis on
international cooperation.

The reduction of the cost of space activities
andthe increase in man's ability to travel back ana forth
to space and to work there effectively for long periods of
time is contained in the space shuttle rocket plane proposal,
and the long-life space station for the late 1970's.

The so-calleu space shuttle is a two-stage rocket
plane which will be able to take off vertically from the

noRE
(OVER)
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surface of the Earth, and at an altitude of about 40
miles and a speed of 7,000 miles an hour, the upper stage
will take off and carry men, equipment and supplies, about
a 25-ton payload, on up into Earth orbit, with the first
stage returning to Earth, landing horizontally like a jet-
liner, and the second stage, after performing its mission
in space, which may last for a week or two weeks, will
re-enter the atmosphere and also land horizontally ready
for reuse.

The programs to explore the planets laid out in
the President's statement will provide man with a close-
hand look of every planet in the solar system. The
continued exploration of the moon through the remaining
Apollo flights is planned through 1974, after which men
will utilize the new space transportation system envisioned
in the space shuttle, space station and other new devices
coming in in the late 1970's to produce a more reliable
round trip capability to the moon for the late 1970's.

Great emphasis is put on the practical appli-
cations of space techniques, not only in communication
satellites and weather satellite-s, but in new areas such as
Earth resources satellites which will be able to survey
a wide range of activities of economic interest from
space, send the information back down to ground stations.
This information will range from oceanography, hydrology,
studies of pollution, studies of the fields, forests
and fisheries of economic benefit here on Earth; areas
such as the complete ability to survey the agricultural
production, and the mineral resources of the Earth, the
capability to manage all of these systems for more full
and effective utilization by man.

Other new areas include the direct broadcast
of radio and television from orbit, and the ability to
begin to plan for the first North Atlantic air traffic
control satellite for very substantial economic benefits
in this heavily travelled air route.

Perhaps the most statesmanlike portion of this
statement in my view is the increasing recognition of the
international participation of other nations in both the
exploration and the utilization of space which receives
great emphasis in the President's statement.

As was mentioned, I personally have visited the
space capitals of the world and discussed the opportunities
in the future to join with the United States in more fully
making this a broad activity of all mankind.

Llthough it is too early today to report any
specific results, there certainly is a very substantial
interest overseas in utilizing more fully the American
program as a means of closing the technology gap on the
part of other nations and, at the same time, allowing them
to participate in both the exploration and the utilization
oftspace in the decades to come.

may have.
I will be very happy to answer any questions you

MORE
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Dr. Paine, why haven't you set any target
date for landing men on Mars?

DR. PAINE: It is too early at this time to
judge the effectiveness of several of the new development
projects which must be undertaken successfully in the
70's in order to plan the first mission to Mars. These
include the space shuttle system, which will have to be
fully operational; the space station activity, which will
give us the base in Earth orbitth..321 mhich we will set out
from liars, and will also prove out the life support systems
necessary to support men in space for the two years required
for a Mars mission.

And, thirdly, the effectiveness of our nuclear
rocket system which is not scheduled for flight before
the late 1970's and which must provideithe propulsion for
a T.Tars journey.

0 But didn't you present options some time
ago, to start right away, or you could have a 1936
landing, or a third option of going beyond?

Would you outline the three options?

DR. PAINE: Three options were presented to the
President in the Space Task Group recommendations. Number
one was an all-out option in which the money side of it
was not regarded as a limitation and we simply presented
to the President how rapidly we could move ahead in space,
providina an unlimited budget were made available to NASA.

It was really a technological capability option --

rlould you explain those three?

DR. PAINE: Option one was the all-out effort,
moving as fast as our technology would allow us to move.
Option two as when we attempted to move as rapidly as we
could, technologically, but being highly selective of our
allocation of resources so that we could keep the NASA
budget down within the range of the budgets for approxi-
mately the last decade cr so, not moving ahead very
rapidly in the budget area.

Option three was a similar option to option
two but without the longer range objective of being
sure in the development of our new capabilities in the
1970's that we were making it possible for man to plan for
a mission to nars in the 1980's or 1990's.

I would say that the recommendation which I
personally made to the President, which I haven't
talked about before this, but which I feel free now to
state, was that I recommended option two, and the state-
ment which the President made is essentially along the
lines of option two. 

1.10RE
(OVER )
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It does recommend that in some time in the
future but without a specific date, we do plan our
capabilities in such a way that it will be possible for
men to go to nars.

Dr. Paine, in the option that the President
took, as he has outlined in his statement, when will we
attempt a man landing on Mars? Can you say?

DR. PAINE: There is no specific date Outlined.
This is a decision which we would not have to make in any
case before about 1976.

The developments that we will be carrying on
under the President's program will be such that it will 
be possible to contemplate a trip sometime in the 1980's.
But the first specific hardware, the first program
decision, would not have to be made for another six years.

Dr. Paine, I believe option two mentions
the date of 1986. If this program goes ahead as you
envision, is that still a possibility, 1986?

DR. PAINE: 1986 would be a possibility. There
is another window in 1983 and another window in 1988.
All of these would be possible, depending on deoisions
made farther downstream.

1983 would still be possible even though
that was the best that option one would have?

(t4i3)
DR. PAINE: ItA would be possible, providing we

are successful in the development programs now underway.
and make all of the progress we expect to make. If there
are any setbacks, 198767W6U16—be more realistic. If we
go at a somewhat more slower pace, 1988 would be the date.
No specific date is envisioned here and, indeed, there is
no commitment to starting the Mars program at any par-
ticular time contained in this message. It is merely a
focusing kind of objective so that as we develop our
capabilities in the 1970's we have our eye on such
future missions so that when the future mission becomes
feasible we don't have to start from scratch, but we have
already done quite a bit of the development activity that
will be required.

Dr. Paine, do you consider this to be an
acceleration of the U. S. space effort or a deceleration?

DR. PAINE: Neither. I would say that this
statement as it comes out is a continuation of the program
pretty much as we have known it, with perhaps a little
more fiscal restraints than we have had in the past in the
great press of meeting our commitment for landing on the
moon before the end of the 1960's. But I consider it a
very bold and forward-looking, but at the same time a broad
and physically prudent program.

MORE
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How much money does it provide, roughly, in terms
of billions of dollars a year?

DR. PAINE: This ?rogram, essentially, as it is
pres ntly laid out, would reqUire funds at approximately the
same range as present. There is a great deal of flexibility
ia this program. It will be possible in some years to go
aaead more rapidly, if more dollars are available. In other
years, we can out back and slow down the program. There is
a great deal oz flexibility in this program.

Is this $3.5 or $4 billion a year?

What are the 1970 and 1971 budgets?

DR. PAINE: The '70 and '71 budgets are in the
range of $3.5 billion.

Is that the idea, to keep it. $3.5 billion through-
out the '70's?

DR. PAINE: $3.5, $4, $5, this general range. As I
say, we have built a great deal of flexibility in this. This is
not a commitment to any specific budget number. This is a
commitment, rather, to the goals and objectives and the focusing
technologies that the space program will have.

Dr. Paine, how much money is there in the '71
fiscal budget for the grand tour, the beginning of that?

DR. PAINE: There is no money in the '71 budget. That
is an item which will first enter our budget in 1972.

How much will it be then; do you know?

DR. PAINE: It will be a relatively modest sum in '72
since the first launch isn't until 1977 and 1979.

What is a relatively modest amount in your jargon?

DR. PAINE: A relatively modest amount will bp in the
order of paraaps $10 million.

Jr. Paine, you mentioned that there are also
Luilitarv aspects to this program. Cound you tell us something
about that, if that will be a space station to do the job that
the manneu orbiting laboratories were intended to do?

DR. PAINE: respect to the military aspects,
as you all xnow we really have two parallel space programs in the
United States. The military carries on its own program and
this is well covered in fhe Space Task Group report, the
military portion of which was written by the Department of
Defense. NASA, by law, carries out the civilian part of the
American space program, although among the other areas of
national activity we contribute to is the defense of our country.

Dr. Seamans and I have recently concluded an agreement

IMRE
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whereby we have set up a joint board to review the development of
the space shuttle rocket plane nrogram to insure that as this
NASA development proceeds, and this is a generally unclassified,
open program which we are inviting other nations to particinate
in with us, that it will meet the R&D advanced development
requirements of the Air Force and the Department of Defense as
well as NASA.

Is there any problem in maintaining your
engineering team with this more restricted budget in order to
do this job of landing men on 'tars in 1986 or 1988?

DR. PAINE: The problem of maintaining the NASA team,
tae great spirit, the bold thrust forward that we have had in
the 60's, under the budget of the 1970's, in my opinion, has
been somewhat overestimated. We have an extremely enthusiastic
group of people. Our turnover rate is lower than almost any
other part of government or industry, for that matter, and the
program which the President has laid out here, believe ime, will
challenge che team that went to the moon and -give them an

extremely, onerous and just the kind of problem that they like
to tackle.

I am not talking about the spirit. I am talking

about the fact that you don't have as much money. What haonens
to the contractors and the other engineering units that go out

of business because their programs are turned off? Can you
start them up again in time to do tha job?

DR. PAINE: That is a major problem. What we are
really faced with here in this change as President Nixon's space
program replaces the old space program of the '60's is we
are essentially taking a $3.5 billion enterprise which has
been going in one direction, a very single-minded purpose, and

completely changing it around and moving in a new direction.

That is a tough job. It is not easy to do. One of

the things that characterizes the aerosoace activities in the

United States is the ability to shift from one area to another.

The flexibility is built in the way we structured NASA
originally. As you perhaps know, more than 90 percent of the

activities which NASA carries out is outside the government

civil service area. It is carried out in industry and in

universities. We are used to shifting this activity from one

area to another. We are continuing to do that.

Yes, it is real touah; it causes a lot of people to

aave to go through some very difficult times. It requires a
very high degree of management skill and judgment. Bat I am

sure it can be successfully done, and, in fact, it is being
successfully done.

Dr. Paine, what will be the total cost of the

grand tour as you now estimate it?

DR. PAINE: I do not have any cost estimates yet on

the grand tour. This is a program which so far is only

a gleam in the eye of the advance planners.

AWE
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Does that grand tour include man on Hars or is
that just a visit to the outer planets?

DR. PAINE: As far as the grand tour is concerned, Aars
is something you go by as you back out of the driveway. The
first interest we have in the grand tour is some 500 million miles
out in space as we swing past the planet Jupitor. The first
mission launched will then proceed on out to the planets Uranus
and swing by that and then will swing farther on out to the
planet Neptune, reaching that about 1988.

One of the interesting things about this mission is the
fact that with an 11 year period between the time our space
craft leaves the .olanet Earth and reaches its final destination,
the planet Neptune, to send back the television signals of the
surface, we will have obviously had one of the longest timesann

electronic system has ever had to operate without human attention.

In order to carry this out, we will have to make some
very substantial advances both in electronic equipment and
in self-checking computers that will essentially be able
to perform the function much as a man would do were he aboard
this sp,-)ace craft.

The kind of computer we will have aboard this will be
something like the computer HAL in the movie 2001. It will be
a computer which contin ously monitors all of the activites
aboard the space craft, is fully capable of making repairs,
alterations, modifications, over this period of more than a
decade as this space craft moves out 3 billion miles into space.

I might also add that as it leaves the planet Neptune,
tha gravity of Neptune will fling this space craft outside the
solar system. This will become the first man made object
to be fully moved completely away from the influence of the
sun.

Dr. Paine, with regard to the fifth objective,
how can we hasten and expand the practical applications
of space ctechnology at the same time we are closing the
Electronic Rasearch Center?

DR. PAINE: The Electronic Reaearch Center closing is
certainly one of the budgetary items which was the most difficult
for us. As you know, we have been discussing with every Cabinet
officer, every agency in Ti!ashington, possible other uses for
the Electronic Research Center. We have been working very
closely in particular with Secretary Volpe in the Department of
Transportation.

Although at the present time no final decision has
been made on tnis, we may have something to announce in the
near future.

Dr. Paine, the President's message mentions that
the space budget for fiscal '70 is less than for last year. Can
vou t.11 us what tnose two figures are?

1.40RE
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DR. PAINE: Fiscal '7Urepresents a 12 percent decrease
from the 1970 space budget. But I would like to point out that
this 12 percent decrease does not represent a 12 percent
butback in many activities. We have increased our science
budget; we have increased our aeronaatics budget, and we have
increased our practical applications budget.

Auch of the reduction has come from the fact that our
giant Saturn V moon rocket system has now been essentially pro-
cured, and the last of the 15 moon vehicles which we purchased
will be delivered before the end of fiscal '70.

In the '71 period we are essentially in somewhat of
a valley between the end of the Saturn V moon rocket procurement,

before we are in the area of beginning to procure the new
systems, the space shuttle, the grand tour, and the Mars landing.

What are th numbers?

DR. PAINE: I have here a statement which lists quite
a few of these numbers. It has quite a bit of backup information
in it. I would be very happy to make these available to_you.
You can go through this. It takes each one of the President's
six major pronouncements and gives you an indication of the
dollars involved, what we have bean doing in that area,
and what we will now be doing under the new Nixon program

Can you give us the figures for '70 and '71?

DR. PAINE: For 1971, the 12 percent reduction means
that we are now before the Congress asking for $3.333 billion.

That is the total figure for the fiscal year 1971.

• What was it last year?

DR. PAINE: Last year was $3.78 billion.

• What was the peak of spending in prior years?

DR. PAINE: The peak of spending in prior years was

about a $4.9 billion level.

• What year was that, Doctor?

DR. PAINE: 1966. 1966represented the.peak both of
bringing in the construction of the big Apollo system and

also in building across the country the tremendous space
facilities that Iaad to be built as America began to move ahead

and create the kind of space capability we have today. This

is the construction of Cape Kennedy, the construction of the

Aanned Spacecraft Center at Houston, and so forth.

Dr. Paine, the statement mentions scientific

knowledge as only the second of the objectives, and has what

looks at first glance like a rather weak statement at one point

that the space program will be "attentive to their suggestions",

referring to the scientists.

To what degree do you think that this program will moet

AOPE
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the disatisfactions that have been developed in the scientific
community in the United States?

DR. PAINZ: I think this program will go a long way
toward satisfying the many different asnects of tha space
program, the many different supporters, including not only the
scientists but the practical ap-olication engineers, the
aeronautics people, the research and develonment pec:eple, and many
other areas which are covered in various degrees in this.

It represents in our view the best possible balanced
program within the resources which we feel is realistic to
expect the United States to put into the space program.

I should hasten to add that everybody is not going to
be hany. There will always De a certain amount of criticism,
a fair amount of criticism, nerhwDs, and we welcome a lot
of this kind of discusion.

I think it helps us to come up with a better program.

One of the advantages of running an open program
like we run in NASA is that we can take advantage et a lot of
the kind of criticism we get and improve the program as a
result.

MRE
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Dr. Paine, could you give us sort of a
rough chronology, starting with the year 1970 and
going to 1989 as to what the highlights will be, not
necessarily at year intervals?

DR. PAINE: I don't want to run through the
entire thing because it would take too long. I can
give you a few highlights. In 1971 and 1972, we will
be sending two additional Apollo missions to the moon
each time. Starting with Apollo 16 we will carry, for

the the first time, a lunar Rover vehicle that will allow

two astronauts to ride out some 20 to 25 miles and cover
a great deal of additional area of scientific interest
and bring back much better samples of the surface.

We will also be launching in 1972 the first of
our Explorer spacecraft out to Juniper.

At the end of 1972, we will suspend Apollo
opera to the moon for a year while we put into orbit

our roject Skyla which is an experimental space
station contd.-RI-6Z within a third-stage Saturn rocket

module. It will contain a major solar telescope

experiment to be operated by the astronauts, and will be
visited during the last quarter of 1972 and the first half

of 1973 on three separate occasions by three-man astronaut

crews.

We are going to attempt to keep astronauts

in orbit in this space station for a period as long as
56 days, exploring the long-term effect of weightlessness

on man and establishing man's ability to work for prolonged

periods in space.

In 1973, we will launch a Mariner class space-
craft which will swing past the planet Venus, head on in
toward the sun, and give us our first closeup view of the

planet Mercury.

As we move on out into '75, '76, we will be

having, in '76, if our progress remains on schedule, our

first look at the surface of the planet Mars. We will be

putting two orbiters around Mars in 1971. These will

give us a map of 70 percent of the surface of Mars and

we hope will give us the first look at the changing

coloration of Mars as the spring goes up the planet,

as the icecap disappears under the influence of the

sunshine, and as a wave of darkening goes over the

surface.

We don't know what this wave of darkening is

due to, and in 1971 we hope to get some clues.

In 1976, we will actually land two spacecraft

on the planet Mars, carrying life detection equipment

in areas that were selected from the maps that were

prepared in the 1971 encounter.

MORE



In 1976, we also hope  to have the first flights
of our reusable space shuttle rocket plane, and-§hortiy-
thereafter perhaps the fir5t launch o our origina4 
space station module.

The space station will then be built up, year
by year, with additional launchings which will be added
to the original module so that over about a decade a long
life, permanent base station will grow in Earth orbit as
module after module is added.

We hope very much that other nations will wish
to join with us, both in the operation of the reusable
space shuttle rocket plane back and forth from the surface
of Earth to the space station, and also in the operation
of the space station which will have many different
capabilities. It will be an extremely useful research
station for men in space.

In 1977, we hope to launch the first of the
"Grand Tour' activities to the outer planets; in 1979,
the second 'Grand Tour" mission.

In the period of about 1978 we hope  to have the
first launch of our nuclear7-1-5-ropura-t-I6E-iocket, which has
been under test, ground test, at our Nevada test station
now for several years, which is now ready to move#20toward a
flight weight engine to prove this technology out in actual
space flights.

That is some kind of an outline of major events
for the future.

Dr. Paine, what are the prospects of getting
the Soviets to cooperate with us on these space projects,
particularly having Soviet astronauts on some of these
missions?

DR. PAINE: We hope very much that the Soviets will
indeed wish to increase the degree of cooperation that we
have had in the past decade.

As you know, the past decade has been more marked
by a spirit of competition than a spirit of cooperation.
But there has been some cooperation and we believe that it
is possible to increase this.

In this connection, I have sent to the leaders
of the Soviet space program our space plans for the next
decade as proposed in the Space Task Group, and we have
invited their increasing cooperation with us as our
programs for the future mature.

Dr. Paine, is this direction generally the
same direction the Soviets are moving in, from what#you
know about their space program?

DR. PAINE: The Soviet spaced program is somewhat
the program that Winston Churchill once described, the
mystery wrapped in an enigma. The Soviets, as you know,

MORE
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do not have an open space program. They prefer to
announce what they have done after they have done it and
after they have seen that they have been successful.
Therefore, it is very difficult for us to comment
specifically on what their plans are.

We#do know that they are continuing to move
toward the moon. We do know that they have made very
substantial statements about the desire for not only
planetary exploration of the unmanned type, but also for
Soviet cosmonauts to visit the planets.

We do know that they are extremely interested
in putting into orbit a major space station at an early
date.

We do know that they are. proceeding with the
construction of verylarge rocket capability, even larger,
probably, than  our Saturn V system 

So we see a great deal of activity in the Soviet
Union, a great deal of interest in moving ahead with very
spectacular, projects. I think we will simply have to
wait until these mature before we will really know
specifically#what they are going to do by what date.

What about the Soviet astronaut? Is that
a possibility or probability?

DR. PAINE: I think that before#20we have Soviet
cosmonauts flying with our astronauts in orbit we will
very likely have people from other parts of the free
world flying with us, particularly in the era of our
space shuttle when it will be possible for men and women
of many nationalities, people who are simply in good
health -- they won't have to have,the very elaborate astro-
naut or cosmonaut kind of training -- be able to fly as
passengers to orbit and return in this period of the late
1970's.

In fact, we will even be able to take healthy
newsmen, if we can find any in this period.

THE PRESS: Thank you very much.

END (AT 11:45 A.M. EST)
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Over the last decade, the principal goal of our nation's space program has
been the Moon. By the end of that deca.de men from our planet had traveled
to the Moon on four occasions and twice they had walked on its surface. With
these unforgettable experience, we have gained a new perspective of ourselves
and our world.

I believe these accomplishments should help us gain a new perspective of our
space program as well. Having completed that long stride into the future which
has been our objective for the past decade, we n-kust now define new goals which
make sense for the Seventies. We must build on the successes of the past,
always reaching out for new achievements. But we must also recognize that
many critical problems here on this planet make high priority demands on our
attention and our resources. By no means should we allow our space program
to stagnate. But -- with the entire future and the entire universe before us --
we should not try to do everything at once. Our approach to space must
continue to be bold -- but it must also be balanced.

When this Administration came into office, there were no clear, comprehen-
sive plans for our space program after the first Apollo landing. To help
remedy this situation, I established in February of 1969 a Space Task Group,
headed by the Vice President, to -study possibilities for the future of that
program. Their report was presented to me in September. After reviewing
that report and considering our national priorities, I have reached a number
of conclusions concerning the future pace and direction of the nation's space
efforts. The budget recommendations which I have sent to the Congress for
Fiscal Year 1971 are based on these conclusions.

Three General Purposes

In my judgment, three general purposes should guide our space program.

One purpose is exploration.. From time immemorial, man has insisted on
venturing into the unknown despite his inability to predict precisely the value
of any given exploration. He has been 'willing to take risks, willing to be
surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences. Man has come to feel that
such quests are worthwhile in and of themselves -- for they represent one
way in which he expands his vision and expresses the human spirit. A great
nation must always be an exploring nation if it wishes to remain great.

A second purpose of our space program is scientific knowledge -- a greater
systematic understanding about ourselves and our universe. With each of
our space ventures, man's total information about nature has been dramatically
expanded; the human race was able to learn more about the Moon and Mars in
a few hours last summer than had been learned in all the centuries that had
gone before. The people who perform this important work are not only those
who walk in spacesuits while millions watch or those who launch powerful
rockets in a burst of flame. Much of our scientific progress comes in
laboratories and offices, where dedicated, inquiring men and women decipher
new facts and add them. to old ones in ways which reveal new truths. The
abilities of these scientir.3to constitute one of our mosi: valuable national
resources. I believe that our space program should help these people in their
work. and should be attentive to their suggestions.
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A third purpose of the United States space effort is that of practical application
turning the lessons we learn in space to the early benefit of life on Earth.
Examples of such lessons are manifold; they range from new medical insights
to new methods of communication, from better vveather forecasts to new
management techniques and new ways o(.. providing energy. But these lessons
will not apply themselves; we must make a concerted effort to see that the
results of our space research are used to the maximum advantage of the
human community.

We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure of today but also
as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to the Moon merely for the
sport of it. To be sure, those undertakings have provided an exciting adven-
ture for all mankind and we are proud that it was our nation that met this
challenge. But the most important thing about man's first footsteps on the
Moon is what they promise for the future.

We must realize that space activities will be a part of our lives for the rest of
time. We must think of them as part of a continuing process -- one which will
go on day in and day out, year in and year out -- and not as a series of separate
leaps, each requiring a massive concentration of energy and will and accom-
plished on a crash timetable. Our space program should not be planned in a
rigid manner, decade by decade, but on a continuing flexible basis, one which
takes into account our changing needs and our expanding knowledge.

We must also realize that space expenditures must take their proper place within
a rigorous system of national priorities. What we do in space from here on in
must become a normal and regular part of our national life and must therefore
be planned in conjunction with all of the other undertakings which are also
important to us. The space budget which I have sent to Congress for Fiscal
Year 1971 is lower than the budget for Fiscal Year 1970, a condition which
reflects the fiscal constraints under which we presently operate and the compet-
ing demands of other programs. I am confident, however, that the funding
I have proposed will allow our space program to make steady and impressive
progress.

Six Specific Objectives

With these general considerations in mind, I have concluded that our space
program should work toward the following specific objectives:

1. We should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo manned lunar landings
will be spaced so as to maximize our scientific return from each mission,
always providing, of course, for the safety of those who undertake these
ventures. Our decisions about manned and unmanned lunar voyages beyond the
Apollo program will be based on the results of these missions.

2. We should move ahead with bold exploration of the planets and the universe.
In th e next few years, scientific satellites of many types will be launched into
Earth orbit to bring us new information about the universe, the solar system,
and even our own planet. During the next decade, we will also launch unmanned
spacecraft to all the planets of our solar system, including an unmanned
vehicle which will be sent to land on Mars and to investigate its surface. In the
late 1970s, the "Grand Tour" missions will study the mysterious outer planets
of the solar system -- Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. The posi-
tions of the planets at that time will give us a unique opportunity to launch
missions which can visit several of them on a single flight of over three billion
miles. Preparations for this program will begin in 1972.

There is one major but longer range goal we should keep in mind as we proceeci
with our exploration of the planets. As a part. of thifi program we will eventually
send men to explore thc± pLanet 1Viars.

MORE
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3. We should work to redrce substantially the  cost of space operations. Our

present rocket technoloy will provide a reliable launch capability for some

time. But as we build for the ionger-range future, we must devise less

costly and less complicated ways of transporting payloads into space. Such a

capability -- designed so that it will be suitable for a wide range of scientific,

defense and commercial uses -- can help us realize important economies in

all aspects of our space program. We are currently examining in greater detail

the feasibility of re-usable space shuttles as one way of achieving this

objective.

4. We should seek to extend man's capability to live and work in space. The

Experimental Space Station (XSS) -- a large orbiting workshop -- will be an

important part of this effort. liVe are now building such a station -- using

systems originally developed for the Apollo program -- and plan to begin using

it for operational missions in the next few years. We expect that men will be

working in space for months at a time during the coming decade.

We have much to learn about what man can and cannot do in space. On the basis

of our experience with the XSS, we will decide when and how to develop longer-

lived space stations. Flexible, long-lived space station modules could provide

a multi-purpose space platform for the longer-range future and ultimately

become a building block for manned interplanetary travel.

5. We should hasten and ex and the ractical a••lications of s ace technolo

The development of earth resources satellites -- platforms which can help in

such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral deposits and measuring

water resources — will enable us to assess our environment and use our

resources more effectively. We should continue to pursue other applications

of space-related technology in a wide variety of fields, including meteorology,

communications, navigation, air traffic control, education and national defense.

The very act of reaching into space can help man improve the quality of life on

Earth.

6. We should encourage greater international cooperation in space. In my

address to the United Nations last September, I indicated that the United States

will take positive, concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's epic

venture into space -- an a.dventure that belongs not to one nation but to all

mankind." I believe that both the adventures and the applications of space

missions should be shared by all peoples. Our progress will be faster and

our accomplishments will be greater if nations will join together in this

effort, both in contributing the resources and in enjoying the benefits.

Unmanned scientific payloads from other nations already make use of our

space launch capability on a cost-shared basis; we look forward to the day

when these arrangements can be extended to larger applications satellites and

astronaut crews. The Administrator of NASA recently met with the space

authorities of Western Europe, Canada, Japan and Australia in an effort to

find ways in which we can cooperate more effectively in space.

It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United States meet

these six objectives. A program which achieves these goals will be a balanced

space program, one which will extend our capabilities and knowledge and one

which will put our new learning to work for the immediate benefit of all people.

As we enter a new decade, we are conscious of the fact that man is also enterin,

a new historic era. For the first time, he has reached beyond his planet; for

the rest of time, we will think of ourselves as men from the planet Eart'n. It

is my hope that all we go forward with our space program, we can plan and

work in a way which makes us proud both of the planet from which we come and

of our ability to travel beyond it.
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OF

DR. THOMAS 0. PAINE
ADMINISTRATOR, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND

SPACE ADMINISnATION

LR. WARREN: If everyone is ready, I think we can
go ahead now.

You have the statement by the President.

Dr. Thomas O. Paine, the Administrator of NASA,
is here with you this morning to discuss the President's
decision and the President's statement. Dr. Paine has just
returned from a trip to Canada, Australia and Tokyo, where
he has been discussing the international aspects of the
President's program for cooperation in the space venture
that we are about to take.

If I could ask you to put aown your telephones,
we will go ahead.

Dr. Paine.

DP. PAINE: Good morning.

The President toaay announced a bold, diversified,
very wide ranging program for the 1970's, a program which
will carry substantial activity forward into the 1980's.
The longest range program which the President has described
is the "Grand Tour' of the outer planets with launches from
Earth in 1977 and 1979, with the spacecraft reachino the
planet Neptune as late as 1988. So the programs laid out
by President Dixon will guide the development of our space
program for more than a decade.

A strong effort in exploration, in science and
in the practical application of space for the benefit of
man here on Earth is laid out, with increasing emphasis on
international cooperation.

The reduction of the cost of space activities
andthe increase in man's ability to travel back ana forth
to space and to work there effectively for long periods of
time is contained in the soace shuttle rocket plane proposal,
and the long-life space station for the late 1970's.

The so-calleu space shuttle is a two-stage rocket
plane which will be able to take off vertically from the
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surface of the Earth, and at an altituae of about 40
miles and a speed of 7,000 miles an hour, the upper stage
will take off and carry men, equipment and supplies, about
a 25-ton payload, on up into Earth orbit, with the first
stage returning to Earth, landing horizontally like a jet-
liner, and the second stage, after performing its mission
in space, which may last for a week or two weeks, will
re-enter the atmosphere and also land horizontally ready
for reuse.

The programs to explore the planets laid out in
the President's statement will provide man with a close-
hand look of every planet in the solar system. The
continued exploration of the moon through the remaining
Apollo flights is planned through 1974, after which men
will utilize the new space transportation system envisioned
in the space shuttle, space station and other new devices
coming in in the late 1970's to produce a more reliable
round trip capability to the moon for the late 1970's.

Great emphasis is put on the practical appli-
cations of space techniques, not only in communication
satellites and weather satellite's, but in new areas such as
Earth resources satellites which will be able to survey
a wide range of activities of economic interest from
space, send the information back down to ground stations.
This information will range from oceanography, hydrology,
studies of pollution, studies of the fields, forests
and fisheries of economic benefit here on Earth; areas
such as the complete ability to survey the agricultural
production, and the mineral resources of the Earth, the
capability to manage all of these systems for more full
and effective utilization by man.

Other new areas include the direct broadcast
of radio and television from orbit, and the ability to
begin to plan for the first North Atlantic air traffic
control satellite for very substantial economic benefits
in this heavily travelled air route.

Perhaps the most statesmanlike portion of this
statement in my view is the increasing recognition of the
international participation of other nations in both the
exploration and the utilization of space which receives
great emphasis in the President's statement.

As was mentioned, I personally have visited the
space capitals of the world and discussed the opportunities
in the future to join with the United States in more fully
making this a broad activity of all mankind.

Although it is too early today to report any
specific results, there certainly is a very substantial
interest overseas in utilizing more fully the American
program as a means of closing the technology gap on the
part of other nations and, at the same time, allowing them
to participate in both the exploration and the utilization
oftspace in the decades to come.

may have.
I will be very happy to answer any questions you

Ii0FtE
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Dr. Paine, why haven't you set any target
date for landing men on Mars?

DR. PAINE: It is too early at this time to
judge the effectiveness of several of the new development
projects which must be undertaken successfully in the
70's in order to plan the first mission to Mars. These
include the space shuttle system, which will have to be
fully operational; the space station activity, which will
give us the base in Earth orbitfran twhich we will set out
from Mars, and will also prove out the life support systems
necessary to support men in space for the two years required
for a nars mission.

And, thirdly, the effectiveness of our nuclear
rocket system which is not scheduled for flight before
the late 1970's and which must provideithe propulsion for
a r''ars journey.

0 But didn't you present options some time
ago, to start right away, or you could have a 1936
landing, or a third option of going beyond?

Would you outline the three options?

DR. PAINE: Three options were presented to the

President in the Space Task Group recommendations. Number

one was an all-out option in which the money side of it
was not regarded as a limitation and we simply presented

to the President how rapidly we could move ahead in space,
providina an unlimited budget were made available to NASA.

It was really a technological capability option --

'Iould you explain those three?

DR. PAINE: Option one was the all-out effort,
moving as fast as our technology would allow us to move.
Option two as when we attempted to move as rapidly as we
could, technologically, but being highly selective of our
allocation of resources so that we could keep the NASA
budget down within the range of the budgets for approxi-
mately the last decade or so, not moving ahead very
rapidly in the budget area.

Option three was a similar option to option
two but without the longer range objective of being
sure in the development of our new capabilities in the
1970's that we were making it possible for man to plan for
a mission to nars in the 1930's or 1990's.

I would say that the recommendation which I
personally made to the President, which I haven't
talked about before this, but which I feel free now to
state, was that I recommended option two, and the state-

ment which the Presit:ent made is essentially along the
lines of option two.

1.10RE
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It does recommend that in some time in the
future but without a specific date, we do plan our
capabilities in such a way that it will be possible for
men to go to liars.

Dr. Paine, in the option that the President
took, as he has outlined in his statement, when will we
attempt a man landing on Mars? Can you say?

DR. PAINE: There is no specific date outlined.
This is a decision which we would not have to make in any
case before about 1976.

The developments that we will be carrying on
under the President's program will be such that it will
be possible to contemplate a trip sometime in the 1980's.
But the first specific hardware, the first program
decision, would not have to be made for another six years.

Dr. Paine, I believe option two mentions
the date of 1986. If this program goes ahead as you
envision, is that still a possibility, 1986?

DR. PAINE: 1986 would be a possibility. There
is another window in 1983 and another window in 1988.
All of these would be possible, depending on deOisions
made farther downstream.

1983 would still be possible even though
that was the best that option one would have?

DR. PAINE: It would be possible, providing we
are successful in the development programs now underway
and make all of the progress we exnect to make. If there
are any setbacks, 1986 would be more realistic. If we
go at a somewhat more slower pace, 1988 would be the date.
No snecific date is envisioned here and, indeed, there is
no commitment to starting the Mars program at any par-
ticular time contained in this message. It is merely a
focusing kind of objective so that as we develop our
capabilities in the 1970's we have our eye on such
future missions so that when the future mission becomes
feasible we don't have to start from scratch, but we have
already done quite a bit of the development activity that
will be required.

0 Dr. Paine, do you consider this to be an
acceleration of the U. S. space effort or a deceleration?

DR. PAINE: Neither. I would say that this
statement as it comes out is a continuation of the program
pretty much as we have known it, with perhaps a little
more fiscal restraints than we have had in the past in the
great press of meeting our commitment for landing on the
moon before the end of the 1960's. But I consider it a
very bold and forward-looking, but at the same time a broad
and physically prudent program.

MORE



How much money does it provide, roughly, in terms
of billions of dollars a vear?

DR. PAINE: This 2rogram, essentially, as it is
presently laid out, would require funds at approximately the
same range as present. There is a great deal of flexibility
ia this program. It will be possible in some years to go
aaead more rapidly, if more dollars are available. In other
years, we can out back and slow down tha program. There is
a great deal or flexibility in this program.

Is this $3.5 or $4 billion a year?

What are the 1970 and 1971 budgets?

DR. PAINE: The '70 and '71 budgets are in the
range of $3.5 billion.

Q Is that the idea, to keep it $3.5 billion through-
oat the '70's?

DR. PAINE: $3.5, $4, $5, this general range. As I
say, we have built a great deal of flexibility in this. This is
not a commitment to any specific budget number. This is a
commitment, rather, to the goals and objectives and the focusing
technologies that the space program will have.

Dr. Paine, how much money is there in the '71
fiscal budget for the grand tour, the beginning of that?

DR. PAINE: There is no money in the '71 budget. That
is an item which will first enter our budget in 1972.

How much will it be then; do you know?

DR. PAINE: It will be a relatively modest sum in '72
since the first launch isn't until 1977 and 1979.

What is a relatively modest amount in your jargon?

DR. PAINE: A relatively modest amount will be in the
order of paraaps $10 million.

Jr. Paine, you mentioned that there are also
military aspects to this program. Cound you tell us something
about that, if that will be a space station to do the job that
the manned orbiting laboratories were intended to do?

DR. PAINE: With respect to the military aspects,
as you all ;chow we really have two parallel space programs in the
United States. The military carries on its own program and
this is well covered in the Space Task Group report, the
military ?ortion of which was written by the Department of
Defense. LiASA, by law, carries out the civilian part of the
American space program, although among the other areas of
national activity we contribute to is the defense of our country.

Dr. Seamans and I have recently concluded an agreement
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whereby we have sat up a joint board to review the development of
the space shuttle rocket plane nrogram to insure that as this
NASA development proceeds, and this is a generally unclassified,
o2en program which we are inviting other nations to particinate
in with us, that it will meet the R&D advanced development
requirements of the Air Force and the Department of Defense as
well as AASA.

Is there any problem in maintaining your
engineering team with this more restricted budget in order to
do this job of landing men on 'lars in 1986 or 1988?

DR. PAINE: The problem of maintaining the NASA team,
the great spirit, the bold thrust forward that we have had in
the 60's, under the budget of the 1970's, in my opinion, has
been somewhat overestimated. We have an extremely enthusiastic

group of people. Our turnover rate is lower than almost any
other part of government or industry, for that matter, and the
?rogram which the President has laid out here, believe me, will
challenge che team that went to the moon and -give them an
extremely, onerous and just the kind of problem that they like
to tackle.

I am not talking about the spirit. I am talking
about the fact that you don't have as much money. What happens

to tne contractors and the other engineering units that go out

of business because their programs are turned off? Cah you
start them up again in time to do th3 job?

DR. PAINE: That is a major problem. What we are
really faced with here in this change as President Nixon's space

program replaces the old space program of the '60's is we

are essentially taking a $3.5 billion enterprise which has

been going in one direction, a very single-minded purpose, and

completely changing it around and moving in a new direction.

That is a tough job. It is not easy to do. One of

the things that characterizes the aerospace activities in the

United States is the ability to shift from one area to another.

The flexibility is built in the way we structured NASA

originally. As you perhaps know, more than 90 percent of the

activities which NASA carries out is outside the government

civil service area. It is carried out in industry and in

universities. 4e are used to shifting this activity from one

area to anotner. We are continuing to do that.

Yes, it is real touch; it causes a lot of people to

aave to go through some very difficult times. It requires a

very high degree of management skill and judgment. Bat I am

sure it can be successfully done, and, in fact, it is being

successfully done.

Dr. Paine, what will be the total cost of the

grand tour as you now estimate it?

DR. PAINE: I do not have any cost estimates yet on
the grand tour. This is a program which so far is only

a gleam in the eye of the advance planners.

ACME
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Does that grand tour include man on Mars or is
that just a visit to the outer planets?

DR. PAINE: As far as the grand tour is concerned, Aars
is something you go by as you back out of the driveway. The
first interest we have in the grand tour is some 500 million miles
out in space as we swing past the planet Jupitor. The first
mission launched will then proceed on out to the planets Uranus
and swing by that and then will swing farther on out to the
planet Neptune, reaching that about 1988.

One of the interesting things about this mission is the
fact that with an 11 year period between the time our space
craft leaves the olary.t Earth and reaches its final destination,
the planet Neptune, to send back tho television signals of the
surface, we will have obviously had one of the longest timesann

electronic system has ever had to operate without human attention.

In order to carry this out, we will have to make some
very substantial advances both in electronic equipment and
in self-checking computers that will essentially be able
to perform the function much as a man would do were he aboard
this spoace craft.

The kind of computer we will have aboard this will be
something like the computer HAL in the movie 2001. It will be
a computer which contin ously monitors all of the activites
aboard the space craft, is fully capable of making repairs,
alterations, modifications, over this period of more than a
decade as this space craft moves out 3 billion miles into space.

I might also add that as it leaves the olanet Neptune,
tha gravity of Neptune will fling this space craft outside the
solar system. This will become the first man made object
to be fully moved comoletely away from the influence of the
sun.

Dr. Paine, with regard to the fifth objective,
how can we hasten and expand the practical apolications
of space ctechnology at the same time we are closing the
Electronic Rasearch Center?

DR. PAINE: The Electronic Reaearch Center closing is
certainly one of the budgetary items which was the most difficult
for us. AS you know, we have been discussing with everv Cabinet
officer, every agency in Washington, possible other uses for
the Electronic Research Center. We have been working very
closely in particular with Secretary Voloe in the Department of
Transportation.

Although at the present time no final decision has
been made on tnis, we may have something to announce in the
near future.

Dr. Paine, the President's message mentions that
the space budget for fiscal '70 is less than for last year. Can
vou 3.1 us what those two figures are?

r1ORE
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4.),:t. PAINE: Fiscal 1 711reoresents a 12 oercent decrease
from the 1970 space budget. But I 'zqould like to noint out that
this 12 percent decrease does not reoresent a 12 percent
tutback in many activities. rqe have increased our science
budget; we have increased our aeronautics budget, and we have
increased our practical ap-,plications budget.

Auch of the reduction has come from the fact that our
giant Saturn V moon rocket system has now been essentially pro-
cured, and the last of tha 15 moon vehicles which we 'purchased
will be delivered before the end of fiscal '70.

In the '71 period we are essentially in somewhat of
a valley between the ena of the Saturn V moon rocket procurement,
before we are in the area of beginning to procure the new
systems, the space shuttle, the grand tour, and the .:,ars landing.

What are the numbers?

1.). PAINE: I have here a statement which lists quite
a few of these numbers. It has quite a bit of backup information
in it. I would be very hapny to make these available to_you.
You can go through this. It takes each one of the President's
six major pronouncements and gives you an indication of the
dollars involved, what we have bean doing in that area,
and what we vill now be doing under the new Nixon orogram

Can you give us tha figures for '70 and '71?

DA. PAINE: For 1971, the 12 ;percent reduction means
that we are now before the Congress asking for $3.333 billion.
That is tha total figure for the fiscal year 1971.

What was it last year?

DR. PAIHE: Last year was $3.73 billion.

''.1at was the peak of spending in prior years?

aa. PAINE: The peak of spending in 1-_)rior years was

about a $4.9 billion level.

What year was that, Doctor?

DR. PAINE: 1966. 1966 represented the...peak both of
bringing in the construction of the big Apollo system and

also in building across the country the tremendous soaca

facilities that nad to be built as America began to move ahead

and create the kind of space ca?ability we have today. This

is the construction of Cape Kennedy, the construction of the
Aannad S-.,:acecraft Center at Houston, and so forth.

Dr. Paine, the statement mentions scientific

knowledge as only the second of the objectives, and has what

looks at first glance like a rather weak statement at one :point

that the space program be "attentive to their suggestions",
referring to the scientists.

To what degree do you think that this program will meet

.10P.E
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the disatisfactions that have been developed in the scientific
community in the United States?

DR. PAINE: I think this program will go a long way
toward satisfying the many different asnects of the space
program, the many different supporters, including not only the
scientists but the practical application engineers, the
aeronautics people, the research and develooment pecrple, and many
other areas which are covered in various degrees in this.

It represents in our view the best possible balanced
program within the rec;ources which we feel is realistic to
exoect the United States to nut into the space rogram.

I should hasten to add that evervbody is not going to
be hap:Dy. There will always be a certain amount of criticism,
a fair amount of criticism, perhwas, and we welcome a lot
of this kind of discusion.

I think it helps us to come up with a better program.

One of the advantages of running an onen program
like we run in NASA is that we can take advantage of a lot of
the kind of criticism we get and improve the program as a
result.

MRE
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Dr. Paine, could you give us sort of a

rough chronology, starting with the year 1970 and

going to 1989 as to what the highlights will be, not
necessarily at year intervals?

DR. PAINE: I don't want to run through the
entire thing because it would take too long. I can
give you a few highlights. In 1971 and 1972, we will
be sending two additional Apollo missions to the moon
each time. Starting with Apollo 16 we will carry, for

the the first time, a lunar Rover vehicle that will allow

two astronauts to ride out some 20 to 25 miles and cover

a great deal of additional area of scientific interest

and bring back much better samples of the surface.

We will also be launching in 1972 the first of

our Explorer spacecraft out to Juniper.

At the end of 1972, we will suspend Apollo

operations to the moon for a year while we put into orbit

our project skvlab which is an experimental space
station contained within a third-stage Saturn rocket

module. It will contain a major solar telescope

experiment to he operated by the astronauts, and will be

visited during the last quarter of 1972 and the first half

of 1973 on three separate occasions by three-man astronaut

crews.

We are going to attempt to keep astronauts

in orbit in this space station for a period as long as
56 days, exploring the long-term effect of weightlessness

on man and establishing man's ability to work for prolonged

periods in space.

In 1973, we will launch a Mariner class space-

craft which will swing past the Planet Venus, head on in

toward the sun, and give us our first closeup view of the

planet Mercury.

As we move on out into '75, '76, we will be

having, in '76, if our progress remains on schedule, our

first look at the surface of the planet Mars. We will be

putting two orbiters around Mars in 1971. These will

give us a map of 70 percent of the surface of Mars and

we hope will give us the first look at the changing

coloration of Mars as the spring goes up the planet,

as the icecap disappears under the influence of the

sunshine, and as a wave of darkening goes over the

surface.

We don't know what this wave of darkening is

due to, and in 1971 we hope to get some clues.

In 1976, we will actually land two spacecraft

on the nlanet Mars, carrying life detection equipment

in areas that were selected from the maps that were

prepared in the 1971 encounter.

MORE



In 1976, we also hope to have the first flights
of our reusable space shuttle rocket plane, and shortly
thereafter perhaps the first launch of our original
space station module.

The space station will then be built up, year
by year, with additional launchings which will be added
to the original module so that over about a decade a long
life, permanent base station will grow in Earth orbit as
module after module is added.

We hope very much that other nations will wish
to join with us, both in the operation of the reusable
space shuttle rocket plane back and forth from the surface
of Earth to the space station, and also in the operation
of the space station which will have many different
capabilities. It will be an extremely useful research
station for men in space.

In 1977, we hope to launch the first of the
"Grand Tour' activities to the outer ulanets; in 1979,
the second 'Grand Tour" mission.

In the period of about 1978 we hope to have the
first launch of our nuclear propulation rocket, which has
been under test, ground test, at our Nevada test station
now for several years, which is now ready to move toward a
flight weight engine to prove this technology out in actual
space flights.

That is some kind of an outline of major events
for the future.

Dr. Paine, what are the prospects of getting
the Soviets to cooperate with us on these space projects,
particularly having Soviet astronauts on some of these
missions?

DR. PAINE! We hope very much that the Soviets will
indeed wish to increase the degree of cooperation that we
have had in the past decade.

As you know, the past decade has been more marked
by a spirit of competition than a spirit of cooperation.
But there has been some cooperation and we believe that it
is possible to increase this.

In this connection, I have sent to the leaders
of the Soviet space program our space plans for the next
decade as proposed in the Space Task Group, and we have
invited their increasing cooperation with us as our
programs for the future mature.

Dr. Paine, is this direction generally the
same direction the Soviets are moving in, from what you
know about their space program?

DR. PAINE: The Soviet spaced program is somewhat
the program that Winston Churchill once described, the
mystery wrapped in an enigma. The Soviets, as you know,

MORE
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do not have an open space program. They prefer to
announce what they have done after they have done it and
after they have seen that they have been successful.
Therefore, it is very difficult for us to comment
specifically on what their plans are.

We do know that they are continuing to move
toward the moon. We do know that they have made very
substantial statements about the desire for not only
planetary exploration of the unmanned type, but also for
Soviet cosmonauts to visit the planets.

We do know that they are extremely interested
in putting into orbit a major space station at an early
date.

We do know that they are proceeding with the
construction of very large rocket capability, even larger,
probably, than our Saturn V system.

So we see a great deal of activity in the Soviet
Union, a great deal of interest in moving ahead with very
spectacular projects. I think we will simply have to
wait until these mature before we will really know
specifically what they are going to do by what date.

What about the Soviet astronaut? Is that
a possibility or probability?

DR. PAINE: I think that before we have Soviet
cosmonauts flying with our astronauts in orbit we will
very likely have people from other parts of the free
world flying with us, particularly in the era of our
space shuttle when it will be possible for men and women
of many nationalities, people who are simply in good
health -- they won't have to have the very elaborate astro-
naut or cosmonaut kind of training -- be able to fly as
passengers to orbit and return in this period of the latp
1970's.

In fact, we will even be able to take healthy
newsmen, if we can find any in this period.

A__

THE PRESS: Thank you very much.

END (AT 11:45 A.M. EST)
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE MARCH 7, 1970

Office of the White House Press Secretary
(Key Biscayne, Florida)

THE WHITE HOUSE

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT

Over the last decade, the principal goal of our nation's space program has
been the Moon. By the end of that decade men from our planet had traveled
to the Moon on four occasions and twice they had walked on its surface. Vvith
these unforgettable experience, we have gained a new perspective of ourselves
and our world.

I believe these accomplishments should help us gain a new perspective of our
space program as well. Having completed that long stride into the future which
has been our objective for the past decade, ‘.ve must now define new goals which
make sense for the Seventies. We must build on the successes of the past,
always reaching out for new achievements. But we must also recognize that
many critical problems here on this planet make high priority demands on our
attention and our resources. By no means should we allow our space program
to stagnate. But -- with the entire future and the entire universe before us --
we should not try to do everything at once. Our approach to space must
continue to be bold -- but it must also be balanced.

When this Administration cam. e into office, there were no clear, comprehen-
sive plans for our space program after the first Apollo landing. To help
remedy this situation, I established in February of 1969 a Space Task Group,
headed by the Vice President, to -study possibilities for the future of that
progra-m. Their report was presented to me in September. After reviewing
that report and considering our national priorities, I have reached a number
of conclusions concerning the future pace and direction of the nation's space
efforts. The budget recommendations which I have sent to the Congress for
Fiscal Year 1971 are based on these conclusions.

Three General Purposes

In my judgment, three general purposes should guide our space program.

One purpose is exploration. From time immemorial, man has insisted on
venturin.g into the unknown despite his inability to predict precisely the value
of any given exploration. He has been willing to take risks, willing to be
surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences. Man has come to feel that
such quests are worthwhile in and of themselves -- for they represent one
way in which he expands his vision and expresses the human spirit. A great
nation must always be an exploring nation if it wishes to remain great.

A second purpose of our space program is scientific knowledge -- a greater
systematic understanding about ourselves and our universe. With each of
our space ventures, man's total information about nature has been dramatically
expanded; the human race was able to learn more about the Moon and Mars in
a few hours last summer than had been learned in all the centuries that had
gone before. The people who perform this important work are not only those
who walk in spacesuits while millions watch or those who launch powerful
rockets in a burst of flame. Much of our scientific progress comes in
laboratories and offices, where dedicated, inquiring men and women decipher
new facts and add them to old ones in ways which reveal new truths. The
abilities of these scientists constitute one of our MOS i; valuable national
resources. I believe that our space program should help these people in their
work. and should be attentive to their suggestions.
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A third purpose of the United States space effort is that of practical application --
turning the lessons we learn in space to the early benefit of life on Earth..
Examples of such lessons are inanifold; they range from new medical insights
to new methods of communication, from better weather forecasts to new
management techniques and new ways o'C providing energy. But these lessons
will not apply themselves; we must make a concerted effort to see that the
results of our space research are used to the maximum advantage of the
human community.

A Continuins P_rocess 

We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure of today but also
as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to the Moon merely for the
sport of it. To be sure, those undertakings have provided an exciting adven-
ture for all mankind and we are proud that it was our nation that met this
challenge. But the most important thing about man's first footsteps on the
Moon is what they promise for the future.

We must realize that space activities will be a part of our lives for the rest of
time. We must think of them as part of a continuing process -- one which will
go on day in and day out, year in and year out — and not as a series of separate
leaps, each requiring a massive concentration of energy and will and accom-
plished on a crash timetable. Our space program should not be planned in a
rigid manner, decade by decade, but on a continuing flexible basis, one which
takes into account our changing needs and our expanding knowledge.

We must also realize that space expenditures must take their proper place within
a rigorous system of national priorities. What we do in space fronx here on in
must become a normal and regular part of our national life and must therefore
be planned in conjunction with all of the other undertakings which are also
important to us. The space budget which I have sent to Congress for Fiscal
Year 1971 is lower than the budget for Fiscal Year 1970, a condition which
reflects the fiscal constraints under which we presently operate and the compet-
ing demands of other programs. I am confident, however, that the funding
I have proposed will allow our space program to make steady and impressive
progress.

Six Specific Objectives

With these general considerations in mind, I have concluded that our space
program should work toward the following specific objectives:

1. We should continue to el_l_pc  lore the Moon. Future Apollo manned lunar landings
will be spaced so as to maximize our scientific return from each mission,
always providing, of course, for the safety of those who undertake these
ventures. Our decisions about manned' and unm.anned lunar voyages beyond the
Apollo program will be based on the results of these missions.

2. We should move ahead with bold exploration of the planets and the universe.
In the next few years, scientific satellites of many types will be launched into
Earth orbit to bring us new information about the universe, the solar system,
and even our own planet. During the next decade, we will also launch unmanned
spacecraft to all the planets of our solar system, including an unmanned
vehicle which will be sent to land on Mars and to investigate its surface. In the
late 1970s, the "Grand Tour" missions will study the mysterious outer planets
of the solar system -- Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. The posi-
tions of the planets at that time will give us a unique opportunity to launch
missions which can visit several of them on a single flight of over three billion
miles. Preparations for this program will begin in 1972.

There is one major but longer range goal we should keep in mind as we proceed
with our exploration of the planets. As a part of this program we will eventually
send m.en to explore the pLa_net Mars.

MO RE
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3. We should work to red::ce substantial!Lthe Our
present rock.et technology will provide a reliable launch capability for some
time. But as we build for the longer-range future, we must devise less
costly and less complicated ways of transporting payloads into space. Such a
capability -- designed so that it vvill be suitable for a wide range of scientific,
defense and commercial uses — can help us realize important economies in
all aspects of our space program. We are currently examining in greater detail
the feasibility of re-usable space shuttles as one way of achieving this
objective.

4. We should seek to extend man's capability to live and work in space. The
Experimental Space Station (XSS) -- a large orbiting workshop -- will be an
important part of this effort. We are now building such a station -- using
systems originally developed for the Apollo program -- and plan tn begin using
it for operational missions in the next few years. We expect that men will be
working in space for months at a time during the coming decade.

We have much to learn about what man can and cannot do in space. On the basis
of our experience with the XSS, we will decide when. and how to develop longer-
lived space stations. Flexible, long-lived space station modules could provide
a multi-purpose space platform for the longer-range future and ultimately
become a building block for manned interplanetary travel.

5. We should hasten and ex•and the 'practical a.•lications of seace technolo
The development of earth resources satellites -- platforms which can help in
such varied tasks as surveying crops, locatin.g mineral deposits and measuring
water resources — will enable us to assess our environment and use our
resources more effectively. We should continue to pursue other applications
of space-related technology in. a wide variety of fields, including meteorology,
communications, navigation, air traffic control, education and national defense.
The very act of reaching into space can help man improve the quality of life on
Earth.

6. We should encourage greater international cooperation. in s ace.
address to the United Nations last September, I indicated that the UnitiendmStYates
will take positive, concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's epic
venture into space — an adventure that belongs not to one nation but to all
mankind." I believe that both the adventures and the applications of space
missions should be shared by all peoples. Our progress will be faster and
our accomplishments will be greater if nations will join together in this
effort, both in contributing the resources and in enjoying the benefits.
Unmanned scientific payloads from other nations already make use of our
space launch capability on a cost-shared basis; we look forward to the day
when these arrangements can. be extended to larger applications satellites and
astronaut crews. The Administrator of NASA recently met with the space
authorities of Western Europe, Canada, Japan and Australia in an effort to
find ways in which we can cooperate more effectively in space.

It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United States meet
these six objectives. A program which achieves these goals will be a balanced
space program, one which will extend our capabilities and knowledge and one
which will put our new learning to work for the immediate benefit of all people.

As we enter a new decade, we are conscious of the fact that man is also entering
a new historic era. For the first time, he has reached beyond his planet; for
the •rest of time, we will think of ourselves as men from  the planet Earth. It
is my hope that as we go forward with our space program, we can plan and
work. in. a way which makes us proud both of the planet from which we come and
of our ability to travel beyond it.
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THE lArHITE HOUSE

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT

Over the last decade, the principal goal of our nation's space program has
been the Moon. By the end of that deca..de men from our planet had traveled
to the Moon. on four occasions and twice they had walked on. its surface. With
these unforgettable experience, we have gained a new perspective of ourselves
and our world.

I believe these accomplishments should help us gain a new perspective of our
space program as well. Having completed that long stride into the future which
has been our objective for the past decz.,-de, we mu3t now define new goals which
make sense for the Seventies. We must build on the successes of the past,
always reaching out for new achievements. But we must also recognize that
many critical problems here on this planet make high priority demands on our
attention and our resources. By no means should we allow our space program
to stagnate. But -- \-vith the entire future and the entire universe before us --
we should not try to do everything at once. Our approach to space must
continue to be bold — but it must also be ba.lanced.

When this Administration carne into office, there were no clear, comprehen-
sive plans for our space prodgrarn after the first Apollo landing. To help
remedy this situation, I established in February of 1969 a Space Task GrouP,
headed by the Vice President, to -study possibilities for the future of that
program. Their report was presented to me in September. After reviewing
that report and considering our national priorities, I have reached a number
of conclusions concerning the future pace and direction of the nation's space.
efforts. The budget recommendations which I have sent to the Congress for
Fiscal Year 1971 are based on these conclusions.

Three General Purposes

In my judgmcnt, three general purposes should guide our space program.

One purpose is exploration. From tinae immemorial, man has insisted on
venturing into the unknown despite his ina.bility to predict precisely the value
of any given exploration. I-Ie has been willing to take risks, willing to be
surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences. Man has come to feel that
such quests are worthwhile in and of themselves -- for they represent one
way in which he expands his vision and expresses the human spirit. A great
nation must always be an exploring nation if it wishes to remain great.

A second purpose of our space program is scientific knowledge -- a greater
systematic understanding about ourselves and our universe. With each of
our space ventures, man's total information about nature has been dramatically .
expanded; the human race was able to learn more a.bout the Moon and Mars in
a few hours last summer than. had been learned in ail the centuries thz.tt had
gone before. The people who perform this important work are not only those
who walk in spacesuits while millions \vatch or those who launch powerful
rockets in a burst of flame. Much of our scientific progress COITICS in
laboratories and offices, where dedica.ted, inquiring men and women .decipher
new facts and add them to old ones in ways which reveal ne\v truths. T la e
abilities of these scientists constitute one of our most valuable nation.1
resources. I believe that our spa.ce program should help theee people in their
work and should be attentive to their suggestions.
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A third purpose of the United States space effort is that of practical application
turning the lessons we learn in space to the early benefit of life on Earth.
Examples of such lessons are manifold; they range from new medical insights
to new methods of communication, from better weather forecasts to new
management techniques and new ways of providing energy. But these lessons
will not apply themselves; we must make a concerted effort to see that the
results of our space research are used to the maximurn advantage of the
human community.

A Gonthocess
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- We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure of today but also
as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to the Moon merely for the
sport of it. To be sure, those undertakings have provided an exciting adven-
ture for all ma.nkind and we are proud that it was our nation that met this
challenge. But the most important thing about man's first footsteps on the
Moon is what they promise for the future.

We must realize that space activities will be a part of our lives for the rest of
time. We must think of them as part of a continuing process — one which will
go on day in and day out, year in and year out — and not as a series of separate
leaps, each requiring a massive concentration of energy and will and accom-
plished on a crash timetable. Our space program should not be planned in a
rigid manner, decade by decade, but on a continuing flexible basis, one which
takes into account our changing needs and our expanding knowledge.

We must also realize that space expenditures must take their proper place within
a rigorous system of na.tional priorities. What We do in space from here on in
must become a normal and regular part of our national life and must therefore
be planned in conjunction with all of the other undertakings which are also
important to us. The space budget which I have sent to Congress for Fiscal
Year 1971 is lower than the budget for Fiscal Year 1970, a condition which
reflects the fiscal constraints under which we presently operate and the compet-
ing demands of other programs. I am confident, however, that the funding
I have proposed will allow our space program to make steady and impressive
progress.
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With these general considerations in mind, I have concluded that our space
program should work toward the following specific objectives:

I. We should continue to _sp.(  lore the Moon. Future Apollo manned lunar landings
will be spaced so as to maximize our scientific return from each mission,
always providing, of course, for the safety of those who undertake these
ventures. Our decisions about manned and unmanned lunar voyages beyond the
Apollo program will be based on the results of these missions.

2. We should move ahead with bold exploration of the planets and the universe.
In the next few years, scientific satellites of many types will be launched into
Earth orbit to bring us new information about the universe, the solar system,
and even our own planet. During the next decade, we will also launch unmanned
spacecraft to ail the planets of our solar system, including an unmanned
vehicle which will be sent to land on Mars and to investigate its surface. In the
late 1970s, the "Grand Tour" missions will study the mysterious outer planets
of the solar system — Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. The posi-
tions of the planets at that time will give us a unique opportunity to launch
missions which can visit several of them on a single flight of over three billion
miles. Preparations for this program will begin in. 1972.

There is on.e major but longer range goal we should keep in mind as we proceed
with our exploration of the planets. As a part of thi, prograin we will eventually
send n-ien to explore t1-14,! planet Mars.
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3. We should work to recl:ce substantially_the cost of space o erations. Our
present rocket technoloDr will provide a reliable launch capability for sorne
time. But as N,ve build for the longer-range future, we must devise less
costly and less complicated ways of transporting payloads into space. Such a
capability -- designed so that it will be suitable for a wide range of scientific,
defense and commercial uses -- can help us realize important economies in
all aspects of our space program. We are currently examining in greater detail
the feasibility of re-usable space shuttles as one way of achieving this
objective.

4. We should seek to extend man's capability to live and N.N.,ork in space. The
Experimental Space Station (XSS) -- a large orbiting workshop -- will be an
important part of this effort. We are now building such a station — using
systems originally developed for the Apollo program — and plan to begin using
it for operational missions in the next few years. \Are expect that men will be
work-ing in. space for months at a time during the coming decade.

We have much to learn about what man can and cannot do in space. On the basis
of our experience with the XSS, we will decide when and how to develop longer-
lived space stations. Flexible, long-lived space station modules could provide
a multi-purpose space platiorm for the longer-range future and ultimately
become a building block for man.ned interplanetary travel.

5. We should hasten and ex and th_s_practical applications of space technolofy_._
The development of earth resources satellites -- platforms which can help in
such varied ta.sks as surveying crops, locating min.eral deposits and measuring
water resources -- will enable us to assess our environment and use our
resources more effectively. We should continue to pursue other applications
of space-related technology in a wide variety of fields, including meteorology,

communications, na.vigation, air traffic control, education and national defense.
The very act of reaching into space can help man improve the quality of life on
Ea.rth.

6. We should encourage greater international cooperation in space. In my
address to the United Nations last September, I indicated that the United States
will take positive, concrete steps "toward internationalizing man's epic
venture into space — an adventure that belongs not to one nation but to all
mankind." I believe that both the adventures and the applications of space
missions should be shared by all peoples. Our progress will be faster 2,nd
our accomplishments will be gre.ater if nations will join together in this
effort, both in contributing the resources and in enjoying the benefits.
Unmanned scientific payloads from other nations already make use of our
space launch capability on a cost-shared basis; we look forward to the day

when these arrangements can be extended to larger applications satellites and
astronaut crews. The Administrator of NASA recently met with the space
authorities of Western Europe, Canada, Japan and Australia in an effort to
find ways in which we can cooperate more effectively in space.

It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United States meet
these six objectives. A program which achieves these goals will be a balasiced
space program, one which will extend our capabilities and k-nowledge and one
which \Nil' put our new lea.rning to work for the immediate benefit of all people.

As we enter a new decade, N.ve are conscious of the fact that ina.n is also entering
a new historic era. For the first time, Ile has reached beyond his planet; for
the - rest of time, ‘ve will think. of ourselves as men from the planet Earth. It
is rny hope that an we go forward ‘vith our space progra.m, we can plan and
work in a way which makes us proud both of the planet from which we coi-ne and
of our ability to tra.vel beyond i.t.

11
1t



March 6, 1970

MEMOruls.NDUM FOR MR. EHRLICHMAN

I have prepared thc attached brief for the irieeting of Dr. Paine
with the President in case it is decided that Paine will rrxeet
with the President prior to his press briefing on the space
statement.

I think it would be desirable for the President to meet with.
Paine for a short time. However, I would urge that this not be
an occasion for Paine to attexupt to talk the President into re-
interpreta.tions of the Message. since we are not yet ready to make
any further commitments on NASA programs.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files
Mr. Kriegsman

C TWhitehead:ed

Peter Xi. Flanigan
Assistant to the President
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MEMORANDUM FOR

March 6, 1970

THE PRE:SIDENT

SUBJECT: Meeting with D . Thomas O. Paine

March 7, 1969

I. PURPOSE,

To discuss your stet ernent on the future of the space program

prior to its release and Dr. Paine's press briefing.

II. BACKGROUND

This statement has been under discussion with NASA, OST, BOB,

and the Vice President's office for the past three months. It is

designed primarily to put space in perspective vis-a-vis our other

priorities and to set forth a rationale for planning the future

direction of the apace program. The statement complements the

specific program information presented in the FY 1971 budget

submission. Many of NASA's suggestions have been incorporated,

but not all.

ILL POINTS OF DISCUSSION

There is zio need for you to rs,ise any of the following issues at

this time. They are presented for your information in case

Dr. Paine raises them.

A. Dr. Paine may discuss his trips abroad to explore

opportunities for more inter.national cooperation in

space. Both Mr. Flanigan and Mr. Kissinger's staffs

have been working with NASA, and this area turns out

to be more difficult than might be expected.
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NATIONAL AERONAU
TICS AND SPACE

 ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON

March 6, 1970

TO: Mr. Tom Whitehe
ad

FROM: Willis H. Shapley

These are the cha
nges George Low 

and I recommen
ded to you on

the phone at Dr. P
aine's request.

( ti
%

itsji

Willis H. Shapl
ey
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March 4, 1970

Prpposecl Statement on. the Future Of

the U.  S. i___._c.)1 3E2 .,•__LEro,,,rarn

. •

Over the last decade, the principal goal of our nation's space

;1;00/i. oncl of that decade naen from ouy

.. .
.• planet had traveled to the Moon. On four occasions and. twic

e they had

walked on its surface. With these UnforgettabJc experiences, we

have gained a.new perspective on ourselves and our world.
.

• •

I believe these a.ccornplishrnents should help us gain a new per-..

spective on our space program as well. Having completed. that long

stride into the future wh5.ch ha.s been our objective for the past decad
e,

we must now define. new goals which rnake sense. for the Seven
ties.

.. ,

,must build on thc succc....sses of the past, always rea.ching out for n
ew

. •••...
. .

.achievements...„ But we.rnust .also recognizp that many eritic.al. 
problems

• . ••

:heie on this planet mak higl-K:r/I?riority deman..ds On our attention and •

- •

,our resources. By no means should. we allow our space program to

stacfnate. But -- with the entire future and the entire. universe 
before

t, • •.•

us -- we should not try to do everything at once. Our approach 
to

space must continue to be bold — but it must also be balanced..

.
When this Athninistra.tion came into offiCe, therp" were no clear,

1 •

• coMprehensil.re plans for our spa.ce program aftCr the first Apiollo

landin{,T. To help rernc...cly this situation, established in February of

-1(M0 F‘ S = •T 1'7: 11V 1.11C ViCe President-, to
;
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• possibilities for the future of th_i_t progran-i. Their report was pre-

scnted to me in Sept.ember. After reviewing that report and consider-
.

. ing our national priorities, I have reaChed a nun-iber of conclusions

-- concerning the future pace and direction of the nation's spa.ce efforts.

..The budget recommenclatioans which I have sent to the Congress for

Fiscal. Year 197). are based on these conclusions.

Three General Purposes

• In my juckgrnent, taree general purposes s ou cl guide our space

program.

One purpose is expl.oration. • From time immemorial, man has

insisted on venturing into the unknown despite his inability to predict• •

• precisely the value of any given exploration. lie ha.s bc.:en willing to.•
. • -

'' ...take risks, willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences.
• •

• 
•

Man has come to feel that such quests are worthwhile in and of them-

selves •-- for they represent one wa.y in which hc expands his vision

. and exiiresses the 'human spirit. A great nation must always be an
.••

exploring nation if it wishes to remain great.

• A second pui•pose of our :.;pace prog.ral-n is scientific. knowledge

-- grea.ter systematic understanding, a.bout our.selves a.nd uni-

. verse. With each of our spa,ce'ventures, man's total information

about nature has been drarnatica.11y expanded, the hk.lman race was able
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, to learn :m.ore about the IvIloon and Mars in a few hours 
last summer

• than had hccn learned in. all the centuries that had go
ne before. T.he.

people who perform this important wark ate not only 
those who walk

.

in spacesuits while millions watch 0 3: those who laun
ch powerful rOckets

• •

53.-1. a burst of flame. Much of OVE.3.' scientific progress 
comes in labora-

•
. tories.and offices, where dedicated, inquiring men. and wornen. 

decipher.
•

new facts. and add them to old ones in ways which reveal 11..
C,'W truths.

of these scientis.ts.constitute-one•of our most valuable'

national resources. I believe, Chat our spac'e program should he3.p

. •
these people in their work and should be attentive.to their sugges

tions.

: •

• A third purpose of the United States space effort is that o
f .

..Trabtical application -- turning the lessons we learn in sp
ace to the

.; .carly benefit of life on Earth. Examples.of lessoDs are rnani-
-•

• 
•

• folc1; they range from new medical in.sights to new metho
ds of commu-

,

nication, from. better weather. forecasts to new rna.nagernent 'techniques

and r.i.ew ways of providing, energy. But these lessons wi3.1 no
t apply

'themselves; we must make a concerted effort to sec that
 the results

of our space research are usecl the 3-naximurn. advantage of the.
•

. ,

hurnan community:

A Continuing Process
•

• •

We rnust see our space effort, then,. no.t only as an a.
elventure

•
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of to-clay•but also as an
 investment in to-rnc-)rrow, We did not go to the..

.•...
h'Ioon merely for the sp

ort of it, .To be- sure,. those undertakings have

Prk.wicleci an excati-nig adventure f.or all mankind a.nd we
 are proud that

it was our nation that i-not - this challenge. But the most important

.
?lout man's first footsteps on the M

oon is what they promise for

the future.

We x-nust realize that space activities wil
l be a part of our lives

77-7 - for the rest of time. V,re n-iust think of thern as part of 'a. 
continuing

•

•

•

.p-roceSS -- one .Which will go on (la.. y in a.n.c1 clay out, yea.r in and year

--•:,'incl•not -•as a series of separate-lea.ps, each-r
ecluiring.a massive

.„ _j: .
• c_oncen . ion o e ex .y n :w1/1- acco a- exccsh

. . • .

•Ou-i- •s...p-a.c."-e-p.rogram-Sh-olild not be Planned. in a ricrid ma
nner,

'.-tleciadclby decade, but on a continuing, f
lexible basis, one m'hich takes

into a e'cou1:1-1" n'clf e.
0 0 xp.

:We must also realize that space expen
ditures must take their

proper.place within a rigorous system of 
national priorities. What

we .clo in space fro- na here on in must become a
. normal and regular

part of c.)ur national life and must therefore be 
pla.nnecl conjUnction

*with all of. the other undertakings N.vhich are al
so important to,us.

••

'111-1c: space buciciet which I 'nave.: scmt to Con,re.,..ss for Fiscal Year 1971

if; lower than the bUdget for Fiscal Year 1970, a .
conclition which
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planets of our solar system, including- an unmanned ve-hicle which will

.

• be sent. to land on Mars and to inVesticiate its surface., In the late

:

-- reflects Cho fiscal constraints under which we. presently c.)perate and.

the competing dernD..nds of other progrz.vms. am confident, however,

that the funding I have proposed will allow our space pro
gram. to makc.:

steady a.nd impressive progress.

• Six Objectives 

. With these general considerations, in mind, I ha‘ve conclud
ed •

th.at our space program should. work. towa3.-cl the followi
ng specific ob-

C C 1VC S

• 1. -We should co-ntinuc .e2sp_lore the Ivioon. Future .Apollo

. manned, lunar landings will bc spaced so as to max
imize our scientific

return from each mission, always providing, of coursc,
 for the safety

. .

:of those who undertake, these ventures. Ok.ir decisions about manned

' unmanned lunar voy-agcs beyond the Apollo program 
will be. based

on the results of these missions.

• .

2.• We sbould move ahead with. bold c2,.-_21..oratio
n  of the planets

• . a.nd thc' universc. In t1-1- next few years, scientific: satellites of ma
ny-

-

types will bc launched into Earth o).-bit to bring u.s ne.w 
information

about the universe, the sola.r system, and even our ow
n.planet. During

the next decade, we will also la.unch unmanned spacecra
ft to zi,11 the

i •
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1970s, the "Gra.ncl Tour" missidns will stu -cly the myster.i.ou.s outer

• •

-planets of the solar _;ystern -- Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,. a.nd.

•Pluto. The positions of tile planets at that time will give us a uniqu
e

. opportunity to laxanch missions which can visit several
 of thern 0 3-1 a

single flight. of over three billion a-piles. Preparat
ions for this pro-

••

grarn Avill begin in 1972.
I• . .

•
' •

'There is one longer ra.nge goal we should keep i
n mind as we

• A

- - - -proceed-with our 'ex-ploration the•planets:- - -:As-a- part of this proE,i-rarn-

.V . .

•ve. -z-l-fould, eventually sencl•men to explore the planet 
Mars.

" 3..• We shoulcl 1.vork to reduce substantia3.1y the. c
ost of spa.ce

op__-._2:ations. Our prese.nt rocket technology will prc.)vicic a relia.b
le

• .

.1.aunc.h. .ca.pa.bility_for._some . But .as v.r.e .bviild ..f.o.r the long e r7r.a.nge

future, N.ve rnust devise less costly and'le.ss com'pliCa
ted ways of.

..tran.sportinz, payloads into space. Such a cap.ability -- designed so

that it.will be suitable for a wide rang,e of scientific
, defense. and

cornrhercial uses -- can help us realize importa
nt economies in all

i,
a.spects of. our space program. We are currently 

examining in g,reater

,. .. ..
.'--- -:_ ----,-•.. . . • .., - . .

- detail the fe.asibility of re-usa.ble spa.ce shuttles
 as one way of achicv-.--: ..

. .4t •

ing this objective.

We should seek to cN.tenci rnants caRability to-li
ve and \vol..]:

in space. The Experime.ntal Space Station (XSS) — a la.
rge orbiting
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. •

.•.• .
• workshop -- will be an important part o

f. this effort. We are now

building such a station -- using systems 
originally developed for the

•

Apollo prograth -- and plan to begin usi
ng it for o'perational missions

•

. in. the next few years. 'We expect t
hat men will be working in space

rno.nths at a time during the coming decade
.

•..We have much to learn about what naa
n ca.n and cannot do in

space. On. the basis of our experience with th
e XSS, we will decide

•

laow to develop lonE,,er -live(' space stat
ions. ••-•Flexible,-:

lived space station modules cbuld prov
ide a multi-purpose spacc

platform for the longer-range future and
 1111111...lately become a building

"block for man-ned interplanetary traN,rel.

_
. shduld hasten  and  expa.ncl the_practical a

pjalti_____.ions of

technology-.. The development of. earth resources, 
satellites

• platforn-is which can help in such varied tasks
 as surveying crops,

^

locatin,g mineral_ deposits and mea
suring water resources -- will 

enable

us to-assess our erwironrnent and us
e our resources more effectively-

Ve should continue.: to pursue othe.r 
applications of spa.ce-related

• technology in a wide variety of. field
s, including mete.orology, co

n-nyna-

. nications, na-vigation, air traf.fic control, educa
tion and national. cleTenf

-, c:.

The very act of reaching into space c
an help man impl.:ove the quali

ty-

of life on Earth.
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We should encourage c_f,rcatcr international coo-oeration

sEt_se. In my address to the United Nations last September, I indicated

..that the United States will take positive, concrete stops "towar
d inter-

•

nationalizing inan.'s epic venture into space -- an adventure th
at' belongs

not to onc nation but to all mankind. " I believe that bo
th the a.c.iventures

•.-i.n.c1 the applications of space missions should be sha.red by
 all peoples.

Our progress will bc faster and our accomplishments 
v/ill be greater

join together in .this effort _loth in contril.mtii-Ig.the
/ -/

-resources and in enjoying the benefits. The Administrator o.f NASA

recently met with the space authorities of Western. Europe, 
Canada,

Japan a.nd Australia in an c:ffort to find ways in which -,,ve 
can cooperate

......_

•moic effectively in space.

- .
•.

.,It is important, I believe, tha.t thc space program 
of the United

States mcet these six- objectives. A program.which achieves. these

goals. will bc a bala.nced space program, one which wil
l extend o.ur

capabilities and knowledge and one which will put our. 
new lea.rning,_ to

. work for the immediate benefit of all peopie.

—As entcr'a new decade, we are conscious of the fact t
hat riaan

is also entering a new historic era. For the first time,
 he has reached

• •

beyond his pla.net; for the rest of time, we will think of. ours
elves as

1.k . •

".7 
. •

.

"••• •
• • .••••
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•
men frorn thc-,' planet Earth. It is my hope that as we go .forward with

• •
. .

• 0111: space program, we ca.n plan and work in a. way which n-lakcs us

. :proud both of the planet from which 'we come and of °Ur ability to

. travel beyond it.

• - .

• •

lit 47 jt it it
tt it 11 7t

rrreorr•rrr. Orr..

r • . • •

.

-: •

:. •

.• •
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INSERT ON PAGE' 8

Unznarracte.}.- In,yloadm -other aiations already

rnaic.e aso ottr rTaco launch capftbility ori. cost-nb,r,,,a%:t1

baols; we look forwa:cd to Elio clarwlica thoso a
rrzulgermrs!...o

. • •

cixteridc,,c1 to la.rzo:i z t-cAlitcia and astranata crews.



Insert 1  to replace last sentence o par. 3 on pae 6

We arc currently examining the design of a reusable space shuttle

that could evolve into a new space capability. With this capability,

we cou3d fully exploit and use space for the benefit of all mankind

and at the same time substantially reduce the cost of space operations.

(Wording adapted from Page 99 of the FY 71 Budget.)
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• Proposed Statenlent on. the Y'uture Of

. the U. S. Space Program

°vex. the last decade, the 1-..»•inci.p.al goal of our na.tion's spaCe

hi?.§ ond of €.1')::.t ciccack: men. ou.r
' •

planet hacT traveled to the M0011 031 fOUr OCCaS 50315' and twice they had
: .

walked on its surface. With these *unforgettable e.xperiences, -we

have g,ained a.new perspec.tive on ours. elves a.nci Our wo:i.•1d;
s •

1 believe these accomplishments should help us gain a new per-.. .

spective 031 01.11' space pTograrn as Well. Having completed that long

stride into the fk.iture which has been our objective for the past decade,
"..

.NVC a-nust now define. ne\v goals wh.i.c.h i-nake sense. fo-J.• thc.: Seventies. We.
.. - .... _. ..... ... . .. ...

• .•,.

Yn.ust build on the successes of the past, always reachini_; out for nevi,:, - . ., .. .

..-.
:achieveplents-...... But we must also recogniv that many critical problems. . . • . . .. . .. ... . . .

. , -,e:,?;•-•>..)- 
. .

lic-tre on this planet 2.-nalze llicrtn-.7-,..priority dernaivls on our attention and •r... \.-. :-., . . .. .„,..,.. ...
--,...,--

.our resources. By 310 7-neans S1101.11 ei. WC allow our space pro
gram to

., .

.•• starinate. But -- with the entire future ancl the. entire universe before.
t., ... _.

• . ....,-. .
- 11 6.; - - NV C should not try to do everything at once. Our approach to

•space must continue to be bold but it must also be balanced.

•
•

- . .

t• When this .Administration carne into office, there" were 310 cle
ar,

.•
• coinprehensive plans for our space program aftor the first .Ap'oilo

• •

• l;-.tncling. .To help remedy this situation, I esta.blished in Februa.ry of. .,
. -:

lc,1:-,c,1 i-t Spi-i c:e 1.-:•..-1: r_ii-c,i,..i.. 1-,..-:,...1,...- by t_12.,:-. ".-e Prosiden -, tr, ..-:(ii,1,•
•, 1 - . t ,,

'



•

•

•

• ;

• •

z-
:.•

.•

for the future of. that program.. Their report \vas prc--

• senteet to inc.: Sept.ember: After reviewing that rcpwst and consider-.
. .

..•

.5.ng our nationl priorities, I have reaChed a. number of conclusions
•... , • .

• -•concerning the f:uture pacc-: and direction of the nation's space efforts.

•.The budgc:t recomrnenclatigns have sent to the Congress for

Fiscal. Year 1971 are ba•scd on these conclusions.

. • • • •

T I 11. GCneral• P 1.1.2:2 OS CS

•

•

• .

•

• In my judgment, three gctneral purposc.:s should guide our space

.•
.

1 

- . p r 0 ,f_. r a 3.-1.) .

. . . 

• • ...-
. . . : . . .

• • 011C p1.13.TOSC is exploration.— Froin time irnrnei-norial, man has

.1- 
:.• .. •• 

•• . •. • . • ., .

insisted on venturing into the unknown despi.te his inability to predict
•• • • •

• . • •

1 .. . •••
i preCisely the value of aiiy given exploration. 1-Te has been viilling to

. 
...•

. • •
•:take risks, willing to be•surprisecl, willing to adapt to new experiences.

•

Man. ba..s come to feel that such ciuests are. 'worthwhile in and of them-

.selves•-- for they represent one way in which be expands his vision
•

• ark et exi;resses the bui-nan spjrit.. .A greal riat:;on must alwi-lys be a.n
...• .

explorinzf, nation if it wishes to rernain great.

• A second puypose of our E-,pace prograhl is scidntific. knov.ledge

•-• •

-- a. greater syste.r.-ciati.c understanding about ourselves and c-ra.-

•.• • .
• verse. "With each c-)f. our space*venturc:s, man's total information

about nature has been. drarnatically expartdc:c1; the hw--,:tan race was able



•

. ; •

.

• • .

•
• ..• .

. . ; .;

to learn more about the 1\41oon and 1.4ars in a. few
 hours last- summer..
...- • .

:•• • . • • . • -...•

than had been learned.in all. the centuries tb.at laad.go
ne before.. The

• 
• .

• .•

people who perform th3.s important work a r.c not
 only those who walk

• in. spacesuits while 3.nillions watch or thos
e who launch powerful rOckets

in a burst of flame. Mkfch of our scientific progress comes in la.bora-

.. •

. tories.and offices-, Where 'dedicated, incluiri
_ng 3.-nen and womer,.

new fa.cts. and add them to old ones in wa.ys 
n.ew truths.

. . .....

,--7,-,-.:,---.:-..--.,----7:-The--abilities 01. tn.C..S c scientists -cons 0.t.ut,e-one•of o
ur -.073 0 S 1.. V aill a 1)3. C • -- ---.I. J.1 / • i. 4.

. . . .
. . . •. ..

•

a •

•

national resources. I believe that our spade prOgram should help

• .

these people in their Nvork • and should be • attentive to 
their su2;gestions.

. • • . •

. A third purpose of the United States space effort 
i S that of.

•

yra.c.tical application -- turning the lessons we learn
 i.n sipace to the

• •

.early benefit of life on Earth. Examples of st:Lch lcssoDs are
-

• fold; they range from new medical insights to ne
w a-nethods of corm-rm-•

nication, from bettc_tr weather- f.orecasts to new managenient *techniques

and 7..i•ew ways of providing energy. )3ut these lessons will not apply

'themselves; \\re must :make a.. concerted :effort•to sec that the results

of our space research a.re used to the. maximum 
a.dvantacie of the

hurnan cornn-iunity':
a

- Co nt.in n 13-ro c S S

. - . •

A

'We must see our spztce effort-, then,. not only as an adventu)-e



.•

;.•

. •

• • .

. • ." • • . .
.• •

or to-day•but also 6.s *an investrne t in tomo.r 0 \\/. • C: Ci )101: (1 0 t. 0 th

. . • • 
• . .

.

3\110c.»1 ific.rely for t
h-c spOrt of it, .T0 1-)c. su).-e,• tilos c und.ea.-tal:ings 'have

. . . . . ' : .

1;I•k•\v.idcd an excitin;,
r 'adventure for a.nd \\To a.re kroud that

. . But tile )-nost. invortant
-34 01.11.- nation. that challenge. .

.

man'E-; • fir s t 'footsteps on the 3vr.oa
n is. what- they promise for

-
• .•

'file future,
• •

• We must rea.3.ize that spac
e activities will be a pa.rt of ou

r lives
. ..• • ...

. . • •• ..- . .
.. .

for the rest of time. We must a-aril; of them as pa.rt of -a continuina,...•

0 TIC .\`,T1.) CI; W5.1). go on day in. an.c1 
cla.y out, 331 and year

• •

••••••- -and .not..as a. series of separate-leaps, 
e.ach..requiring.a massive

.
co ncte:fi of: en'c rgy aria. .v-iirr'a.3-1.EP col 1plisfliz.fcf !-on:' c*•)-.-7'zsll tia-ne

,Lable. Our space' prograrri. should not
 1..e plannecl. in. a rigid m.anner,

. •
!..kle6adelby decade; hut on a co

ntin.c.ling flexible basis, One wh
5c.11 takes

• •

n to a jic.ouY-1-1f-•0'il'i-' 
es

.V.re :must also realize that spa.cc
 c:•:penclitures ro.ust tak.e th

eir

- proPer. place within -.(.-5.gc)rous system of nat5.onal p
riorities. What:

Niro- .do in space from here. on. in must.becorne noa.-rn.al. and regular

. i .. , : ?art. of our national. life and rnust- t-Ile-ref.0).-
e be pl.a.rmed. in conjUnc

tion

; .. .....,.

1 •
.1 

...-- . .. •. . .

1 'vt5th all of the °tiler undertal:ings wili.cli
 are -als6 5.3.-n-portant to -an-,.

• 1.• 
. .

1 •. 
.

3. 

•.

, (J.I he E;pz.,ce. bucic_f.et v.:Ili:eh 1. have sent to C01.1g3.'eSS f.or Fi
sci-1.1 Year 1971

. - . 1

i i.
" i if; )0‘vet than the 13.1.1(12:et f.or :Fiscal Ye

a.r 1970, a..conclition \vilich

; •

•



-r •

•

; '
.

•;;

..•

..•

• . •

:•)..efIccts the.f.i.sc;.-0. constraints tmcier wili.ch we presentl)r c?perate. a.nd
. • . .••• •

•
•

'the corripeting ciemands ol other programs. am confident, however,
. . . . • • . .

tiaa.t the funding I ha.ve proposed will allow our space program. to make

:steady ancl impressive progress.

.•• •

Six-,5_pecific Objectives- - • •
. . •• -

these general. considerations in mind, J. have concluded

that our space program should work toward the following speci
fic ob-

.:
• • •

' 3e.0

\Ve should continue to ...e.?...ylore the Ivfoon. Future Apollo

rnanned. lunar landings will be spaced a.s to maximize •our scientific. ••

-return frona each mission, always providing„ of course, f
or the safety

. .
• •

- • 4 -*

tho:.-,e who unclertal(c,, these ventures. Our decisions about -.E-nanne
cl

-!.:and unmanned lunar voyag-es beyond the Apollo program will be. based

on the results of these missions.
_ r-- • •

4. •

Z.' 1Ve sbc.)uld move ahead with bold ex___LEl_oration of the alancts

••••

and the' unive3..sc. In the next few years, scientific satellites of yr,
 any

types will be launched into Earth orbit to bring- us new information
.

about the universe, the solar system, and even OUT o
wil:planet. During

s.

. the next decade, we will also launc.h unmanned 
spacc:.craft to the

. .

planets of our solar system, including an unma.nned vehicle 
which will

• . .

• • be sent•to land 031 Mars anc.1 to inv'estigate its surface. In the late



• :;

•

.. •

i. . • •

t

•
".•

•••
•
:
'

• ''•!

i •

•

. •

t.

;

• t

• •

• . • '.. .• . • • • •.
• 1.970s, tile liGranci Tow:" missiobs will stu.cly the m)rster.i.ous outer

• - • • .-..•
•• - • • • • 

.

-planets of the solar -- Jupiter, Saturn, I_Tranus, Neptune,. and.

• •

.
• . • .• • . .•

riblic positions of the planets at tlia.t tirne w5.11 gi\re 1.16 lanique

. • .. .• .

. opportunity to).a.unc11. 3.-nissions which. can v5.sit. several of fl-iero.
 on a

• :single flight. of over three billion. 3.-).-)iles. Preparations for this pro- •

• .,•.

gram .w5.1.1 beg,in i.n. 1972... . . j zi--
.:,--1 .,,----,.

. • reA'44 '

.• . • " • TilOr e iS One longer )..an,Te 0-oal we should keep in i-nind a.s we::
. • .. . -. •-• -. -- - ii . . 

-,., t-_, .....,.
-. -.... . . •••

) •
db

'114'

• .-ive.••s-hould eventu..ally sencl•men to explore the planet 
lviaa..s.

•exploration of. tlae:plancts:-..-As--a- part. of this progra-rn•

3. 'We should. work- to reduce substantially the cost of spa.c
e

• . .
-operations. Our present rock.et technology will provide 2, reliable .

• .. .. •
. • . ,

launch capabilitv- for some tirric. But as We 1)1,111d fOr the 1011,rEq'::1*.allge. .

f.uture, we must devise less costly ancl'i.es co• m'pli6ated ways of
....r •

!•.•

transporting payloads into space. Such a capability -- des
igned so

-that it.will be suitable for a wide range of scientific, defen
se. and

.•

. •
• commercial uses -- can help us real.ize important econ

omies in all

•
•

,:aspects of our spac:e program. Vire are currently exa.mining in greater

: • . -

• detail the feasibility of re-usa.ble sh.uttles as one.way aclicv-
:

•

ing tbis objective.

•

• -4c. WC! .S110(.11C1 S CC1( to eNtend Trial-OS Capability t0.• 3.5.N.re and 
work

•

in space. The Experimental Space Station (2:.-:LS) -- a large orbiting

•



•-i

4.

•:-

:

•

.::.•• • . •
. ••

....••• •
-••••;-: • 

•: • • •

•••worksh-lop w3.1l. be an important part of t1.-xis effort
. We are n.ow

•• - • . •••• • • .:. . • . .

. . • ..
• . •

...•

'•..

. . • • •

building such a station — using sy
stems originally developed for the

• .••

. • • '• • •
.• •

• •Apol/o program -- and. plan to 
begin using it for operational missions

in .the next few years. We expect 
that men will bc working in space

-.for months at a time during the. 
corning decade.

..We have much- to learn about what man. n ca and cannot do in
. .

•
•

•

_space. On the basis of our experienc
e with the-XSS,. we Wm decide .

. .. ,

-- - when-and how to develop longer-lived sp
ace stations. --Flexible,-"long--

_ .

- lived space. station modules could 
provide a multi-purpose space

.

. • .

platform for the longer-range future and
 ultimately become a buildi

lig

. .
•

-block for manned ihterplanetar-y travel.

• ••-" •

. . ....... _ . . .

TC shcic1 has ten and e> and the 
practical a_..pp_31.. .tions of

• .. . • ••. •

aCC technology. The development of earth repource
E; satellites

•platforms which can help in such var
ied tasks as surveying cro

ps,

locating mineral deposits and measuri
ng .water resources -- \yin 

enable

./.

us t& assessour environment and u
se ourresources more effect

ively.

•

'We should continue to pursue o
ther applications of space-rel

ated

-technology in a wide variety of fields, 
including meteorology, com

mu-

. :nications, navigation, air traffic c
ontrol, education and nationa

l ddense.

:I.. 
. . 

•,.

.1- . 
. ..

!.. • • The very act of reaching into sp
ace can help man improve the 

quality

r .

;• 
. .....- 

..

of life on Earth„,
i: 

. .



Sla.Zt e .

•.••••

•
. . . .

We should en courage greater int
ernational. cooneration 5)1

• • -
.•

in 'my address to the United Nations la
st September, I indicated

..that the United States will tz.i.ke positiv
e, concrete steps "toward 5.nter-

*nationalizing man's epic venture into space 
an adventure that belongs

. not to one nation but to all manlcind
. " I believe; that both the adventures

. • '

•.i.nc.1 the applications of space missions
 should be shared by all peoples.

,

Our progress will be faster and our a
ccomplishments will be greater •

---------••••-••-::•—•-if-nation.s..will join together in .this..
effort ....b_ot,b .the

•
. • .

- TC:.;01.1rCCf;. and in enjoying the benefits. -ii.'
he—.Ach-ninistra.tor of N.ASA

•

•

recently met with the space authorities of Wes
tern' Europe, Canada,

• .Japan and Australia in an effort to find ways
 in which we can cooperate

-.more effectively in space.. .

. - . . .

.Itis important, I believe, that the 
space prograth of the United

States meet these six objectives. .A program. which achievei$ these

•-goalf; will be a balanced space program,
 one which will extend our

capabilities and knowledge and one which
 will put our new learning to

. work for the immediate benefit of all people.
• ;••

.As We enter'a new decade, we. arc co
nscious of the fact that t

han

•.

is alSo entering a new historic era. For th
e first time, he has reac

hcc.

beyond his planet; for the rest of time, we will
 think of ourselves

j•I?

.7••



••:

• ,

. •• • .

'
•

.-• •• •

• •

men from the planet Earth. It is my hope that as we go forwa.rd with

• .

our space program, we can plan and \yolk- in a vtay which makes .us
.•

:proud both of the planet from which wp come and of °Ur ability to

: travel beyond

• .

'

: .

•

. • ;

' •JI ji jt. Jf. _It
•17 At if 11" it if •

:••••••••••,-- •.:•• 7.17, . . - • • . . •

-

-7; . :.'•
. '

••• .

•••
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. . •

Insert 1  to replace last sentence of par. 3 yn page 6

We arc currently examining the design of a reusable space shuttle

that could evolve into a new space capability. With this capability,

we could fully exploit and use space for the benefit of all mankind

and at the same time substantially reduce the cost of space operations.

(Wording adapted from Page 99 of the FY 71 Budget.)



11:35 Called for Bob Houdek -- he's in a press conference

11:40 Called Gen. Haig's office (Ext. 2235) was in a meeting
with Kissinger - didn't know when he would be back

Suggested we call David White's office (Ext. 3%// 3440)

Normally Bill Watts would handle but he is on leave.
Carol Ferrar said Col. Behr would know; however, he's at

the Pentagon and she can't reach him -- will not be back
until Ih/ 1:30 or 2:00.

11;40 Called Haig's office again -- he is now in a meeting with
people; she will take a message that

we need to know-=

Specifically whether there is some definite plan that has
been agreed upon by the President to include a foreign

Vilciairi astronaut on one of our Apollo flights -- doubts
it very much but he and Huebner are working on the
Space Message and need to know for sure right away. 

12:00 Diane in Haig's office asked Gen. Haig the question and he

didn't know the answer but said Col. Behr should know.

She told them to find Col. Behr and have him call Tom.

If he hasn't called by 1 o'clock said to call her (Diane) 2235

back and they will see what they can do.

12:05 Col . Behr's office called back to say he won't be back

until about 1:30 and she'll have him call.

She has no idea where he is, who he is meeting with or

anything. I asked if she didn't have an idea who he usually

talks with or goes to see and could she check those offices;

she will try.

2:00 Col. Behr called.

Tom asked me to go get a copy of the memo Col. Behr referred
to concerning the astronaut program.



Friday 3/6/70

3:03 The pouch will be open until 5 o'clock to get
things on the Courier plane; we can get it to
the Situation Room when it is ready.



Friday 3/6/703/6/70

2:20 John Brown's Office called. Steve Bull said you will have to
do a briefing paper for the President who will be meeting with

Dr. Paine some time tomorrow. This briefing paper has to
go with the courier by 4:30.



March 6, 1970

To: Willis Shapley

From: Tom Whitehead

We still haven't received a copy
of the final Message - but here's
a copy of what we sent over, with
changes.

Attachments

CTWhitehead:ed



NATIONAL 
Ar.:71ROIVAITICE-1 /.0•ZI) SPACE. 

ADIVill\:ISTRATIC)11

WAr3i.111.:GTOM

March 6, 1970

TO: Mr. Tom 
Ighitebead

FROM: Will is *H. Shapley

These are the 
changes George Low and 

I recommended 
to you on

the phone at Dr. 
Paine' s request.

terf

ik I.
‘'s

Willis IL Shapley



•
•

(Huebner) JIc.

•

Zs" .•

/' 1%,!/"..12-• •••'•'••••"",./41,-•

. . .
• .

'Proposed Statement on the Future Of

. the U. S. Spilce Program••

•

March 4, 1970

•Ove:c the last decade, the p. rincip-al goal of our nation's space

„/ of that decade men from our
•

•

.• planet hacl traveled to the 1\.(loon on four occasions and twice they had

;

. • •

.•.

-
walked on its surface. With these 'unforgettable experiences,

have gained a.new perspec.tive on ourSelvc-ts and our world..

I believe these accomplishments should help us gain anew per--.

spective on our space program as well. Having completed that long
•

. • ' • •

stride into the future which has been our objective for the past decade,
•

WC YrikIS t now neW goals WIU.C.:1) make sense. for the. Seventies. We.

must build on the successes of the past, always reaching out for new

,•
.achievepaentS,..... But \'c must ,also recogniz.e that many critical. problen-ls

• 

•.• 

. .

• 
on this planet highpriority demai).ds on our attention and

.
- •

rour resources. By no means- should we allow our space program to

stagna.te. But -- with the entire future and the entire universe before

• us -- we should not try to do everythinz at once. Our approach to

space must continue to be bold but it must also be balanced.

• • •
When this Administration came into office, there were no clear,

•

• coMprehensive plans for our space program after the firs Ap`ollo

• landing. To help remedy this situation, I established in February o!

1 1)Pro.sidt-t,d,•
. . .



•

• • • . • ••• • ,
.fOr the .future of. that program. rl'lleia.• report was pre--

sentecl to 3.-ne !...;ept.ernber: After review3ng thaot repor.t and consi:cler-
'1 •

ing our national priorities, I have reaChecl a 311.1:(111) C r of conclusions

concerning the f.uture pace a.nd direction of the nation.'s space efforts.

$,The budget recornrnendatio.ns which I have sent to the Congress for
. •

• Fiscal.Year 1973. are bzcsed on these conclusions.

••••
Three General Puuoses

•

In my judgment, three gene-i-al purpos05 should guide our space
. .• . •. .

prolip7

One purpoc_;e 5.s exploration.- • ;From time irnmemoria3., Inan 1-las
•• • ".... • . •

in.sisteet on venturing into the unknown despite his inability to predict
.

i
i‘ ' .- .-..-. . .- ._ -.. - . • • ..- - . ..-!.... ... ._

. ... . . • . . . .. • ..
i 

. _
preCisely the value of any p',iven exploration. lie ha.s been \villing to

. • . • • . . .•
•

•r -lake risks, to he surprised, willing to adapt to 31.CW experience:-,.

Man. has corne to feel that such quests are 'worthwhile in and of them-

selves.-- for they represent one way in which be expands his ViSj on
•

- and exkcsses the burna.n spir5t. .A great nation must always be an •
• • • •

••
• exploring nation if it N.vishe:_-; to rernain great.

•

• • second puypose of our space progra:m E.;cidntific knov..ledge

;. a greater systematic understanding about ourselves and oul.•

,•

'

- 'verse. With each of our spacc.ventures, rnan's total information

about 11;.,,.5-, been d.ram.a..t expzInded; the huinan race was able
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••••:.- to learn more a•bout the 1\./.11oon and Mars in a fe
w hours last. surnrrier

.. .• • 
. ••

than. liac.1 been learned 3.n all the centuries th.at 1-3.ad
 gone bef.ore• Thc,-•

• .

- • - • .

people •who perforIn this important work. a.r.e. not only thase
 who walk-

..

• in spacesuits while millions wa,tch or those who laun
ch powerful rock.ets

. •

3.n a. burst of flame, MUch of our scientific p
rogress cornes in lal;ora-.

•

tories.and offices, where 'dedicated, inciuiring men
 and wornen de.cipher

new facts. and add the..1.-n. to old ones iri ways which reveal n.c.-:w truths,

of these scientis.ts constitute-one •of. ot.u- most
• •

•
. •

naticmal. resources. I believe: that our spac"e program should help

.

these people in their work. ▪ and should be • .attentive to their sug,gesti
ons.

•••.• . .
.A. third pu3.T.ose of the United States space effort

: is that of

• application turning the lessons we learn 3.n si)ace tl-ie
•••• 

•

. •:

▪ •CarlY 13enefit 
life on. Earth. Examples of st?.ch lesso-os are ma.ni-

-•.
. • • •

• fold; they ra.nge frorn new rnedical insig-hts to..new 
methods of con-m-m--

.,

nication, frorri better wea.ther. foreca.sts to new 
rn.anazement techni.ciueF,

, •
and ij'ew ways of providing enerf,v. But. theselessons will not apply

Thex-nsclves, we: must rnake a concerted ;effort to 
see that the results

of our space research are used to thc... maximum adv
antage of the

, .
A •

'

talrfl • C 0 Mill LI. 11 ity.:

• - Continuine, Proccss

•

'We must see our space effort, then, not only as an 
adventure

. . - •
. •
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tO:dz.t);:rb'ut also. as 
ent in torilor3..0.-\.\;.• We dicl not 

go to the.

. . ••• •
Moon merely for t

h-c spOrt of i.t. .To be. S1.13.'0,. thOS 
e uh.d.ertakings have

• . . •
. . . .

L•N ; C a )1 ON: t 3:1-11g adventure for al) n
.janic....inci and \\,,, are i)ro-ud. that

t ;',1„;.; 0 1.1 ati.0 th a t: ::,(111 
s ai e e Bu.t tile a-no st important

.

thing i.-11out s first foot5teps or). Clic Ivrodnis
- wllat t'hey pronlise• ••• •

•

. the future.

• . • .

:

We must realize that sp
..-tce activities w33.1 be a part of

 our lives
,

for the rest of tia-ne. 3.-n.ust think of them as part of 
.z-). continuinEr,

one ..\',71-dcla will go on day in an.c.1
 day out, year in and yea

r

:•---and•not'•as a. series of separate-leaps, ea
ch-requiring.a massive

. . • - 
.

6r 7\'cii.11.'-';i1. 3-1 t irn c

.

...I....able. Our space program should
 not be planned. in it.' ri.gid

!..d.a..:6-adc.;:by decade, but dn
 a continuing flexible basis, one

 wilii.c1). takes

. .

into a e)c o 1.1Y).-tr• • ri.-Es.i-c..:(1 -1E)..d.- oU iknd •Tli 6 'do. e.

.);Ve annst also realize that spa
ce expenditures must take

 their

roPcr.place within a rigorous
 syste.r.ta of nat.i.onal priori

ties. What

we sio in space frOrn here. on in.rn.ust.
becon-ie a:normal and 

regular

part of our national. life and n-ius...t therefore be planned i
n conjunction

1 •
'with all of. the other unde..,rtakings whi

ch are als6 inapoa.-tant 
to,u5_;.

• I .- 
.

•
•. erne space budtzet whi:ch -nave sent to Congress for 

Fiscal Yeaa.. 1.971
. " %

;• ;
:1 Yowet than the budget for Fiscal Ye

a.r 1970, a .condition
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. • •••••

.• •
--.1.4eflects fi.scal constraints urider \vhi.c11 we prescmtly c?perate.. .

the conapcting dern.z.).nds of other programs. am co»ficlent, however,

that the funding I have proposed will Our space proL.,-ram to n-lake
•

• •

'steady and impressive progress.

eci fi. c Ob jec t ve s
•••••••••••

. Wi.th these general considerations in rnincl, I have concluded •

that our space program should work tos.vard the following speci
fic ob-

.. •• •
•

• • • 3 eCtiVe • 
"77 " :77

• • • •
•

We should continue to ..2j•:)___1o:ye the Moon, Future Apollo

manned lunar landings wil.1 be spacc:c.1 so as to maxii-nize bur scientific
.

- return frOrn each mission, al.w2.ys pzovicling, of course, f
or the safety

.+.. . . -
. . 

- '4

0 f.41-10 C W1-1 C) unclert.a.1:.-e these. ventures, Our decisions about rria.nnec
l

unmannr..,.d voyzi.ges beyond tile Apollo program will be. based

on the results of these missions.
t•

2 . e should move ahead with bold Eij.2:1=fri of the  
planets

. , .
-.and the universe. In the. few years, sclentlfic sa.tellites of many

types will be launched into Earth orbit to bri_rig us new 
information

. ,

i tbout the uni\-ersc, the solar system, and even our ov,,n
:pl.anet. During

! - ..
_i -. .. 

.1. . .
.

1 , . the 11C.X.t dee aCie, We will. also launch unmanned spacecraft 
to a,11 tile

. .: . .. .

.
planets of our solar system,. including an unmanned vc.-oclicle 

which will

. be sent. to land on Mars and to inVestiga_te its su3.-face. In the late

.•
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1970s, the ticirancli.i.'ourli rnissi.obs will study the myster.i.ous
 outer

...• . . . • • . .

pl;--Inets of the solar .;ystern. -- Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,. and.

. ••

•Pluto. The positions of th.c planets at: that time will give vs a 'unique.
• •.

. opportunity to.la.unch missions which. can vi.sit several. of 
Them on. a-

.
: . •

. single flight of ove.r th:cee billion miles. PrepE.trations for this pr o

• • . • .

:

• • - • •

• .

• .
•

gram \\fill begi.n. 197Z.
• • -

e••/.4-1•-,(y
•

. There iS OrIC 1.`onger ).-arige goal we ke.cp in mind as wc
• A• • • • • • •

• • :.•••

-with our •cxploration.. of. the :planets; - --:"As-a• part- of this prograrn -

•. . . . .. ... . •• ••

. sen.d.men to explore. tile planet .M.ars.

• 3. • We s.hok.ild N.vo:c1c. to reduce substantia3.1y the cosf. of 
spa.ce

:. ,. . —.
. ... . .. . ..

••... . .. .. •. . . . .
. . .

. .
-opc-n...).ti.oris. C)ur present rocket tec:1-mology wil.1 ipro•vicie a. reliable .
..._._________................_ • .. ..

: •

launch capability_for sorne time. But as we build for the lonz,rer7r.ange

.1:-!..i.ture, we xnust devise costly ancl'les corn'pli6ated. ways of•

.• transporting payloa.cis into space. Such a cap.ability. -- 
designed so

.tha.t be suitable for a w5.de range of scientific:, clefen.se. a
nd

•.comii-xercial uses --- can help Li S realize i3-nportant econom
ies in all

..-aspects of. our space program. I'Ve ar e currently Cxa.rnining in greater

. .
detail the feasibility of. re--usable space shuttles as one 

way of achiev•
.

. • • •• • •

ing tbis objective.
•

•

.

•
••

• Y.k. _ We ;:hok.11(.1 seek to eNtencl caLlability to live and worl.:•

in space. The Experirn.ental Space Station -- a large orbiting

. •
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• \vox-I:shop -- will bc a» inpportant part of:
 this effort.

. .• ' • .

•

"\\TC.' C nOW

• 

• •

• :•: -• • • • . . .

building :.;ucl). a station — using syster
fis originally clovel.oped for the

• •. • • . • .• • •

• -• Apollo prograril - and pl.an to. 1)cgin using it for 61)c:ration
al missions

. .
• . •

.. 11-ie. next few years, l'\re expect that a-nen. w5.1.1. 1)e' wo).-k5.»
f:f, 5.n. space

• . „ - - : . •

, for yrio.nths at a. time during the. com
ing etec2.-tcle.

•
• - 

.. •
•

• .• •

'We have rnuel-). to learn about: wha.t xi-Ian:can and ca
nnot do in

space, On the basis of our experi. ence w5t
h the X5S, we will .(1....ccide

. • .• . , . . • •

• •

- 1-•Jov., to •.clevelop 'longer -lived space -s
tation.s...•-'Flexible,..-1.o33g-- -----•--

'

lived space station x-noclulcs c.ould provide a multi-p
urpose space •

plat.f.orm for" the longer-range future and 
ultimately become a buildir1L-?,-

.il .
-i: • . . .
If .-... - - block. for naan'ned iilterpla.netary tilavel

.
i:
ii : .- . ..
-.••i .-:!•.̀..1::•'•.::...-...• .sr'..f.`‘,/.-e' s'h.c.:;i1c1‘1-1-a. sten and c...2.2,32.22...1.1c1 thcl..yracti.cal appl.icat-ions of.

:,. .. .. ....____
.
,

. . • •...

•
•

•:f

: s; •

;

•

. I,
• 1-

i•
• i•

..•

▪ .; ..:_sTace technology.. The cievc.,.loprnent of earth 
resdurceEi, satellites...•

• •

• platforms which can help in such varie
d tasks as surveying crops,••

locating nyineral deposits a.net measurin
g water resources -- will e

nable

4

uS to-assess our environment and use
-our resources more effectivel

y.

--Wo should continue to pursue othe
r applications of spacerelatec

l

- technol 0 gy in a wide variety•of. 
nacteorology, con-o-nu-

.

'nica.tions, np..vi,,ation, air traffic control,
 ecik.ic.i',..tion ancl nat5o3-ial 

cleTenr,e

: .

The very act of reaci-)5.ng into space c;--in. help man impi:ove the quali
ty

of life on F_,sarth.
.
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' Vi- e ShOUld encouracie cf,reater international. c
ooperation in

.. •• -.... 
. . .. .

. -,- : 
.. .

•••• : space. In my a.ddress to the United Nation
s last September, I indicated

T

.•

.;•-• .thz,tt the United States will tztke positive,

•

••

concrete; steps "toward .inter-
..

• • nationalizing Inan's epic yenture into spac
e — an adventure that' belongs

• ..'n.ot to .one nation but to al:I " I 13elieve that both the. adventures

•

•.zincl tile applications of. space inissions
 sl-lould .13e shared b-}, all pe.ople.s.
.

. .

-Our progress will be faster and our 
accom.plishrnents will be greater

--if-nations join to g,etb or in .th.i.s._effelyt,...Vot1)_5..0. 
.the.

1,A-iv. AY'
• ;

..resourc'es and in enjoying tile -benefits. -The Acirnin:istrator of N.ASA
e •

recently met with the space authorities of 
Western'Europe, Canada,

• •.ja.pan. and..A.ustralia in. a.n ef.fort to find ways 
.3.n. which \VC can cooperate

.

:.more. effectively in space.

•
• .

...it is 5.mportant, I believe, that th
e space prograxn of the United.

. • •

'

States meet these six. objectives. A program. which. a.chievcs- these

1.

:goals' will bc a 1)a.lanced. space program,
 onc which will. ex.tend o.ux•

, -

capabilities and 1:nowlecige and one which
 )-.)ut our' 1-10, \\' learning.; to

•

•
wo3.-1:. for the inn-rieeliate benefit of all peop3'.e.

.

. As we enter'a new decade, we arc co
nscious of the fact that 1-ilan

3.s also enter5ng ;Jew 'historic era. For the first time, h
e has ..rez-tchce

• • CT'

beyond his planet; for the rest of. time, we w
ill think- of. ourselves as

.

• .

•
o.

•

• .
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7ncn from the planet Earth. It is my hopC that as we go forvi.arci with

our spac:c pi•og)..ana, c p J. •Et. n ancl k in. a way wlaic I). s S

. •

-proud. both of. the planet; from which we co3.-ne and of our ability to. .
— • • •

travel beyond 51..
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Insert 1 to reploce last sentence of par. 3_222....Rage 6

We are currently examining the design of a reusable space shuttle

that could evolve into a new space capability. With this capability,

C could fully exploit and use space for the benefit of all mankind

and at the same time substantially reduce the cost of space operations.

(Wordin3 adapted from Page 99 of the FY 71 Budget.)



Friday 3 /6 /70

3:00 Mr. Sh.apley said the changes are the same as the
ones he gave you over the phone -- do you want them
in. writing?

Tom said "yes. "

Shapley's office will send them right over.



•

•

•

Thursday 3/5/70

6:25 Mr. Shapley called again — doesn't want to "bug" you,
but would like to get one last reading on where we stand
on the Message. Dr. Paine will be calling him from
California this evening to find out if there is anything
he needs to do.

Shapley will be in his office a little while —
takes about 20 minutes to get home and would
appreciate your calling him there if you don't
reach him at the office.

(13) 24715

337-1956



March 5, 1970

To: John Campbell

From: Tom Whitehead

Our changes are indicated on. pa.ges 1, 6,
and. 8. The changes on pages 6 and 8 are
substantive and particularly important.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhiteb.ead:ed
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Unmanned scientific payloads from other nations already

make use of our space launch capability on a cost-ehareti

basis; we look forward to the day when these arrangements can

oe extended to larger applications satellites an.d astronaut crews.



• •

(Huebner) JK

•

Proposed Statement on the Future Of

the U.  _S_1_2_1.52_z_ILe_Program

March 4, 1970

Over the last decade, the principal goal of our nation's spaCe

program has been the Moon. By the end of that decade men frorn our

planet had traveled to the Moon on four occasions a.nd twice they had

walked on its surface. With these unforgettable experiences, we

have gained a. new perspective on ourSelves and our world.

I believe these accomplishments should help us gain a. new per-

r, . • - , • ^ • - • _ • -•-• • _ •

spective on our space program as well. Having completed that long

stride into the future which has been our objective for the past decade,

we must now define new goals which make sense. for the Seventies. We

_must build on the successes of the past, always reaching out for new

achievements,. But we must also re.cognize that many critical. problem.s

.here on this planet rnake high(.9ipriority cleman.ds on our attention ancl

our resources.

stagnate. But -

By no means should 1,N,Te allow our space program to

- with the entire future and the entire universe before

us -- we should not try to do everything at once. Our approach to

space rnust continue to be bold -- but it rnust also be balanced.

• When this Administration came into office, therc were no clear,

comprehensive plans for our space program after the first Ap'ollo

landing. To help remedy this situation, established in February of

1969 a Space Task- Group, headed by the Vice President, to study

‘,4
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possibilities for the future of that program. Their report V,' S pre-

sented to me in September. After reviewing that report and consider-

ing our national priorities, I have reached a. number of conclusions

concerning the future pace and direction of the nation's space efforts.

Thc budget recommendations which I have sent to the Congress for

Fiscal Year 1971 are based on these conclusions.

Three General Purposes

_„

In my judgment, three general purposes should guide our space

program.

purpose is exploration. • From time immemorial, man hasOne

insisted on venturing into the unknown despite his inability to predict

precisely the value of any given exploration. He has been willing to
•

*take risks, willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to neNv experiences.

Man has come to feel that such quests are worthwhile in and of them-

selves -- for they represent one way in which hc expands Ids vision

and exiiresses the human spirit. A great nation n-iust always be an

exploring nation if it wishes to remain great.

A second pm...pose of our space program is scientific knowledge

-- a greater systematic understanding about ourselves and 0 U. '1* uni-

verse. With each of our space ventures, man's total information

about nature has been dramatically expanded; the human race was able

a
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to learn more about the Moon and Mars in a fel.v hours last surrnner

than bad been learned in all the centuries that had gone before. The

people who perform this important work ar.e not only those who walk

in spacesuits wbile millions watch or those who launch powerful rockets

in a burst of flame. Much of our scientific progress COMCS in labora-

tories and offices, where dedicated, inquiring rnen and women decipher

new facts and add them to old ones in ways which reveal new truths.

- The abilities of these scientists constitute -one of 01_13! 3.-nost valuable -

national resources. I believe that our space program should help

these people in their work and should be attentive to their sug,gestions.

A third purpose of the United States space effort is that of

_practical application -- turning- the 'CS SOrIS WC learn in space to the

.early benefit of life on Earth. Examples of such lessons are mani-
.

fold; they range from new medical insights to new methods of commu-

nication, from better weather forecasts to new management techniques

and new ways of providing energy. But these lessons will not apply

themselves; wc must make a concerted effort to see that the results

of our space research are used to the maximum advantage of the

human community:

A Continuing Process

A

We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure
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of today but also a,s an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to the

Moon merely for the sport of i.t. To be sure, those undertakings have

provided an exciting adventure for all mankind and we are proud that

it was our n.ation that met this challenge. But the most important

thing about man's first footsteps on the Moon is what they promise for

the future.

We i-nust realize that space activities will be a part of our lives

_
for the rest of time. We must think of them as part of a continuin.g

process -- one which will go on clay in and clay out, year in and year

----out -- and not as a series of separate-leaps, each requiring a massive

,_con.centration of energy and will and accomplished on a crash tirne-

table. Our space program should not be planned in a rigid ma.nner,

tletade b-y decade, but on a continuing fl exible basis, one which takes

into account our cha.nging needs and our expanding knowledge.

We must also realize that space expenditures must take their

proper'place within a rigorous system of national priorities. What

we do in space from here on in must become a normal and regular

part of our national life and must therefore be pl.anned in conjunction

with all of the other undertakings which are also. important to,us.

The space budczet v.-hich I 'have sent to Congress for Fiscal Year 1971

is lower than the budget for 'Fiscal Year 1970, a condition which
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reflects the fiscal constraints under which we presently operate and..

the competing dernands of other programs. I am confident, however,

that the funding I have proposed will allow our space program to make

steady and impressive progress.

Six Specific Objectives 

With these general considerations in mind, I have concluded

tnat our space program should work toward the following specific ob-

1. We should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo

n-ianned lunar landings will be spaced so as to maximize our scientific

return from each mission, always providing, of course, for the safety

of those who undertak-e these ventures. Our decisions about manned

.:and unmanned lunar voyages beyond the Apollo program will be. based

on the results of these missions.

2. We should move ahead with bold exploration of  the planets 

and the' universe. In the next fel.v years, scientific satellites of many

types will be launched into Earth orbit to bring us new inforn-iation

about the universe, the solar system, and. even our own.planet. During

the next decade, we will also launch unmanned spacecraft to all the

planets of our solar system, including an unmanned vehicle which will

. be sent. to land on Mars and to investigate its surface. In the late

•
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1970s, the "Grand Tour" illiSS1.011S will study the mysterious outer

planets of the solar system — Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, *Neptune,. and

Pluto. The positions of the planets at that time will give us a unique

opportunity to launch missions which can visit several of them on a

single flight of over three billion miles. Preparations for this pro-

grarn will begin i.n 1972.

There is oneAronger rang,e goal we should keep in mind as WC

--proceed with our exploration of the planets. :As -a part of this program

we s-he-ttld eventually send men to explore the planet Mars.

3. We should work to reduce substantially the cost of space 

ops_.rations. Our present rocket technology will provide a reliable

launch capability for _some time. But as we build for the longer-range_

. future, we must devise less costly and'leSs com'pliCate.d ways of

tra.nsporting payloads into space. Such a capability -- designed so

that it will be suitable for a wide range of scientific, defense and

comrnercial uscs can help us realize important economies in all

aspects of our space program. We are currently examining in gre-ater

detail the feasibility of re-usable space shuttles as one way of achicv-

ing this objective.

4. We should seek to extend rriP_n's capability to*live and work

in space. The Experimental Space Station (XSS) -- a la.rge orbiting
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•
workshop -- will be an important part of this effort. We are now

building such a station -- using systems originally developed for the

_Apollo program -- and plan to begin using it for oPerational missions

in the next few years. We expect that men will be working in space

for months at a time during the coming decade.

We have much to learn about what man can and cannot do in

space. On the basis of our experience with the XSS, we will decide

-
-- when and hov,- to develop longer-lived space stations. - Flexible,. long--- ----

lived space station modules could provide a multi-purpose space

platform for the longer-range future and ultimately become a building

block for manned interplanetary travel.

5. We should hasten and 22.,:_22.nd the practical applications of

Lp_Ice technology... The clevelopm.ent of earth resources. satellites --

platforms which can help in such varied tasks as surveying crops,

locating mineral deposits and measuring water resources -- will enable

us to. assess our environment and use our resources more effectively.

We should continue to pursue other applications of space-related

technology in a wide variety of fields, including meteorology, cornmu-

nications, navigation, air traffic control, educa.tion and national. defense.

The very act of reaching into spa.ce can 1-xelp rnan impfove the quality

of life on Earth.



6. We should encourage_greater international c.22p_eration in

space. In my address to the United Nations last September, I indicated

that the United States will take positive, concrete steps "toward inter-

nationalizing man's epic venture into space -- an adventure that belongs

not to one nation but to all mankind. " I believe that both the adventures

and the applications of space missions should be shared by all pe.oples.

Our progress will be faster and our accornplishments will be greater

join together in. this effo -t . both i_n contributing the .

resources and in enjoying the benefits:TT-fie Aciminist3-ator of NASA

recently met with the space authorities of Western Europe, Canada,

Japan and Australia in an. effort to find ways in which we can cooperate

more effectively in space.

. It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United

States meet these six objectives. A program v,-hich achieves these

goals will be a balanced space program, one which will extend o.ur

capabilities and knowledge and one which \\ill put our. new learning to

work for the immediate benefit of all people.

As we enter.a. new decade, we are conscious of the fact that man

is also entering a n.c-.v historic era. For the first time,. he has reached

beyond his planet; for the rest of time, N.ve will think of ourselves as
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men from the planet Earth. It is my hope that as we go forward with

our space program, we can plan and work in a way which makes us

proud both of the planet from which we con-le and of our ability to

travel. beyond it.

it 11 it It
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March 5, 1970

To: Marge

From: Tom

This was inserted in the paragraph

on international cooperation.

If Mr. Flanigan has any troubles,

blow the whistle fast! ! !

Attachment

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed
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Unmanned scientific payloads from other nations already

make use of our space lau-n.ch ca.pability on. a. cost-shared

basis; we.look forward to the day when these arrangements can

be extended. to larger applications satellites and astron.aut crews.



Thursday 3/5/70

4:30 Mr. Whitehead asked us to call Shapley's office
and tell him it is highly unlikely that we will have anything
for them before tomorrow.



Thursday 3/5/70

4:10 Judy called John Campbell's office and asked
them to send us 6 copies of the Space Message
when it's final.

Tom wants them to go to:

NASA
Space Council
Vice President
OST
TW
1 extra,



Wednesday 3/4/70

7:20 Mr. Keogh's secretary brought this copy of the
space message to you.

Copies have gone to:

Cole
Campbell
Huebner
Harlow



March 4, 1970

To: Mr. Flanigan

From: Tom Whitehead

Cy of draft of proposed
space statemen.t.



March 6, 1970

To: Bill Timmons

From: Tom Wigtehead

NASA almares me these requests Call be
taken care of although it is highly unlikely
that they will be able to supply an astronaut
who has been to the moon; 1. e. , they will
provide one of the astronauts who has not
yet aown. will let you know as V 0011 as
I can who they haw. lined up so you can pass
the word Oil to Staggers and Wyatt.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whiteb.ead
Cehtral Files

Mr. Harlow

CTWhitehead:ed
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hiarth 6, WO

To: Wkilis Shaftey

ram:, Ton% Vitittekeact

These heo raticular r ocitt*, 1111 Gr
astrironwata ire eaes ilea *trolley wt
**alit like to him* hc,:torisd. Wipaki reict
plows talke cam& thl.v and get beak as
itOVSk as

Athkettraosikts

cc: Mr. Planigaz
Mr. Barlow
Mr. Tilt-m-10as
Certtral. Filen
Mr. Whitehead

CT Whitehead ed



Thursday 3/5/70

1:50 Marge called. Mr. Flanigan would like you to call Julian Scheer,
NASA, in reference to 2 requests for appearances of the astronauts
which he would like to have honored.

(1) Chairman Harley Staggers would like one of the astronauts to
speak at Keyser, West Virginia, at a function honoring a soldier

killed in the service who received the Congressional Medal of Honor.

Bryce Harlow asked if we could do something and then let Bill
Timmons know the outcome.

(2) Congressman Wendell Wyatt would like one of the astronauts

to be Grand Marshall at a Rose Parade in Portland, Oregon, on

June 13th. This Rose Parade is almost comparable to the one
at Pasadena, California.

Marge is sending over a memo on this.

Scheer -- 13-35302
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

FROM:

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

March 3, 1970

Peter Flanigan

Bryce Harlow or

ChziLlIza_LALlair.....$141aagz  pleads for an 4.zIL2aaalt_Ip
speak at an April_22_function 1r, Keyser, Wet

halaELLa-a_auldiax-uta_waz-Li4led in the
s.aalce and received the Congressional Medal of
Honor

Staggers said that the astronaut could jet his way
to Cumberland, Keyser being some twenty minutes away
from there, and could be back very shortly there-
after. He tried through George Miller, Chairman of
the House Space Committeef and failed. This is
extremely important to Staggers, and he comes to  us
as a final appeal.

I recommend that we try to do this for Staggers. Not
only is he Chairman of the House Interstate Committee,
but he is also a great sentimentalist. If we came
through on this, it would be a very valuable invest-
ment.

Can you, with your inestimable clout, pursue this with
NASA -- then let Bill Timmons know the outcome so that
he can tell the good Congressman?

cc: Bill Timmons
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(Huebner) March 4, 1970

PROPOSED STATEMENT ON THE FUTURE OF
THE U. S. SPACE PROGRAM

Over the last decade, the principle goal of our nation's space

program has been the Moon. By the end of that decade men from our

planet had traveled to the Moon on four occasions and twice they had

walked on its surface. With these unforgetable experiences, we have

:gained a new perspective on-ourselves and our world.

I believe these accomplishments should help us gain a new perspec-

tive on our space program as well. Having completed that long stride into

the future which has been our objective for the past decade, we must now
! I

define new goals which rdake sense for the Seventies: We must build
*

•

on the successes of the past, always--r6a1iing outlforafew achievements.•

But we must also recognize that many critical problems on this planet

make higher priority demands on our attention and our resources. By

no means should we allow our space program to stagnate. But --with

the entire future and the entire universe before us -- we should not try

to do everything at once. 414—s-h-or-t-,Ciir approach to space must continue

to be bold -- but it also must be balanced.

When this Administration came into office, there were no clear,

comprehensive plans for our space program after the first Apollo
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landing. To help remedy this situation, I established in February

of 1969 a Space Task Group, headed by the Vice President, to study

possibilities for the future of that program. Their report was presented

to me in September. After reviewing that report and considering our

national priorities, I have reached a number of conclusions concerning

the future pace and direction of the nation's space efforts. The budget

recommendations which I have sent to the Congress for Fiscal Year 1971

are based on these conclusions.

Three General Purposes 

In my judgment, three general purposes should guide our space

program.

One purpose is exploration. From time iMmemorial, man has

insisted on venturing into the unknown despite his inability to predict

precisely the value of any given exploration. He has been willing to

take risks, willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences.

Man has come to feel that such quests are worthwhile in and of themselves -

for they represent one way in which he expands his vision and expresses

the human spirit. A great nation must always be an exploring nation

if it wishes to remain great.



A second purpose of our space program is scientific knowledge —

a greater systematic understanding about ourselves and our universe.

With each of our space ventures, man's total information about nature

has been dramatically expanded; the human race was able to learn more

about the Moon and Mars in a few hours last summer than had been

--- learned in all the centuries that had gone before. The people who

perform this important work are not only those who walk in spacesuits

while millions watch or those who launch powerful rockets in a burst

of flame. Much of our scientific progress comes in laboratories and

offices, where dedicated, inquiring men and women decipher new facts

and add them to old ones in ways which reveal new truths. The abilities

of these scientists constitute one of our most valuable national resources.

I believe that our space program should help these people in their work

and should be attentive to their suggestions.

A third goal of the United States space effort is that of practical

application -- turning the lessons we learn in space to the early benefit

_ of life on Earth. Examples of such lessons are manifold; they range
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from new medical insights to new methods of communication, from

better weather forecasts to new management techniques and new ways

of providing energy. But these lessons will not apply themselves; we

must make a concerted effort to see that the results of our space research

are used to the maximum advantage of the human community.

- -A Continuing Process 

We must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure of

today but also as an investment in tomorrow. We did not go to the Moon

merely for the sport of it. To be sure, those undertakings havd

provided an exciting adventure for all mankind and we are proud that

it was our nation that met this challenge. But the most important thing

about man's first footsteps on the Moon is what they promise for the future.

We must realize that space activities will be a part of our lives for

the rest of time. We must think ofcc asAa continuing process -- one

which will go on day in and day out, year in and year out -- and not as

a series of separate leaps, each requiring a massive concentration of

energy and will and accomplished on a crash time-table. Our space

program should not be planned in a rigid manners decadeby decade) but

on a continuing flexible basis, one which takes into account our changing

needs and ci expandin knowledge.
A 0

•
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We must also realize that space expenditures must take their

proper, place within a rigorous system of national priorities. What

we do in space from here on in must become a normal and regular part

of otir national life and must therefore be planned in conjunction with

all of the other undertakings which are also important to us.

The space budget which I have sent to Congress for Fiscal Year 1971_

is lower than the budget for Fiscal Year 1970, a condition which reflects

the fiscal constraints under which we presently operate and the

competing demands of other programs. I an-i confident, however, that

the funding I have proposed will allow our space program to make steady

and impressive progress.

Six Specific Objectives

With 4i2L:11 these general considerations in mind, I have concluded

that our space program should work toward the following specific

objectives:

1. We should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo manned

lunar landings will be spaced so as to maximize our scientific return

from each mission, always providing, of course, for the safety of those

who undertake these ventures. Our decisions about manned and unmanned
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lunar voyages beyond the Apollo program will be based on the results

of these missions.

2. We should move ahead with bold exploration of the planets and

the universe. In the next few years, scientific satellites of many types

will be launched into Earth orbit to bring us new information about the

universe, the solar _system, and even our own planet. During the next deca_ _

we will also launch unmanned spacecraft to all th- e planets of our solar

system. Work is already underway on an unmanned spacecraft which

will be sent to land on Mars and to investigate its surface. In the late

1970's, the "Grand Tour" missions will study the mysterious outer planets

of the solar system -- Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto.

The positions of th,planets at that time will give us a unique opportunity

to launch missions which ca:n visit several of them on a single "Grand

Tour" flight of over three billion miles. Preparations for this program

will begin in 1972.

There is one other goal we should keep in mind as we plan the

future of space exploration. As a part of this program we should, I

believe, eventually send men to explore the planet Mars.

3. We should work to  reduce substantially the cost of space operations.

Our present rocket technology will provide a reliable launch capability for



some time. But as we build for the longer-range future, we must

devise less costly and less complicated ways of transporting payloads into

space. Such a transport system -- designed so that it will be suitable for

a wide range of scientific, defense and commercial uses — can help us

realize important economies in all aspectsof our space program. We

are currently examining in more detail the feasibility of re-usable space

shuttles as one way of achieving this objective.

4. We should seek to  extend man's capability to live  and work in 

space. The Experimental Space Station (XSS) --a large orbiting_

workshop -- will be an important part of this effort. We are presently

building such a station -- using systems originally developed for the
• • .'

Apollo program -- and plan to begin using it for operational missions

in the next few years. We expect that men will be working in space for

months at a time during the coming decade.

We have much to learn about man's capability in space. On the

basis of our experience with the XSS, we will decide when and how to

develop longer-lived space stations. Flexible, long-lived space station

modules could provide a multi-purpse space platform for the longer-range

future and ultimately become a building block for manned interplanetary

travel.
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5. We should hasten and expand the practical applications of space 

• technology. The development of earth resources satellites -- platforms

which can help in such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral

deposits and measuring water resources -- will enable us to assess our

environment and use our resources more effectively. We should continue

to pursue other applications of space-related technology in a wide variety

of fields, including meteorology, communications, navigation, air traffic

control, education and national defense. The very act of reaching out to

new planets can help man improve the quality of life on Earth.

6. We should encouragreater international coo ex_...ipace.

In my address to the United Nations in September, I indicated that the
• •

United States will take positive, concrete steps ".toward internationalizing

man's epic venture into space -- an adventure that belongs not to one nation

but to all mankind." I believe that both the adventures and the applications

of space missions should be shared by all peoples. Our progress will be

faster and our accomplishments will be greater if nations will join together

in this effort, both in contributing the resources and in enjoying the benefits.

The Administrator of NASA has recently met with the space authorities of

Western Europe, Canada, Japan, and Australia in an effort to find ways

in which they -- and other nations -- can increase their participation in

our space program. .
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It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United

States meet these six objectives. A program which achieves these goals

will be a balanced space program, one which will extend our capabilities

and knowledge and one which will put our new learning to work for the

immediate benefit of all people.

. . _ .
As we enter a new decade, we are-cohScious of the fact that man is

also entering a new historic era. For the first time, he has reached

beyond his planet; for the rest of time, we will think of ourselves as

men from  the planet Earth. It is my hope that as we go forward with

our space program, we can plan and work in a way which makes us

proud both  of the planet from which we come and of our ability to

travel beyond it.



(Huebner)

PROPOSED STATEMENT ON THE FUTURE OF
THE U.S. SPAC PROGRAM

March 3, 1970

It was less tha fifteen month ago that men first saw the Earth as

it appears from the Moon. Sine that time, men from our planet have

traveled to the Moon on four oc4sions and twice they have walked on

its surface. With these unforgetable experiences, we have gained a new

perspective on ourselves and cSur ,world.

I believe these accomplishmeits should help us gain a new perspec-
i

tive on our space program aS well. -laving completed that long stride into

the future which has been o r goal for t e past decade, we must now define

new goals Which make se se for the Seven les.

When this Administ atiori came into office, there were no clear,

comprehensive plans for our space program after the first Apollo landing.
A tcYl

To help remedy this situation, I established 4s.-ri-t: February a Space Task

Group, headed by the Vice President, to study possibilities for the future

of that program. Their report was presented to me in September. After

reviewing that report and considering our national priorities, I have

reached a number of conclusions concerning the future pace and direction

of the nation's space efforts. -A-e-e-e-r--d-ingly-,--I--am-today-outliniarg-a-new---

sin-Ice-effort-s-o



---in-tyla-e----dt.--ea7dc—GI-It-11-e--Se-v-ent-i-e-s-and-b-e-y-ond. The budget recommendation.s

which I have sent to the Congress for Fiscal Year 1971 are based on these

conclusions and are designed to support the first step in long-range

pr ogr .

The plan which I am contains a number of new initiatives.

One of its most important, featuresif-o-r---ex-ampl-&, is the program which

will send unmanned spacecraft on the longest space voyages ever under-

taken -- the sp-called "Grand Tour" missions which will explore the most

distant planets in the late 1970s. Another significant feature of the plan

is the new emphasis it places on broader international cooperation in

space, including our invitation to other countries to nominate candidates

for training as astronauts and for participation in future missions.

But even as we reach out for new achievements in space, we must

also recognize that many critical problems on this planet make higher

priority demands on our attention and our resources. By no means

should we ever allow our space program to stagnate. But -- with the

entire future and the entire universe before us -- there is no point in

trying to do everything at once. Our approach to space, in short must

continue to be bold -- but it must also be balanced.

n:y. judgment, three general purposes should guide our space

program in the years to come.
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One is exploration. From time immemorial, man has insisted

on venturing into the unknown despite his inability predict precisely the

value of any given exploration. He has been willing to take risks,

willing to be surprised, willing to adapt to new experiences. Man has

come to feel that such. quests are worthwhile in and of themselves —

for they represent one way in which he expands his vision and expresses

the human spirit. A great nation must always be an exploring nation

if it wishes to remain great.

A second and related purpose of our space program is scientific

knowledge -- a greater systematic understanding about ourselves and

our universe. With each of our space ventures, mans total information

about nature b as been dramatically expanded; the human race was able

to learn more about the Moon and Mars in a few hours last summer than

had been learned in all the centuries that had gone before. , The people

who perform this important work are not only those who walk in space

suits while millions watch or those who launch powerful rockets in a

burst of flame. Much of our scientific progress comes in laboratories

and offices, where dedicated inquiring men and women decipher new facts

and add them to old ones in ways which reveal new truths. The abilities of

. thjise scientists con3titute one of our most valuable national resources.

I believe that or space program should help these people in their work

and should be attentive to their suggestions.-1.
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A. third goal of the United States space effort is that of practical

application -- turning the lessons we learn in space to the early benefi.t

of life on. Ea.rth. Examples of such lessons are manifold; they range

from new medical insights to the ability to send color television across

the oceans, W4from better weather forecasts to new management

techniques and n.ew ways of providing energy. But these lessons will

not apply themselves; we must make a concerted effort to see that the

results of our space resea.rch are used to the m.aximum advantage of

the human community.

lAre must see our space effort, then, not only as an adventure of

today but also as an investment in tomorrow. We did n.ot go to the

Moon merely for the sport of it. To be sure, those undertakings have

provided an exciting adventure for all mankind and we are proud that it

was our nation that met this challenge. But the most important thing

about man's first footst eps on the Moon is what they promise for the

future.

We must realize that work in space will be a part of our lives for

the rest of time. We must think of it as a continuing process -- one

which will go on day in. and day out, year in and year out — and not as

. a series of separate leaps, each requiring a massive concentration. of

energy and will and accomplished on a crash time-table. lArhat we do in
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space from here- on in must become a normal and regular part of our

national life and must therefore be planned in conjunction with all of the

other undertakings which are also important to us. Space expenditures,

in short, must take their proper place within a rigorous system of

national priorities.

With these values in mind, I have concluded that our space program

shoul0 meet the following specific objectives:

1. We should continue to explore the Moon. Future Apollo manned

lunar landings will be spaced so as to maximize our scientific return from each

mission, always providing, of course, for the safety of those who undertake

these ventures. Because there is no atmosphere on the Moon, no winds

or seas or storms or tides to disturb its physical properties, man can

study there the history of a planet from its very beginnings. Understanding

the Moon will help us better to understand the Earth. And we must under-

stand the Earth he-ttex if we are to solve itseroblems.

2. We should move ahead with bold explorations of the planets, 

building on our impressive successes with unmanned spacecraft. Work is

(underwaylreadyj on an unmanned spacecraft which will be sent to land on

the planet Mars and to investigate its surface. Scientific satellites of

vtA.
• many types will be launched into Earth orbitAto bring us new information

about the Earth, the solar system, and the even more distant universe.
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One of our l'host important goals in the-G-GR-4.-ing---clee-d-e will be the

"Grand Tour" missions by unmanned spacecraft to the mysterious

outer planets of the solar system -- Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,

and Pluto. In the late 1970s the positions of the planets will give us

opportunities we will not have again for 179 years to launch missions

which can visit several of these planets on a single "Grand Tour"

flight. Each flight will travel over three billion miles and take as long
for this program

as nine years to reach its most distant objective.. Preparations/\will begin

in 1972.

3. We should work to reduce substantially the cost of space operations.

Our present rocket technology will provide a reliable launch capability for

some time. But as we build for the longer-range future, our first step

should be the development of a re-usable space shuttle, a vehicle that

would be launched like a rocket but would land like an airplane, and

could therefore be launched again and again. Such a transport system would

help us realize important economies in our space program. The space

shuttle should be designed so that it will be suitable for a wide range of

scientific, defense and commercial uses.

4. We should seek to  extend man's capability to live and work  in

space. An Experimental Space Station which can serve as a large

presently

orbiting workshop is an important part of this effort. We are/b,iilding

such a station -- now named "SKYLAB" -- using systems originally
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developed for the Apollo program. We plan to begin using it for oper-

ational missions during the next few years. We expect that men will

be working in space for months at a time during this decade.

Building on our experience with "SKYLAB" we should also begin,

in this decade, to design and develop a longer-lived Space Station

Module. Such a module would provide a multi-purpose space platform

for the longer-range future and would ultimately become a building block

for manned interplanetary travel. As a part of this program, I believe that

we should eventually send men to explore the planet Mars.

5. We should hasten and expand the practical applications of space 

technology: The development of earth resources satellites -- platforms

which can help in such varied tasks as surveying crops, locating mineral

deposits and measuring water resources -- will enable us to assess our

environment and use our resources more effectively. We should continue

to pursue other applications of space-related technology in a wide variety

of fields, including meteorology, communications, navigation, air traffic

control, education and national defense. The very act of reaching out to

new planets can help man improve the quality of life on Earth.
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6. We shoiild encourage greater  international cooperation in space.

In my address to the United Nations in September, I indicated that the

United States will take positive, concrete steps "toward internationalizing

man's epic venture into space — an adventure that belongs not to one

nation but to all mankind." I believe that both the adventures and the

applications of space missions should be shared by all peoples. In the

long run, our progress will be faster and our accomplishments will be

greater if nations will join together in this effort, both in contributing

the resources and in enjoying the benefits.

At my request, the Administrator of NASA has met personally

with the space authorities of Western Europe, Canada, Japan, and

Australia in an effort to find ways in which they -- and other nations --

can increase their participation in our space program. The space

shuttle and space station programs offer special opportunities for broader

international involvement and we hope that many nations will join us in these

efforts. As these programs progress, we will invite the participatin.g

nations to propose astronauts who will enter our training program and

become candidates for participation in future space flights.

It is important, I believe, that the space program of the United

States meet these six objectives. A program which achieves these goals
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will be a balanced space program, one which will extend our capabili-

ties and knowledge and one which will put our new learning to work for

the immediate benefit of all people.

We must also recognize, however, that we are faced with serious

fiscal constraints and that we cannot affort to continue to fund our

national space effort on the same level as in the immediate past. The

space budget I have sent to Congress for Fiscal Year 1971 is lower than

the budget for Fiscal Year 1970, a condition which reflects the avail-

ability of resources, the demands of other programs and the importance

we attach to the fight against inflation. I am confident, however, that the

funding proposed in my budget message will allow our space program

to make steady and impressive progrss.

As we enter a new decade, we are conscious of the fact that man is

also entering a new historic era. For the 'first time, he has reached

beyond his planet; for the rest of time, we will think of ourselves as men

from the planet Earth. It is my hope that as we go forward with our space

program, we can plan and work in a way which makes us proud both  of

the planet from which we come and of our ability to travel beyond it.

###


